
GB: BL(12330 t 33)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 27001 e.918)

R and A
→ United States / Department of State / Office of Intelligence Research
Research and analysis

R.G.
→ G., R.

R.L.C.
→ Calogreedy, R. L.

R.L.H.C.
→ Rangoon Labour Housing Conference

R.N.V.R.
→ Burma / Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve

R.U.
→ University < Rangoon >

R.U.B.C.
→ Boat Club < Rangoon University >

Raabe, Gerhard
China, Burma, Indien
→ Moser, Don

Rabinowitz, Alan <b. 1953>
ISBN 1-559-63799-4


Note: This book is about exploration, danger, and discovery in a remote area of the planet where the greatest necessity is salt, where people plow the earth using themselves as the beasts of burden, and where the main source of meat is a group of primitive species that are little known outside the region. In 1993 Alan Rabinowitz, called "the Indiana Jones" of wildlife science by the New York Times, first set foot in Myanmar, the country known until 1989 as Burma, hoping to survey the country's wildlife and convince the government to establish protected natural areas. In the event-filled years that followed, as the Myanmar government allowed Rabinowitz and his Wildlife Conservation Society team to travel to increasingly remote areas, he succeeded beyond all expectations, not only discovering species new to science but also playing a vital role in wildlife preservation, including the creation of Hkakabo Razi National Park, now one of Southeast Asia's largest protected areas.

Subject(s): Rabinowitz, Alan <b. 1953> : Journeys - Burma
Burma : National parks and reserves ; Zoology

D: B-SBB(1 A 437642 Haus 2)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.73035)
GB: BL(YK.2001.a.16313)
SOAS(GB333.954 /813948)
SG: ISEAS(QL84.5 B9R11)

Tampines & Woodlands: English 333.9541609591 RAB
US: CU(Mann x) & HI(Widener) & LC & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Barnard) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCB(BioSci) & UCB & UCD(Shields) & UCI(Sci Lib) & UCSC(S & E Lib) & YU(SML & Kline X) : QL84.5.B93 R33 2001
NC(D-Perkins - 333.95416 R116, B573, 2001)
NYPL(Research JFE 02-15374)
UC(http://faculties.uc.edu/sommers/QL84.5.B93 R116b 2001)
ISBN 1854108190
Burma Bibliographical Project

GB:OUL(IND Burma 4 d 69)
US: Creighton Univ, NE
Ref.: OCLC 48467100

Proceedings for the Workshop of Trans-boundary Biodiversity Conservation in the Eastern Himalayas: November 22-26, 1994, Kunming, China
→ Workshop of Trans-boundary Biodiversity Conservation in the Eastern Himalayas < 1994, Kunming, China

Races of Burma
→ Enriquez, Colin Metcalfe

Racial Relations Group
The Indian in Burma
→ Pearn, Bertie Reginald

The mixed races of Burma
→ Pearn, Bertie Reginald

Radcliffe-Brown, Alfred Reginald <1881-1955>
HRAF AZ2, 1
Subject(s): Andamanese: Social life and customs
Burma: Ethnology: Folklore - Andaman Islands
Andaman Islands: Social life and customs; Native races
GB:OUL(BOD 247189 d.22)
US:CU(Olin Microfiche 887 AZ2, Andamans;1)
NIU Microforms-2nd FL-FML Microfiche AS36.H84 A56 AZ2, 1) IU(Main Stacks & Withdrawn: 572.9541 R11A)

GB:OUL(RHO Stack 909 r. 241; SCA Tylor E 11:4)
US:CU(Annex DS491.A54 R12 1933)
ditto. – Glencoe, Ill. Free Pr., 1948. XIV, 510 p., illus., maps.
US:CU(Kroch &Uris: DS491.A54 R12 1948)
ISBN 0029255805
GB: LSE(BLPES, CC Store DS486.5.A5 R12,
OUL(BAL (TJ) KS bro ; SCA Tylor E 11:4(b))
IRL:TCD(SPL- 7-777)
US: NNU

Radcliffe-Smith, A.
Noteworthy Euphorbiaceae from tropical Asia: Burma to New Guinea
→ Shaw, Herbert Kenneth Airy

The RAF and the Far East War, 1941-1945: a symposium on the Far East War, 24 March 1995; sponsored jointly by
Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Congresses; World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations, British - Congresses; World War <1939-1945>, Personal narratives, British - Congresses
Great Britain: Royal Air Force - World War <1939-1945> - Operations - Burma
GB:BL(C.1996.a.876) CUL(9004.c.9432)
OUl(BOD M97.F02498) SOAS(E Coll 3 U 59)
IRL:TCD(HL-186-765) US:CU(Kroch z) & YU(SML) :
OUl(BOD 597.F02498) SOAS(E Coll 3 U 59)

Rafferty, Kathryn E.
Subject(s): Burma: Foreign relations - Asia, Southeastern; Foreign relations - China
Asia, Southeastern: Foreign relations - Burma
China: Foreign relations - Burma
SG: ISEAS(DOC 2361)
US: HU-EWC
WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Micro Fiche 5616)
ditto. – ibd., 1969. 45, [9] l., map. – (Study / Strategic Studies Dept. : 009.120)
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet DS Burma 37+)

Rafi, Mirza Mahomed
Subject(s): East Indians: Burma
CH: ILO(325.3(591) R13 / 8751)
GB:OUL(IND Nuneham 33 B 37/3)
US:CU(Wason DS485 B89R13)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Q 135)
LC(DS485.B85R2) NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1079) UC(NRLF DS485.B85 R3 B 4 305 070 , SRLF A0010173409)
YU(SML LC Class. DS528.2 E3 R34)

Rafiki, A. S.
GB: BL(8023 g 21)

Rafy
Folktales of the Khasis / by Mrs. Rafy ... – London : Macmillan, 1920. XI, 160 p., illus. – Repr. in part from the Statesman of Calcutta
US: LC(GR305.R3)
Raghavan, V.
Subject(s): Manuscripts, Burmese : Conservation and restoration.
A: ÖNB(12599916-C 144 NEU Per)
SG: ISEAS(Ref Z6605 B9R14)
GB: SOAS(Pam.SEAsia 14/511625)

Raghu Vira
Indian scientific nomenclature of birds of India, Burma and Ceylon / by Raghu Vira and Shri K. N. Dave. – Nagpur: Publ. by Shri Lokesh Chandra for the International Academy of Indian Culture, [1949]. XXIX, 538 p., illus. – (Sarasvati vihara series ; 20) – Title also in Sanskrit
Subject(s): Burmese : Birds ; Birds - Nomenclature (Popular)
F: BNF(Mss.8° imp.or.1783)
NL: KITLV(M rr 1355)

Indian scientific nomenclature of the mammals of India, Burma and Ceylon / by Raghu Vira and Shri K. N. Dave and Lokesh Chandra. – Nagpur: International Academy of Indian Culture, 1953. XXXIX. 187 p. – (Sarasvati vihara series ; 30) – The present volume is the second in our series on Indian scientific nomenclature of animal life in the "Fauna of British India (including Ceylon and Burma") published under the patronage of the Secretary of state for India from 1888 onwards.
Subject(s): Burmese : Mammals ; Zoology - Nomenclature ; Zoology - Nomenclature (Popular)
D: B-SBB(Ser. 1200-30 Haus 2 NfLS)
GB: BL-APAC(T 15392) – OUL(IND Sansk. ser. F 3 v.30)

Ragland, Nathaniel M.
US: LC(BV3700.R3)

Rahim, Muhammad 'Abdur

Railway connections a pressing necessity
→ Indo-Burma-China

Railway Enquiry Committee

Railway Police manual
→ Burma / Railway Police

Railway Project
→ Loan agreement (Railway Project) between the Union of Burma and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
→ Project agreement (Railway Project) between International Bank of Reconstruction and Development and the Union of Burma Railway Board

ISBN 1-4039-3224-7 (hd.)

Contents: Introduction

Pt 1: The training of railway soldiers
1.1 A new conscript / Eiji Shibata – p.26
1.2 A military civilians / Sanzou Tomii – p.36
1.3 The British view: Railways in the Burma campaign / Ian Lyall Grant

Pt. 2: Advance in Burma
2.1 Assault landing on Singora / Jiro Sakai – p.40
2.2 The first battle / Tori Hozomi – p.45
2.3 Advance to Malaya / Yoshiharu Ukai – 48
2.4 Advance to Moulmein / Tadao Fujihashi – p.60
2.5 Advance to Rangoon / Yoshiharu Ugaï – p.63
2.6 Start the train service / Shigeo Asakura – p.67
2.7 Diary of a company command / Zyoichi Sito – p.69
2.8 The British view: British railway demolitions in Burma, 1942 / Ian Lyall Grant – p.74

Pt 3: Construction of the Burma-Thailand Railway
3.1 The Zero Mile Post –
3.2 The Volga Boat Song and the Bridge –
3.3 My Touchstone - The Chunghai Cutting Painter - A New Company Commander at Konyu and Hintok - The Konyu Cutting Cholera - The Hirota Platoon at Hintok Lt-Colonel Banno and the POWs - A Hard Struggle in the Remote Jungle Matoma, the Hardest Time of All Celebrating the Completion of the Railway - A Thief of Tins - A Private and Prisoners Korean Guards - The Relationship between the Railway Regiment and the POW Camps View of the POWs - The British View The Featherstone Incident and its Effects on POWs

Pt. 4: Struggle at the Myitkyina line
4.1 Myitkyina Line
4.2 Fight with Chindits at Mawlu –
4.3 The Battle Near Ponchan
4.4 Keep the Trains Running
4.5 Transportation of Provisions
4.6 Annihilated at Myitkyina –
4.7 The Retreat from the Myitkyina Line
4.8 Maintenance of Locomotives –
4.9 The British View: The Battle at White City (Henu) on 17 March 1944

Pt. 5: Retreat
5.1 Move to Lashio Line
5.2 Defending Mandalay –
5.3 Retreat on the Mandalay Line
5.4 Destroy the c56 Locomotive
Rajabhat Institute < Chiang Mai > / Lanna Cultural Center
→Dynamics of ethnic cultures across national boundaries in southwestern China and mainland Southeast Asia

Rajah, Ananda
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government ; History
SG: ISEAS(UA830 I59W no. 14)
TH: CU(ISIS 382.09591 R191)
Ref.: OCLC 47979843

Note: Sponsored by Asia Foundation, International Development Research(IDRC) and the Research Division, Office of the President, Chulalongkorn University
TH: CU(TIC 53980)

Subject(s): Sgaw Karen : Burma - Ethnic identity ; Religion
Thai l : Ethnic identity - Chiang Mai
Chiang Mai : Sgaw Karen
AU:ANU(Menzies thesis DS570.K37.R33)
US:CU(Kroch Fiche 1106)

Rājanīti
→Pāli nīti texts of Burma

Rajarajan, K.
→A manual of the geology of India and Burma ; 4

Rajaretnam, M.
→Quality of partnership : Myanmar, ASEAN and the world community

Rajavaramuni < Phra >
Thai Buddhism in the Buddhist world : a survey of the Buddhist situation against a historical background / Phra Rajavaramuni. – Bangkok: Mahachulalongkorn Buddhist Univ., 1985. XI, 178 p., illus., app., index, bibliogr. p. 171-172.
D: HD-SAI(rel 52 A 86/45)*

Rajinder Singh Grewal
A study of the pattern of mental disease in Burmans / Rajinder Singh Grewal. – 1959. 67 p., illus. – Univ. of Malaya, Fac. of Medicine, M.D. thesis 1961
Subject(s): Burma : Mental illness
SG: NUS(Medical Libr. Theses Coll. RC1959*1959 1 ; Microform RC39 *1959 2 ME27)

Rajput, Allah Bakhsh
Subject(s): Chittagong Hill Tracts < District > : Ethnology
GB: BL(X 800/892)*

Raju, Pennetcha Krishnam < b. 1946>
Glitter n gold : positioning Myanmar in a globalized world
→Tiwari, Arun K.

Rakhaing guardian : a publication of Buddhist Rakhaing Cultural Association. 1/1,1997, Spring– – New York, NY: Buddhist Rakhaing Cultural Association – Chiefly in English; some also in Burmese. – Quarterly ISSN 1096-438X
Subject(s): Arakanese : Social life and customs - Periodicals ; United States - Periodicals ; Buddhism and culture - Periodicals
Burma : United States - Periodicals ;
Burma : History - Periodicals
Arakan State : Civilization - Periodicals
GB: BL-APAC: 1.1,1997- (WZOR.1999.a.18)
( K roch + DS 530 8.A65 R25)
NIU(SEA Per DS530.8.A7 R35)
YU: 1.1,1997:spring-1.5,1999:spring
(SML DS530.8 A7 R35+)

Rakhine : annual magazine. – Cactve. – Added title and text in Burmese
D: B-SBB(Zsn 72 140 Haus 2)

Rakow, Meg
SG: NUS(Closed Stacks DS501 Saw 35)

Rakshit, Aswini Kumar
→The law of alluvial lands and fishery

Raleigh, Thomas <1850-1920>
Lord Curzon in India
→Curzon, George Nathaniel Curzon
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Ram, Asha
Shulman 351
Subject(s): Burma : Nationalism ; Politics and government ; Constitutional history
GB: SAdS(IHR Theses) ULL
US: CU(Kroch Film 8031 ; Annex Film N8031)
Ref.: OCLC 14466249

Ram, Bakshi Sant
Yield and stand tables for teak (Tectona grandis, Linn. F.) plantations in India and Burma
→Laurie, M. V.

Rama Rau, Santha
p. [185]-204: Burma : land of laughter
US: CU(Wason DS508 R16V6) HU LC(DS508.R34) YU

Ram, Bakhshi Sant
Yield and stand tables for teak (Tectona grandis, Linn. F.) plantations in India and Burma
→Laurie, M. V.

Ramadhan, K. S.
India and South East Asia
→Majumdar, Ramesh Chandra

Ramaiah, Lam Seeta
ISBN 81-85427-00-3
Subject(s): Tibeto-Burman languages : India - Bibliography
India : Linguistic minorities - Bibliography
D: HD-SAI(inf 78 G 33) TU-UB(31 A 5753) S-WLB(41a/2113 US: UCB UC(SRLF) IU(Main Stacks 016.40954 R141T)
GB: SOAS(Ref K016.4914 /627032)

Ramachandran Mission Society
The story of Burma
→Furnivall, John Sydenham

Ramachandra, R.
The geology of Burma
→Chhibber, Harbans Lal

Ramamirtham, R.
GB: ULL(MPhil (Arts) 1994 SOAS)

Ramamurthy, Audrey Beatrice Stephanie
GB: ULL(MPhil (Arts) 1994 SOAS)

Ramamurthy, Stephanie
Subject(s): Tamil : Burma ; Emigration and immigration ; Memory - Social aspects
Burma : Ethnic relations ; Tamil
GB: SOAS(Thesis/1848)

Ramanappa, M. N. Venkata
p. [94]-100: Burma
D: HD-SAI(100 inf 95/2329)*

Ramachandra, G. P.

Ramaswami, Mahabusi Srinivasa
Two decade of new Indo-Burmese species
→ Smith, William Wright

Ramb, Renate
South East Asia : the traveller’s guide
→ Loose, Stefan

Südost-Asien Handbuch
→ Loose, Stefan

Thailand and Burma : the traveller’s guide
→ Loose, Stefan

Ramirez, Jaime I.
PCAS library holdings on Burma
→ Philippine Center for Advanced Studies < Quezon > / 

Ramon Magsaysay Asian Library
→ Ramon Magsaysay Award Foundation / Asian Library

Ramon Magsaysay Award Foundation / Asian Library
A guide to the collection of the Asian Library. Ramon Magsaysay Award Foundation. – Manila, 1970. 410 p., author index. – At cover: Ramon Magsaysay Asian Library : a guide to its collection
p. 72-80: Burma (no. 502-577)
D: B-SBB(OLS Ba 2775 Haus 2)

Ramond, Georges
Géologie des Indes anglaises (strati graphie et tectonique) d’après la nouvelle éd. de "A manual of geology of India" (2e éd., 1893) élaborée par R. D. Oldham ... / par G. Ramond ...
F: BNF(8° S.9059)
US: DI-GS

Ramsay, James Andrew Brown, Marquess of Dalhousie
→ Dalhousie, James Andrew Brown Ramsay <1st marquis of, 1812-1860>

Ramsey, Martha Laurens
American biography
→ Judson, Ann Hasseltine

Ramsay Tainsh, Alasdair <b. 1913>
→ Tainsh, Alasdair Ramsay

Ramsden, H. A.
Siamese porcelain and other tokens. – Yokohama: Jun Kobayagawa, 1911. 37 p., illus. – In Japanese
Subject(s): Tokens : Burma
GB: BL-APAC(V 10935)

Ramsöy, Odd <b. 1924>
Social groups as system and subsystem / Odd Ramsöy. – Oslo: Norwegian Univ. Pr., [1962]. 204 p., incl. bibliogr. – (Studies in Society / Universitet i Oslo ; 2) – Includes a chapter on the political systems in Highland Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Social groups
GB: BL(Ac 9234 mi/6 (2) LSE(Blpes HM131 R18)
US: CU(Annex HM131 .R93 no.2)

ditto. – New York : Free Pr. of Glencoe ; Macmillan, 1963. 204 p., illus., incl. bibliogr.
GB: BL(8299.r.32) CUL(200.c.96.96) OUL
IRL:TCD(SHL-32-123)
S: S(63 4111)

Ramón Bickram, Pradumna
From centrally planned to market economies
Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy ; Economic development ; Economic conditions.
GB: OUL(QUEH Main Libr Working paper (Asian Devel. Bank)
US: IU(Main Stacks 330.95 R15R)

Rand, S. B.
Subject(s): Burma : Missions
GB: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 10790)

Rand Corporation < Santa Monica, Calif. >
Aspects of state, kingship and succession in Southeast Asia
→ Solomon, Robert L.
A bibliography of selected Rand publications : Asia. – Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand, 1979. 96 p. – (SB-1017)
US: CU(Wason Z3001 R18+ 1979)

Boundary concepts and practices in Southeast Asia
→ Solomon, Robert L.

Burma’s foreign policy and the Korean war
→ Crocker, Isabelle C.

→ Chindit operations in Burma
The effect of Chinese nationalist military activities in Burma...
→ Clubb, Oliver Edmund
Observations on contemporary Burma
→ Johnstone, William Crane
Saya San and the Burmese rebellion
→ Salomon, Robert L.

Randall, Herbert Morley
American Baptist missions among primitive peoples in Southeast Asia: a study of the work and results of the American Baptist missions in Burma and Assam among the animistic hill tribes from the beginning of the mission work to the present / by Herbert Morey Randall. – 1957. 263 l., bibliogr. 1. [248]-260. – Oak Brook, Ill., Northern Baptist Theological Seminary, Th.D. (church history and missions) thesis. – Shulman 645
Subject(s): Baptists : Missions - Burma
Burma : Missions - Burma
US: NIU(SEA BV3270 .R3641991)

Randall, Alan R.
People of the hills
→ Preecha, Chaturabahd

Randle, John
ISBN 1-84415-112-3
Subject(s): Rand, John <b. 1908>
Indira : Army - Baluch Regiment - World War <1939-1945>
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> – Operations, Indian
D: B-SBB(1 A 536005 Haus 2)
GB: SOAS(GB959.10452 919623)*
NL: KITLV(M 2005 A 2505)
US: GEU(D767.6 .R28 2004)GU(Widaner)
HUManoa(D767.6 .R295 2004)
Ref.: OCLC 56457817
ditto. – Large print ed. – Oxford: ISIS, 2005. 192 p., illus., maps, ports.
ISBN 0753199904 (hbk.): 0753199912 (pbk.)

Randolph, John Hayward <b. 1908>
Subject(s): Randolph, John <b. 1908>
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
World War <1939-1945> - Operations, American
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 F29)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6 .R19) LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCSB(Library Special Coll) & WU(Hist. Soc. Lib) : D767.6 R3
NYPL(Research BZAP)
OCL(929.213591 R159M)
ISBN 0-933842-14-7
D: M-BSB(91.35498)
US: LC(D767.6 .R3 1990)

Random reminiscences
→ Bowly, H. S.

Ranft, Ferdinand
US: LC(DS4Z93)

Ranganathan, Shiyali Ramamrita <1892-1972>
→ Learned periodical publications in South Asia...
→ Union catalogue of learned periodical publications in South Asia
→ Union catalogue of periodical publications in the libraries of South Asia
Rangaswami, M.  
GB: BL(IS.Bu.101/3)*

Rangel, Charles  
The Golden Triangle : the production and trafficking of narcotics in Burma. – [s.l., 1988?]  
Subject(s): Burma : Narcotics, Control of  
GB: BL-APAC(V 26972(b))

Rangoon / Board of Management for the Port of Rangoon  
→Board of Management for the Port of Rangoon

Rangoon / Chamber of Commerce  
US: YU: 1877/1891-1905 (Mudd Nf90 I36r)  
→Sherriff, William

Rangoon / Civil Court  
→Rangoon City Civil Court

Rangoon / Commissioner of Paper Currency  
→Gradation list of the Offices of the Accountant-General, Burma, and Commissioner of Paper Currency, Rangoon

Rangoon / Commissioner of Police  
→Abridged law for the use of European sergeants  
Details for traffic control drill  
→Wemyss, F. F.

The Rangoon Town Police manual  
→Rangoon / Town Police  
→Rangoon / Town Police  
Report

Rangoon / Commissioners for the Port of Rangoon  
Administration report of the Commissioners for the Port of Rangoon from 1st April to 31st March 1893/94 [to 1929/30]. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr. (for B. S.)  
> Annual report and accounts  
Subject(s): Burma : Harbors - Rangoon ; Commerce ; Harbors - Administration - Rangoon  
GB: BL: 1894/95-1929/30 (P.P.3800 gia)*  
BL-APAC: 1880/82-1890/91 (IOR/V/24/3433)  
1891/92-1911/12 (IOR/V/24/3434)  
1912/13-1927/28 (IOR/V/24/3435)  
1929/30 (IOR/V/24/3436)  
US: IU   LC  
NNC: 1883/84-1893/94 1901-1929/30 (Offsite 382.54 B92)  
YU: 1893/94 1900/01-1905/06 1907/08-1929/30 (Mudd Nec86 I36+A11)  
< Administration report  
> Report  
Subject(s): Burma : Harbors - Rangoon ; Commerce ; Harbors - Administration – Rangoon ; Rangoon : Harbor  
GB: BL: 1931-1941 (PP 3800gia)*  
BL-APAC: 1931-1941 (IOR/V/24/3436-40)  
1930/31-1936/37 (IOR/V/24/3436)  
1937/38 (IOR/V/24/3437)  
1938/39 (IOR/V/24/3438)  
1939/40 (IOR/V/24/3439)  
1940/41 (IOR/V/24/3440)  
US: NNC: 1930/31-1940/41 (Offsite 382.54 B92)  
YU: 1930/31-1940/41 (Nec86I36+A11)  
Note on foreshore accommodation at the port of Rangoon, with proposals for further acquisition  
→Buchanan, George Cunningham  
Note on the accommodation at the port of Rangoon, with proposals for improvements & extensions  
→Buchanan, George Cunningham  
A note on the administration of the Rangoon port trust  
→Buchanan, George Cunningham  
→Papers relative to the improvement of the financial condition of the port of Rangoon  
→Rangoon Harbour rules  
No reports issued for 1941/42-1944/45  
< Annual report and accounts  
> Board of Management for the Port of Rangoon  
Report and accounts  
Subject(s): Burma : Harbors - Rangoon ; Commerce ; Harbors - Administration - Rangoon  
Rangoon : Harbor ; Commerce ; Harbor - Administration  
US: IU   LC  
→Report on the lower harbour survey  
→Tests in the Rangoon River on the damage by marine borers to various woods  
Rangoon / Court of Small Causes  
→Court of Small Causes < Rangoon >

Rangoon / Court of the Recorder  
→Court of the Recorder < Rangoon >

Rangoon / Development Committee  
→Rangoon Development Committee

Rangoon / Development Trust  
→Rangoon Development Trust
Rangoon / Development Trust Enquiry Committee
→ Rangoon Development Trust Enquiry Committee
<1941>

Rangoon / District Court
Select decisions of the District Court of Rangoon during the years 1859 and 1860 / T. P. Sparks. – Rangoon: The Mission Pr., 1862. II, 164 p.
GB: BL(5319 bb 28)*
US: HU(Law School)

Rangoon / Foreshore Committee
→ Rangoon Foreshore Committee

Rangoon / Government Medical School
→ Government Medical School < Rangoon >

Rangoon / Health Officer
Annual report of the Health Officer, Rangoon municipality (from ?) Health Officer for the City of Rangoon. – [Rangoon Times Pr. (from ?)] Municipal Printer.
Subject(s): Burma: Health Services Administration;
Public Health Administration;
Urban Health Services
Rangoon: Sanitation - Periodicals
GB: Wellcome: 1925 1927 1929-1931 1933-1934
(Onsite store Spec.Coll.: WA28.JB2 R19)
US: LC: 1921 (RA312.R35)

→ Annual sanitary report for Rangoon

→ Sanitary and vaccination report of the City of Rangoon

Rangoon / Holy Cross College
→ Holy Cross College < Rangoon >

Rangoon / Medical Officer
Annual report of the Medical Officer on the working of the Contagious Diseases Hospital and the Municipal Observation Hospital. – Rangoon, [1922?].
US: DNLM(WX 2 JB8 R2C7a)

Rangoon / Municipality
<Bye-law under section 30. – 1900>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(185))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – 1901>
Bye-law by the Rangoon municipality under section 30 of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), May 1901. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(186))*

<Bye-law under section 30 (rev.). – 1901>
Revised bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 30 of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), May 1901. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(187))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – 1902>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(189))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – 1904>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(190))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – 1905>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(191))*

<Bye-law under section 30. – 1906>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(192))*

<Bye-law under section 38A>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(193))*

<Bye-law under section 86>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(194))*

<Bye-law under section 89. – 1899>
Bye-law by the Rangoon municipality under sections 89 and 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1899. 1 p.
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 870(32))*

<Bye-law under section 89. – 1899>
Bye-law framed by the Rangoon municipality under sections 89 and 142, clause(s) of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma, 1899. 2 p.
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1768)

<Bye-law under section 89. – Aug. 1899>
Bye-law by the Rangoon municipality under section 89 and 142, clause(s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Augt. 1899. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(195))* BL-APAC(Tr 870(32))*

<Bye-law under section 89. – 1900>
Bye-law by the Rangoon municipality under section 89 and 142, clause(s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), June 1900. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(196))*
<Bye-law under section 92. – 1899>
Bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 92 of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Nov. 1899. 4 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(197))*

<Bye-law under section 92. – 1899>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(198))*

<Bye-law under section 92. – 1900>
Bye-law by the Rangoon municipality under section 92 of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Nov. 1900. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(199))*

<Bye-law under section 92. – 1905>
Bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 92 and 142 clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), May 1905. 5 p., plan.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(200))*

<Bye-law under section 93>
Bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 93 of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Nov. 1899. 4 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(201 ; 202))*

<Bye-law under section 99. – 1898>
Bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 99 and 100 and section 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Jan. 1900. 7 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(203))*

<Bye-law under section 99. – 1901>
Revised bye-law by the Rangoon municipality under section 99, 100 and 142 (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, Dec. 1901. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(204))*

<Bye-law under section 99. – 1904>
Revised bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 99, 100 and 142 (s) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), March 1904. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(205))*

<Bye-law under section 102. – 1899>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(206))*

<Bye-law under section 102. – 1901>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(207))*

<Bye-law under section 102. – 1902>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(208))*

<Bye-law under section 102. – 1909>
Bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 102, sub-section (1), clauses (a), (b), (c) and (g), and section III of the Burma municipal act, 1898 ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1909. 1, 3 p.
US: LC

<Bye-law under section 142 (a). – 1900>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(209))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (c). – 1902>
Revised bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 142, clause (c), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), April 1902. 4 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(211))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (c). – 1904>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(212))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (c). – 1905>
Bye-law by the Rangoon municipality under section 142, clause (c) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), August 1905. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(213))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (d). – 1905>
Revised bye-law by the Rangoon municipality under section 142 (d) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), June 1905. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(214))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (e). – 1899>
<Bye-law under section 142 (f).> – 1900>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(216))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (g).> – 1904>
Bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 142, clause (g) and (s) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (Secy.), March 1904. 2 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(217))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (h).> – 1907>
Bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 142, clause (h), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (Secy.), March 1907. 1 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(219))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (i)> 
Bye-law by the Rangoon municipality under section 142, clause (i), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), July 1900. 1 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(220))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (j)> 
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(221))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (k)> 
Bye-law by the Rangoon municipality under section 142, clause (k), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Nov. 1899. 2 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(222))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (l)> 
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(223))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (m)> 
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(224))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (n)> 
Bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 142, clause (n), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), May 1899. 1 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(225))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (o)> 
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(226))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (p)> 
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(227))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (q)> 
Bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 142, clause (q), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Nov. 1904. 2 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(228))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (r)> 
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(229))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (s)> 
Bye-laws by the Rangoon municipality under section 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (Secy.), Dec. 1900. 7 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(230))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (t)> 
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(231))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (u)> 
Report on the municipal administration of the City of Rangoon for the year 1921/22- . – Rangoon : Rangoon Times Pr.

<Bye-law under section 142 (v)> 
Report on the working of the Rangoon Municipality

<Report on the municipal administration of the City of Rangoon for the year 1921/22> 
Rangoon Times Pr.

<Report on the working of the Rangoon Municipality> 

<Report on the working of the Rangoon municipality for the year 1893/94 [-1920/21]> 
Rangoon Times Pr. (for B. S.); British Burma Pr.

<Report on the municipal administration of the City of Rangoon> 
D: B-SBB: 1894/95-1907/08 1909/10 (Haus 2)
GB: BL: 1893/94-1897/98 1899/1900-1920/21 (P.P.3800 gi)*
BL-APAC: 1894-1921 (IOR/V/24/2957-58)
US: LC(JS33.R3)

<Rules under section 3> 
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(344))*

<Revised rules for the regulation and control of hackney carriages in the municipality of Rangoon> 
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(343))*
Rangoon / National Council of Women of Burma
→ National Council of Women of Burma

Rangoon / Ordinance Officer
→ Rangoon arsenal standing orders

Rangoon / People’s Literature Committee and House
→ People’s Literature Committee and House < Rangoon >

Rangoon / Police
[Miscellaneous pamphlets on the Rangoon police acts.] In envelope
US: YU(Mudd Nvr56 I36 +A22)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.29/8; 124/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/8/228)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.143/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/151/110)
US: YU(Mudd Nvr56 I36 +R15)

→ Safety first hints

Rangoon / Port Commissioners
→ Inspection of works

Rangoon / Port Health Department
Annual report on the transactions of the Port Health Department, Rangoon for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. P. H.)
< Rangoon / Port Health Officer : Annual report
Subject(s): Burma : Health Services Administration ; Public Health Administration ; Urban Health Services ; Communicable Disease Control ; Naval Medicine
Rangoon : Sanitation - Periodicals
GB: BL: 1922(I.S.Bu.145/9)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/3863)
Wellcome: 1922 (O/S WA28 JB2 R19)

Rangoon / Port Health Officer
Annual report of the Port Health Officer, Rangoon for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for S. Comr.) – Title varies: Annual report of the transactions of the Port Health Officer, Rangoon
> Rangoon / Port Health Department
Annual report of the transaction
Subject(s): Burma : Health Services Administration ; Public Health Administration ; Urban Health Services ; Communicable Disease Control ; Naval Medicine
Rangoon : Sanitation - Periodicals
Wellcome: 1913-1917 1919- (O/S WA28 JB2 R19)

Rangoon / Rangoon Development Committee
→ Rangoon Development Committee

Rangoon / Rangoon Development Trust
→ Rangoon / Development Trust

Rangoon / Rangoon Police
→ Rangoon / Police

Rangoon / Suburban Development Committee
→ Suburban Development Committee

Rangoon / Town Police
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.143/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/151/112)

Report on the Rangoon Town Police (of Burma) for the year 1899 ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Com. of Police)
Subject(s): Burma : Police - Rangoon - Periodicals ; Crime - Rangoon - Periodicals
GB: BL: 1899-1921 (I.S.Bu.68)* 1922-1936 1938 (I.S.Bu.169/2)*
BL-APAC: 1924-1938 (ST 396)
1899-1921 (IOR/V/24/3245)
1922-1933 (IOR/V/24/3246)
1834-1938 (IOR/V/24/3247)
OUL(IND IB. Burma Tc. 6)
TH: CU(CL rarebook 364 B962R)
HU: 1931-1934 (Law School: Harv.Depos.)
LC(HV7810R3A3)
NNC(Offsite 339.5 R16) UC
YU: 1899-1911 1913-1923(Mudd Nvr56 I36 +R16) 1924-1933 (Mudd Nvr56 I36 R16)

Rangoon / Traffic Enquiry Committee
→ Rangoon Traffic Enquiry Committee

Rangoon / University
→ University < Rangoon >

Subject(s): Rangoon : History ; Description and travel ; Guidebooks
Burma : Tourism - Rangoon
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS530.9 R1R19)
ditto. with special references to history, places of interest, pagodas, weather, business establishments, postal and other useful information, and public services / issued by the Ministry of Information, Union of Burma. 3rd ed. – ibd., 1954. II, 114 p., illus., tables, fold. col. map.
US: MIU NYPL(Research C-10 964)
Ref.: OCLC 36078246


Rangoon : sights and institutions / publ. by the Ministry of Union Culture, Government of Union of Burma. – [Rangoon, 195-?] 158 p., illus.

ditto. – ibd., 1964. US: LC(in: MLCME 2004/00705 (no. 8))


Rangoon and Irrawaddy Valley State Railway Annual progress report / Rangoon and Irrawaddy Valley State Railway. – Calcutta : Public Works Department GB: BL-APAC: 1878-1879 (IOR/V/24/3590)

Rangoon and the West of China → Copy of memorial of the Association of the Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom to the Right Honourable William Ewart Gladstone ...

Rangoon and Western China → Copy of further papers of correspondence between the Government of India and the Secretary of State, on the proposed communication between Rangoon and Western China, etc.

Copy of memorandum by Captain Williams, Inspector of Public Works, Rangoon Division, British Burma, upon Railway communication between Rangoon and Western China → Williams, J. M.

Rangoon arsenal standing orders. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Ord. Officer, Rangoon), 1903. 41 p., app. GB: BL(1.S.Bu.169)*

ditto. – ibd., (for O. O. R.), 1906. 22 p. GB: BL(1.S.Bu.169/10)*

Rangoon Bank Memorandum and articles of association of the Rangoon Bank Limited, incorporated the 6th February 1957 / by Ran-
Bibliographical description

→ Cover title
Subject(s): Burma: Banks and banking
SG: ISEAS(SCR IHG3270.7 R19

Rangoon Boys Home Trust
A history of the Rangoon Boys Home Trust
→ Kyaw Nyunt

Rangoon Burmese Association
Minutes of the ... annual meeting of the Rangoon Burmese Association. – Rangoon: American Mission Pr., 186-?. –
Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Baptists: Burma

Rangoon Burmese Missionary Society
Subject(s): Rangoon Burmese Missionary Society: Periodicals
Baptists: Missions - Burma - Periodicals
Burma: Missions - Periodicals
GB: SOAS: M 5494
US: LC(UB250.U33 no.6189)
Ref.: OCLC 46194974

The Rangoon criminal law journal. 1.1931, Jan.-Dec. – Rangoon: Vizagapatnam, 1931
US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos.) UoC NNC NNU YU-L

Rangoon Custom House
→ Custom House < Rangoon >

Rangoon Development Committee
Report of the Rangoon Development Committee August 1917 and
Reports on the reclamation of Rangoon town lands for the year 1916/17. With joint resolution of the local government.
Subject(s): Burma: City planning - Rangoon; Reclamation of land - Rangoon; Public works - Rangoon
Rangoon: City planning; Reclamation of land; Public works
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.33/6)* BL-APAC(Tr 727(166))

Rangoon Development Trust
→ Annual report of the trustees for the development of the City of Rangoon...
Includes also: Town lands reclamation administration, 1st April, 1920 to 31st January, 1921. Development trust, 1st February, 1921 to 31st March, 1921
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Burma : Missions - Periodicals

Church of England, Diocese of Rangoon : Periodicals

D: KI-ZBW(B 20,550)
GB:BL(OPL:RR)*
US:LC(Law)

Rangoon Foreshore Committee
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.48/2)* BL-APAC(P/V 1176 ; IOR/V/26/750/9)
US:LC(HE500.R4A5 1909)

→also Extracts from the Rangoon gazette of articles articles contributed by their special correspondent on the occasion of the visit to Namtu and Bawdwin of His Excellency Sir Spencer Harcourt Butler
Subject(s): Burma : Periodicals
D: HD-SAI: 7,1887-1900 (incompl.) (M 19,1-13)
9 Jan.–6 March 1939 10 June 1940 (C 1198)
BL-APAC: 1881-[1941?] (SM 54)
SG: ISEAS: Jan.7,1887-Dec.31,1900
Jan.2,1905-Dec.28,1908(Microfilm Mfm 69)
NUS: 1887-1900 (Microform E 00024-E 00036)
US:CU: 1887-1900 1905-1908 (Kroch Film 3402)
LC(Newspaper 462)
YU: 1887-1890 1891/1892-1899/1900 1900
(SML, Microform Film An R163

Rangoon General Hospital
Subject(s): Burma : Nursing
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.141/4)* BL-APAC(V 8662)

Rangoon General Hospital / Nursing Department
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Bibliographical description

Subject(s): Burma: Nursing
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.141/22)* BL-APAC(V 10637)

Rangoon General Hospital Departmental Enquiry Committee
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/852/2)* US: LC(RA990.B84R3)

Subject(s): Rangoon : Guidebooks
AU: ANU(Menz Asian ref. DS530.9.R3 R35)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.124/11)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/852/2)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.154/11)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/751/162A)

Rangoon Health Committee
Report on the public health of Rangoon

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.124/14)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/710/88)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.154/11)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/751/162A)

Subject(s): Rangoon International Airport
Burma: International airports - Mingaladon
GB: BL-APAC(SB XXI/75)
SOAS(Pam.SEAAsia 10/421165)
US: CU(Annex TL726.7.B82 R19+)
Ref.: OCLC 45619085

Rangoon international cook book / by the Women’s Society of Christian Service of the Methodist English Church. 3rd ed. – Rangoon: Rangoon Gazette, 1962. 254 p., illus., gloss., index. – Advertisements on unpaginated leaves throughout.
Subject(s): Cookery, International
Burma: Cookbooks; Menus ; Advertisements
S:UCD UCSD

Subject(s): Burma: Trials (Terrorism) ; Terrorism – Rangoon
Rangoon: Terrorism
AU: ANU(Law Lib pamphlet KT2736.R36 1984)
US: CU(Kroch HV6433 B9 R19)

Rangoon Karen Mission Society
Subject(s): Rangoon Karen Home Mission Society
Burma: Missions - Rangoon

Rangoon Labour Housing Conference <1932-1933>
Subject(s): Burma: Conferences - Housing - Rangoon - 1933
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.169/12)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/780/18)
US: LC(HD7361.R3R35 1932-33a)

The Rangoon law reports: containing cases determined by the High Court at Rangoon and by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council on appeal from that Court. April 1937 [-Nov./Dec. 1947]. – Rangoon: Publ. under the authority of the Governor of Burma by the Suptd., Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for H. C. R.)
< The Indian law reports > Rangoon series
> The Burma law reports
Subject(s): Burma: Law reports, digests, etc - Periodicals
D: HBMP: 1947 (OA/Bur: II: 1)
HHMPI: 1938-1940 (Indien 2525/20/8)
BFU/851: 1946-1947
GB: BL-APAC: 1937, April-1941 (IOR/V/22/354-358)
OUULAW Main Libr Burma 100b (1937-41)
HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 502 RAN)
UoC IU LC(Law Burma 5) MiU-L: 1937-1941(incompl.) 1946 1947
(SEA KK1254 .R364)
NYPL NNC

ISSN: 1013-6967
F: Nice-Univ.-Bibl.Asemi: no. 6 (19-mai-1945) -no. 245 (28-fev-1946) (P4504Jo)
GB: BL-APAC: 1945 (SX 14)
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Rangoon Lunatic Asylum
→Lunatic Asylum < Rangoon >

Rangoon Missionary Society
Annual report of the Rangoon Missionary Society for the year ... – Rangoon : American Mission Pr.
Subject(s): Burma : Missions.
GB: BL: 15,1874 (4766 bb 3)*
19,1878 (4766 bb 33)*
US: YU: 22.1881 (Divinity MU14 R154)

The Rangoon monthly commercial guide to imports and exports by sea / publ. by the Chief Collector of Customs, Burma. – Rangoon : American Mission Pr.
Subject(s): Burma : Commerce
US: LC(HF240.B8R3)
NYPL: 1923-1924 (TLG)
Ref.: OCLC 33907778

Rangoon Naval Volunteers
Questions and answers on gunnery →Rowley, John

Rangoon nav jot case : evidence before the Commissioner in Bombay, 1.1912− . – Bombay. – (Journal / Iranian Association ; 1-11)
US: NNC(Butler 892.591 Ir1 ditto. – Bombay, 1921. 259 p. – Repr. from: Praja Mitra and Parsi paper
GB: BL-APAC

Rangoon Nippon Language School
→A concise Nipponese-Burmese-English dictionary

Subject(s): Rangoon - Pictorial works ; Description - Views
GB: BL-APAC(T 34363) SOAS(GB909 /464074)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.9.R2 R18)
YU(SML DS530.9 R3 R35)

Rangoon Playgrounds Committee
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.154/3)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/780/14)
US: LC(GV433.B94R3)

Rangoon pocket almanac and directory for the year 1879. – Rangoon : S. J. Seth, 1878. 100, 33, 52, 142 p., plan, tables.
GB: BL-APAC(1879 c 28)*

Rangoon Secondary School
Subject(s): Rangoon Secondary School
Ref.: OCLC 52746025

Rangoon police manual
→Rangoon / Police

Rangoon Port act, 1905 : with appendix containing bye-laws etc. issued thereunder, rev. up to July 1940. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr., 1940. VI, 186 p., tables.
GB: BL-APAC(V 18266)

Rangoon Port Defence Volunteer Corps
Annual report of the Rangoon Port Defence Volunteers, season ... – Rangoon

Rangoon Port Trust
→Papers in connection with proposed river training works ...

Rangoon Presbyterian Church
GB: BL(4766 bb 28)*

Rangoon rhymes
→Keith, Alan Davidson

Rangoon sample survey
→Report on Rangoon sample survey

Subject(s): Burma : Harbors - Access - Rangoon ; Maps - Rangoon : Commerce
Ref.: OCLC 42932588

Rangoon Secondary School
Subject(s): Rangoon Secondary School
Ref.: OCLC 52746025
Rangoon Sewage Disposal Committee
Report of the Rangoon Sewage Disposal Committee, 1931. –
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.169/11)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/28/842/5)
US: LC(TD613.B95A53)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sources and services, 1983-1984. – [Rangoon :]
Subject(s): Rangoon : Directories
US: CU: 1887-1888  1941 (Kroch Film 8821)
CUL(Scott.UL.1.11-)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sources and services, 1983-1984. – [Rangoon :]
Subject(s): Rangoon : Directories
US: CU: 1887-1888  1941 (Kroch Film 8821)
CUL(Scott.UL.1.11-)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen Association
Minutes of the annual meeting ... – Rangoon.
US: YU: 65th(1918)-66th(1919) (Mudd, Divinity Bdn R16)

Rangoon Sgaw Karen preachers' Bible class / ed. by T. Tanbyah. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
1. – 1917. 40 p.
GB: BL:APAC(Karen D.40)
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Rangoon University Teachers Association

Teachers Association < Rangoon University >

Rangoon victory parade : 15th June 1945 : programme. – [Rangoon,] 1945. 1 folded sheet (4 p.)
Subject(s): Burma : History <1824-1948>
GB: OUL(IND Burma 5 d 127)

Rangoon Volunteer Artillery
Questions and answers on gunnery
→ Rowley, John

Rangoon Volunteer Rifle Corps
Annual report of the Rangoon Volunteer Rifle Corps, for season ... – Rangoon
GB: BL: 2.1879/80 6.1883/84 7,1884/85 (8831 g 31)*
GB: BL(1801 b 1(28) (p.3-4 missing))*
GB: BL(8828 e 1)*
D: HD-SAI(322 wiw 98/1002 GF)*
US: LC(TC104.B8B4)

Rangoon metropolitan area

Rangoon Y’s Men’s Club
The Singu Min Bell of Burma
→ Lucas, Harold V.

Rangoon zoo guide ... – [Ran` kun’, 1978.] 48 p., illus. (some col.), map. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.241)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 91/68876)

Rangoon-Hopkins Center for Southeast Asian Studies
Burma’s challenge
→ Aung San

Burma’s foreign economic relations : 1948-1958
→ Badgley, John Herbert
A chronology of Burma’s international relations : 1945-1958
→ Johnstone, William Crane
→ A guide to library resources in Rangoon

Research bibliography of books, documents and pamphlets on Burma
→ Fisher, Joseph

Survey of Burma’s foreign economic relations : 1948 to 1958
→ Badgley, John Herbert
Burma’s foreign economic relations, 1948-1958

1. [Text.]
2. Appendix: Figures
Subject(s): Burma : Roads
US: LC(TE104.B8B4)

SG: ISEAS(HE 377 B9R19)

Rankin, David Burnett
GB: ULL

RaññðCin
D: B-SBB(4 A 4153-1-2 Haus 2)

Ranney, Ruth Whitaker
A sketch of the lives and missionary work of Rev. Cephas Bennett and his wife Stella Kneeland Bennett, 1829-1891 / by Ruth Whitaker Ranney. – New York [etc.]: Silver, Burdett, 1892. 142 p., illus.
Subject(s): Bennett, Stella Kneeland <1808-1891>
Bennett, Cephas
Burma : Missionaries
GB: BL-APAC(T 40095)
US: CU(Wason BV3271 B46R21)
NRCR-S

Ranney, Thomas Stowe
A pocket companion of the student of the Burmese language : being an Anglicised vocabulary. – Rangoon, 1858.
GB: BL(12907.aa.23)

Ranyard, L. N.
Civilizing mountain men
→ Mason, Eleanor Huntly Bullard

Rao, A. Narayana
→ Narayana Rao, A.
Rao, A. R.


Subject(s): Burma ; Botany - Botany - Bibliography ; Bibliography - Botany ; Botany - Research - History

D: HD-SAI(200 nat 76/5250,3 Kp)*

SG: NUS-SC QK15 Mah v.3)


Rapport sur le développement économique des Indes a n-

The rape of the rural poor : continued abuses of state power in Tenasserim Division, Burma : concomitant effects on the environment and the very substance of rural communities in the region : a special report of Karen Nation Union, Mergui-Tavoy District. – [Bangkok?: The Union, 1995.] 47 p., illus., bibliogr. p. 47.

Subject(s): Burma ; Human rights - Tenasserim Division

Karen : Burma - Tenasserim Division

Tenasserim Division : Politics and government ; Rural conditions

US: CU(Kroch +DS530.8.T52 R21 1995)

Rasper, T. C. H.

Catalogue of the Pāli printed books in the India Office Library

→ India Office Library < London >

Raphael, A.

Short lessons in colloquial English and Burmese / publ. by A. Raphael. – Bassein: St. Peter’s Pr., 1901. 63 p., illus.

GB:BL(14302 h 14(2))*

Rapport fait au nom de la commission chargée d’examiner le projet de loi portant approbation de la convention complémentaire de commerce

→ Lanessan, M. de

Rapport sur le développement économique des Indes anglaises, de la Birmanie et du Siam

→ Cateaux, L.

Ras, Peter

"Caught between a crocodile and a snake" : the increasing pressure on Rohingyas in Burma and Bangladesh & the impacts of the changing policy of UNHCR / [author Peter Ras ; pictures Peter Ras ; cartoon Alberts Art Productions ; ed. Peter Gutter ... et al.] – Amsterdam: Burma Center Neth- lands, 2003. 37 p., illus. – Report of the fact-finding mission, April/May 2003

Subject(s): Burma ; Refugees ; Bangladesh : Refugees

NL: KB(5185574 Depotexp.)

→ Dutch investments in Burma: the state of affairs in 2001

Rasmussen, Knud <b. 1928>


Abstract: Om den danske major W. B. E. Petersen (f. 1912) med hovedvegt på hans indsats på britisk side i krigens mod de japanske besættelsesstropper i Burma, for hvilken han blev dekoreret med bl.a. The Military Cross

Subject(s): Petersen, W. B. E. ; den 2. verdenskrig ; officierer ; 1940-1949 ;

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Personal narratives, Dansk ; junglekrig

D: B-SBB(1 A 385575 Haus 2)

Dk: KB(U8-P3598) Roskilde UB(mag3c 70595)

Rasor, Eugene L. <b. 1936>


ISBN 0-313-28872-0

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Bibliography ; Bibliography - World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Historiography

D: HD-UB 98 A 11687)

HD-SAI(180 nat inf 99/103)* TU-UB(39 A 594)

S-WLB(G2261)


CUL(R537.86) BL-APAC(SPHOA OIB 940.542 ; ORW1998a538)

OUL(BOD L Floor M99.E04705)

SOAS(CC016 /760384 ; E Coll 3 B /35)

SG: ISEAS(Ref) Z6207.W8 R36

NUS(Ref) Z6207 Wor.Ra

US: CU(Kroch x) & LC & OAU(Alden SEA Re) & UCLA(YRL) & UC(Rivera) & YU(SML) : Z6207.W8 R36 1998

HU(Widener WID-LC x) & NIU(SEA) : D767 .R37


UCD(Shields) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Memorial Lib. Ref.) : D767 .R36 1998

Early Mountbatten of Burma, 1900-1979 : historiography and annotated bibliography / Eugene L. Rasor. – Westport, Conn. : Greenwood Pr., 1998. XVII, 137 p., index. – (Bibliographies of British statesmen, ISSN 1065-5515 ; 21)

ISBN 0-313-28876-3

Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten, 1900-1979 : Bibliography

Great Britain : Statesmen - Biography – Bibliography ; Bibliography - Statesmen

Biography - Statesmen - Bibliography

D: B-SBB(HB 1 Hm 6926 Haus 2.NLs))

AU:ANU(Chifley DAZ8602.194.R37 1998)

GB:BL(2725 g 2808) CUL(R859.MOU)
Burma Bibliographical Project
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Rastalsky, Hartmut J.
D: KNUB

Rastorfer, Jean-Marc <b. 1954>
Ambassade au roi d’Ava
→Crawfurd, John

Ambassade de Crawfurd au roi d’Ava en 1826
→Crawfurd, John

CH: SLB(Nb 53634)

La Birmanie vue de l’étranger à la veille de l’année du tourisme
→Myanmar as seen from abroad on the eve of Visit Myanmar Year

v.1-3: List of all articles and official notices in alphabetic order of publication
Subject(s): reference materials; bibliography; article; history; independence
CH: SLB(P 38608/1994)
CH: SLB(P 38608/2001)
GB: BL-APAC(WZOR2001a2)
NL: KTTLV(TS 7025 [K303D])

Subject(s): travel accounts; railway construction;

Shan State : Karen State : Myanmar
conference paper; 1992
CH: SLB(Nb 106021)
NL: KITLV(M 2002 A 3604)

CH: SLB(Nb 92678)


Kayah language : Alphabet ; Writing.
US: CU(Kroch +PL4054.Z9 K398)
NIU(SEA PL4051 .R3631988)
YU(SML PL4058 K39 R37 1988+)

En 1611 D’Avity nous parlait de l’état de Pegu
→Avity, Pierre d’

Subject(s): Kayah
Karen language : Alphabet.
Burma : Ethnology
Ref.: OCLC 19736550

CH: SLB(P 38608/1997-2)

Subject(s): Karen : Burma
Burma : Postal service - Kayah State
Kayah State : History
US: NIU(HE7200.7 .R3731983)
Ref.: OCLC 24595164

Subject(s): Karen : Bibliography

Burma : Ethnology - Bibliography
Karen language : Bibliography
Kayah State : Bibliography
D: HD-SAI*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.31048)

Les Kayah, les Karenni et les Yang Daeng : texte original thaï et nouvelle version française / Jean-Marc Rastorfer. – Lausanne: Editions Dao Badao ; CédoK, 1986. 42 p. illus., map. – Repr. of Thai article from publication entitled: Khăosăn Traimät 8, 3 (1984); with French version added. – Other title: The Kayah, Karenni and Yang Daeng

Note: Study of Kayah or Karenni ethnic group in Burma and Thailand.

Subject(s): Kayah : Burma ; Thailand

Karenni

Burma : Ethnology

Thailand : Ethnology

D: B-SBB(1 B 84591 Haus 2)

SG: ISEAS(DS528.2 K38R22)

Myanmar as seen from abroad on the eve of Visit Myanmar Year = La Birmanie vue de l’étranger à la veille de l’année du tourisme / avec la participation d’artistes du monde entier. – Aoste: Ed. de la Boucherries des Arts Tristes, 1996. [64] p., illus. – En tête de la p. de titre: Arte postale = Mail art = Art postal

CH:SLB(Nb 67236 Res)


Contains:

1: 46 p. - (Bulletin du CédoK ; 1990)
2: p. 43-75. - (Bulletin du CédoK ; 1996)

CH:SLB(P 38608/2002, 1-2)


p. 21-79: A first bibliography

Subject(s): Burma : Publishers and publishing ; Book industries and trade ; Reprints (Publications) – Bibliography ; Photocopying – Bibliography ; Imprints ; Bibliography.

NL: KITLV(M 1999 B 15)

SG: ISEAS(Z464.B94R22)


p. 21-79: A first bibliography

Subject(s): Burma : Publishers and publishing ; Book industries and trade ; Reprints (Publications) – Bibliography ; Photocopying – Bibliography ; Imprints ; Bibliography.

NL: KITLV(M 1999 B 15)

SG: ISEAS(Z464.B94R22)


Includes:

1: 46 p. - (Bulletin du CédoK ; 1990)
2: p. 43-75. - (Bulletin du CédoK ; 1996)

CH:SLB(P 38608/1990)

I:  BCMP(Varie , 03 n.22 ; 23)


p. 21-79: A first bibliography

Subject(s): Burma : Publishers and publishing ; Book industries and trade ; Reprints (Publications) – Bibliography ; Photocopying – Bibliography ; Imprints ; Bibliography.

NL: KITLV(M 1999 B 15)

SG: ISEAS(Z464.B94R22)


Includes:

1: 46 p. - (Bulletin du CédoK ; 1990)
2: p. 43-75. - (Bulletin du CédoK ; 1996)

CH:SLB(P 38608/1990)

I:  BCMP(Varie , 03 n.22 ; 23)
CH: SLB(Nb 64999 Res ditto.

Subject(s): Burma : Mail art
Kayah State : On postage stamps
Ref.: OCLC 46825219

ditto. 2e éd., augm. de trois planches et d’une nouvelle intro. – ibd., 1995. [40] f., illus. (some col.)

Ratanã pum khet’ upade myã´´
→ Collection of Upade

Ratanabon Rahanpyo Association
→ Mandalay massacre

The rath : or, Burmese imperial state carriage and throne studied with 20,000 precious stones ; captured in the present Indian war, which is now exhibiting as drawn by elephants at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. 5th ed., enl. – London : Pri- spiritors, 1826. 32 p.
GB: BL(817 b 35(6))*   SOAS(GA 909/267.242)*

ditto. – London : Travel Book Club, 1948. 279 p., index.


→ Southeast Asian Linguistics Society

Ratanakum, Suriya
→ Thai-Sgaw Karen dictionary ...

Rattanaporn Poungpattana
TH: CU(CL thesis)

Rattenbury, Harold Burgoyne <1878-1961>


Subject(s): Methodist Church < Great Britain > : Missions - Burma
Burma : Missions ; Missions, British ; Description and travel
GB: BL(4768 aaa 53)* OUL(BOD Camera UB 1335 e.337)
US: CU(Kroch BV3415 R23)
NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0934)
Bibliographical description

Rau, Benegal Narsinga

Subject(s): S. 11-23: Birma

Rau, Santha Rama
→Rama Rau, Santha

Rau, Siva Sethu Rama
→Sethu Rama Rau, Siva

Rauchwetter, Gerhard

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel


D: DB

Raven-Hart, Rowland James Milleville <b. 1899>

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1948-> ; Armed Forces - Political activity ; Military

US: WU(Memorial Lib. DS501 A53 1959)
Ref.: OCLC07979935
Ref.: OCLC 43454008

Rawlings, Leo <b. 1918>
"And the dawn came up like thunder" : autobiography of an artist at war and what came after / Leo Rawlings; with supporting account by Bill Duncan. 1st ed. – London : Rawlings Chapman Publ., 1972. XXXI, 160 p., illus. ISBN 0-903488-00-0 – Herbert 403

Subject(s): Rawlings, Leo <b. 1918>
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, English ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisoners, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

GB: BL(X.809/49979) BL-APAC(T 26826)
LSE(BLPES D767.5 R25)
IRL: TCD(V9-2 945)
NL: KITLV(M 3n 1372 N)
US: UC(Kroch) & LC D767.5 .R25 MiU(Hatcher D767.5 .R26) NJp(Firestone 14101.944.751)
NYPL(Religious JFD 76-10347) OAU & YU(SML) : D767.5 .R39 UCLA(YRL D767.5 .R198a)
Ref.: OCLC 632665


US: LC(Law)

Rauchwetter, Gerhard

D: DB

Raven-Hart, Rowland James Milleville <b. 1899>

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1948-> ; Armed Forces - Political activity ; Military

US: WU(Memorial Lib. DS501 A53 1959)
Ref.: OCLC07979935
Ref.: OCLC 43454008

Ravenholt, Albert
Burma’s new deal from the army : is it a pattern for Asia? / by Albert Ravenholt. – [New York :] American Universities Field Staff, c1959. 15 p. – (Southeast Asia series / American Univ. Field Staff, Reports Services ; 7.12)

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1948-> ; Armed Forces - Political activity ; Military

US: WU(Memorial Lib. DS501 A53 1959)
Ref.: OCLC11624320
Ref.: OCLC 11624320

Rawlings, Leo <b. 1918>
"And the dawn came up like thunder" : autobiography of an artist at war and what came after / Leo Rawlings; with supporting account by Bill Duncan. 1st ed. – London : Rawlings Chapman Publ., 1972. XXXI, 160 p., illus. ISBN 0-903488-00-0 – Herbert 403

Subject(s): Rawlings, Leo <b. 1918>
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, English ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisoners, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

GB: BL(X.809/49979) BL-APAC(T 26826)
LSE(BLPES D767.5 R25)
IRL: TCD(V9-2 945)
NL: KITLV(M 3n 1372 N)
US: UC(Kroch) & LC D767.5 .R25 MiU(Hatcher D767.5 .R26) NJp(Firestone 14101.944.751)
NYPL(Religious JFD 76-10347) OAU & YU(SML) : D767.5 .R39 UCLA(YRL D767.5 .R198a)
Ref.: OCLC 632665


US: LC(Law)
Rawlinson, Peter
"Calamity Jane" by spitfire to India / Peter Rawlinson. − Southampton: Boyatt Wood Pr., 1991. 59 p., illus., maps, index, bibliogr. ref.

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

Rawson, Geoffrey

Subject(s): Great Britain : Foreign relations - Burma

Burma : Foreign relations - Great Britain

Rawson, Philip Stanley

ISBN 2-87811-088-9

Subject(s): Burma : Art ; History ; Antiquities


Bibliographical description

UCLA (Arts & Collge : N5877 .R198a 1990)
UCSB (Arts Lib N7311 .R39 1990 Arts)

D: HD-SAI(300 kun 94/6679)*

Rawson, Robert Rees
p. 219-225: Burma
D: HD-SAI(180 geo 63/906)*
US: LC(DS10.R3 1963)
p. 219-225: Burma
GB: BL(999 d 3/2)

Rawuther, M. Essoof
→ Yūsuf Rauttar ibn Madār Sāhib

Ray, Harish Chandra b. 1906>
Contribution to the knowledge of the molluscan fauna of Maungmagan, Lower Burma : with description of one new genus and species of the family Turridae (Gastropoda) 8 / by Harish Chandra Ray. – Calcutta : Indian Museum, 1977. 150 p., index, incl. bibliogr. ref.
Subject(s): Burma : Mollusks ; Mollusks - Maungmagan region
Burma, Lower : Molluska
Bengal, Bay of : Mollusks
D: HD-SAI(323 nat 88/2153 GF)*
SG: NUS(QL426 *Bur.R)
US: CRLI(178-901682)
CU(Annex QL426.B96 R26) DNA(L(426.B93 R3)
LC & WU(Biology Lib Oversize) : QL426.B93.R39

Ray, Hemen b. 1927>
F: BIULO(178.II.2049)

Ray, Nihar-Ranjan b. 1903>
Brahmanical gods in Burma : a chapter of Indian art and iconography / by Nihar-Ranjan Ray. – Calcutta : Univ. of Calcutta, 1932. IX, 99 p., 23 plates, index, ref. at end of each chapter. – Monograph approved for the Griffith memorial prize, Calcutta Univ., 1929. – Herbert 738

Contents: Visnu or Nārāyana – Śiva or Mahesvara – Brahmā and other minor gods – Art and historical background
Note: A study of the Hindu elements in ancient Burmese religion, and their implications regarding early Indo-Burmese relations, based on the analysis of extant religious sculpture and images on cast coinage.
Subject(s): Burma : Art ; Art, Buddhist - Indic influences ; Gods, Hindu ; Idols and images ; Brahmanism in art
Gods in art ; Art, Indic ; History <to 1824>
Vishnu (Hindu deity)
Śiva (Hindu deity)
Brahma (Hindu deity)

AU: ANU(Chifley N7312.R35) NLA(COE 575)
US: UC(Kroch N7312.R35) & YU(SML N7312 R39 1998 (LC))
GB: BL(04504 k 65)* BL-APAC(V 7384)*
OUL(IND Retind)
SOAS(FNA 6/57.262 ; GB 292/215.130)*
NL: IK(IV f 3* ; IV f 24) KITLV(M 3h 533)
SG: ISEAS(N8190 R26) NRL(294.5 RAY)
NUS(N7306 Ray)
US: CU(Kroch N7306. R26 1932a)
HU(Fine Arts FA491.800) MIU
LC & NIU(SEA) & UCB(Main & S-S/Asia) & UCSD(Main Lib) : N7306 .R35 1932
UCLA(YLR N7306. R21b)
WU(Art Libr. W689 R21 Cutter)
YU(LSF-Request J96 136 932R)

ISBN 0-404-16852-3
GB: BL(P.656 bh)

Microfilm. – New Delhi: Library of Congress Office : Chicago: Available from Center for Research Libraries, 1996. On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm. – (SAMP early 20th-century Indian books project ; item 09146)
US: CRLI(S. Asian MF-10448 reel 194 ; Microfilm BUL-ENG-194 (N))
LC(Microfilm BUL-ENF-194 (N))

US: CU(Kroch N7312. R39x 1998)
NIU(SEA) & UCSD(Main & S-S/EAsia) & UCB(Main & S-S/Asia) : N7306 .R39 1998
OAU(Alden SE Asia N7312 .R39 1998x)
UCB(Main & S-S/Asia) : N7306 .R35 1998
UCLA(YLR N7306. R21b)
UCSD(Art & Arch N7306 .R35)
YU(SML N7312 R39 1998 (LC))

ISBN 974-8299-81-3 ; 9748299309
I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0108)
TH: CU(BL1216.6.B93 R264B)
US: CU(Kroch x) & YU(SML x) : BL1216.6.B93 R39 2001
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Note: A pioneering study, and still the most comprehensive to date, of the history of Theravada Buddhism in Burma, based on epigraphic, archaeological and literary sources, in particular through examination of Pali and Sanskrit inscriptions. This and the two preceding titles are published on the one hundredth anniversary of this great Indian scholar's birth.

Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism ; Buddhism - History ; Buddha (The concept) ; Theravāda Buddhism ; Hinayana Buddhism


Subject(s): Burma : Buddhist art and symbolism ; Idols and images


A report on the organisation of a library, a museum, and an art gallery, constituting a national cultural centre. – [Rangoon : National Cultural Centre, 1955?] 2. 96 l.

Subject(s): Rangoon : National Library - Museum and Art Gallery ; National Cultural Centre

ditto. – New Delhi: Library of Congress Office ; Chicago: Available from Center for Research Libraries, 1996. On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm. – (SAMP early 20th-century Indian books project ; item 07488)


ditto. – Zusatze. 1. 116 l. – (Bibliotheca Orientalis : Burma ; 10)

ditto. – New Delhi: Library of Congress Office ; Chicago: Available from Center for Research Libraries, 1996. On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm. – (SAMP early 20th-century Indian books project ; item 07488)


ditto. – Zusatze. 1. 116 l. – (Bibliotheca Orientalis : Burma ; 10)

ditto. – Zusatze. 1. 116 l. – (Bibliotheca Orientalis : Burma ; 10)

ditto. – Zusatze. 1. 116 l. – (Bibliotheca Orientalis : Burma ; 10)

ditto. – Zusatze. 1. 116 l. – (Bibliotheca Orientalis : Burma ; 10)

ditto. – Zusatze. 1. 116 l. – (Bibliotheca Orientalis : Burma ; 10)

ditto. – Zusatze. 1. 116 l. – (Bibliotheca Orientalis : Burma ; 10)

ditto. – Zusatze. 1. 116 l. – (Bibliotheca Orientalis : Burma ; 10)

ditto. – Zusatze. 1. 116 l. – (Bibliotheca Orientalis : Burma ; 10)

ditto. – Zusatze. 1. 116 l. – (Bibliotheca Orientalis : Burma ; 10)
Rayburn, Morris P.
I'll never forget: the forgotten theater of World War II / Morris P. Rayburn; cartoons by Arthur Cummings; photos by Charles Daly. 1st ed. – [S.l.] : Morris P. Rayburn, c1996. XX, 571 p., illus., maps, ports., index. – Other title: Forgotten theater of World War II, China, Burma, India
ISBN 0965682307
Note: A compendium of historical events 1936-1945.
Subject(s): United States : World War <1939-1945> - Armed forces - Biography
Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American.
US: NIU(EDIA D767.6 .R391996)

Raymond, John
Subject(s): Raymond, John < Captain >
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Burma ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British
Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Army, XIV 81st Division
GB: BL(YC.2003.a.16080) OUL(RHO C04.R00458)
SOAS(E Coll 3 M/115)
IRL:TCD(PL-399-201)
US:HU(Widener) OAU(Alden D767.6 .R39 2003x)
UC(SRLF D767.6 .R39 2003)

Raymond, Catherine
Étude des cultes populaires en Birmanie dans l’art et les textes birmans / Catharine Raymond; sous la direction de Denise Bernot. – 1987. 310, [100] l., illus., carte. – Paris, Univ. 3 (Sorbonne-Nouvelle), thèse doct. de 3e cycle (étude Indiennes), 1987. – Other titles: Popular beliefs in Burma in epigraphical and archaeological sources. – Abstract s. sudoc DDOA 16, 1993, no.1855
Subject(s): Ét. extreme-orientales : inde et pakistan: civilisation extreme-orient: civilisation /
icongraphie/archeologie/epigraphie/culte populaire/religion/bouddhisme/hindouisme/birmanie
D: B-SBB(1 F 2192 < microfiche > Haus 2)
F: Paris3-BU(TP 1987-243) Sorbonne(TMC 89-1536)

A Zinme (Chiang Mai) tradition in Myanmar : questioning the origin of a Burmese ritual dedicated to the nine planets – DeKalb, Ill.: Northern Illinois University, 2005. 26 l – International Conference on Thai Studies <9th, 2005, Northern Illinois University >
TH:CU(TIC 68090)

Raymond, Lionel
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.149/20)* BL-APAC(IO/R/V/27/850/33)

Raynes, Raymond
The Church of India, Burma, and Ceylon and the South India Scheme : a comparison of the Church of India
Burma Bibliographical Project

India, Burma, and Ceylon, with the proposed scheme for Church Union in South India, ... [London :] Church Literature Association for the Church Union, [1945]. 12 p.
GB: BL(4767 ff 25)

RAYS : MIT journal of theology. 1.2000-. – Insein, Yangon: Myanmar Institute of Theology. – Annual. – Variant and related titles: MIT journal of theology ; Myanmar Institute of Theology journal of theology
Subject(s): Burma : Theology - Periodicals ; Theological seminars – Periodicals, Theology, Doctrinal - Periodicals.
Ref.: OCLC 50785940

Raza, Syed Hashim <b. 1910>

Mountbatten and the partition of India

Razzaq, Abdur
A tale of refugees : Rohingyas in Bangladesh / Abdur Razzaq, Mahfuzul Haque. – Dhaka: Centre for Human Rights, c1995. 234 p., illus., bibliogr. ref.
Abstract : On Rohingyas of Arakan State, Burma taking refuge in Bangladesh, and their repatriation.
Subject(s): Rohingya : Bangladesh ; Burma : Refugees Bangladesh - Refugees
GB: BL-APAC/ORW.1998.a.2070)
F: BIULO: 3,1940 (BIR IV 14)*

RCS

Royal Commonwealth Society <London>

Read, Cathleen B.
The politics of heroism in Southeast Asia

Read, Katherine L. Henderson
also
Pictorial supplement to Bamboo hospital
Subject(s): Henderson, Albert Haley <1866-1937> Henderson, Cora

Burma : Physicians ; Henderson family ; Missionaries, Medical ; Missionaries ; Hospitals ; Women Missionaries ; Description and travel ; Missions, Medical ; Missions
D: HD-SA1(reg 60 M 151)*
F: BIULO:GEN.III.8602)
GB: SOAS(GB909/643.340* E Coll 3 172/L2)
Well(HMC CX.229)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 1616 N)
SG: ISEAS(R722 R28) NRI(275.91 REA)
US: CBGTU(Storage R722. R42 1961)

Reader : Chinbok dialect of Chin for the use in the schools of the Chin Hill District ; for the third standard ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D.P.I.)
3. 1935. – 1940. 82 p.

Subject(s): Mün Chin language : Readers.
F: BIULO: 3,1940 (BIR IV 14)
GB: SOAS: 3,1940(GPE Chin 418/37221 ; 56990 ; 134586*)

A reader in preservation and conversation / [International Federation of Library Association and Institutions] ; comp. and ed. by Ralph W. Manning and Virginie Kremp under the auspices of the IFLA Section on Preservation and Conservation. – München: Saur, 2000. VIII, 157 p. – (IFL publication ; 91
ISBN: 3598218176
Contains: Towards a collective memory of mainland Southeast Asia: field preservation of traditional manuscripts in Thailand, Laos and Myanmar
Subject(s): Burma : Library materials - Conservation and restoration ; Archival material - Conservation and restoration
TH: CU(CL 025.84 R286 ; Arts Z701 R286)

Reader in the Chinbok dialect of Chin : for use in government schools of the Kanpetlet subdivision, Chin Hills District ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. P. I.)

Subject(s): Mün Chin language : Readers.
F: BIULO: 2 ; 4 (BIR IV 14)*
GB: SOAS: 1-3 (GPE Chin 418/37.222 ; 56.984 ; 232.702*)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

NIU(SEA R722 .R4)
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks NT8.5 R283)
OAU(Alden SE Asia R722 .R4)
UC(NRLF B 3 360 889 ; SRLF AA0000325340 ; A0013574058) UCLA Biomed WZ 100 H382R 1961)
YU(MUDD T722 R44)

D: B-SBB(492 015 Haus 2)
GB: BL(X 329/411)* CUL(9300.d.2179)
BL-APAC(T 18795) OUL(RSL Stack 1519 e. 220)
US: UCLA

Burma crossroads

Dickason, Frederick G.

Read, Charles
The cloister and the hearth / Charles Reade ... – Ran = kun’: Sudhammāvāti ca pum nhip’ tuik’, 1946. 188 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): English fiction, Translations into Burmese
Burma : Fiction, Translations from English
GB: BL-APAC(MYAN.A.780

Reader : Chinbok dialect of Chin for the use in the schools of the Chin Hill District ; for the third standard ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D.P.I.)
3. 1935. – 1940. 82 p.

Subject(s): Mün Chin language : Readers.
F: BIULO: 3,1940 (BIR IV 14)
GB: SOAS: 3,1940(GPE Chin 418/37221 ; 56990 ; 134586*)

A reader in preservation and conversation / [International Federation of Library Association and Institutions] ; comp. and ed. by Ralph W. Manning and Virginie Kremp under the auspices of the IFLA Section on Preservation and Conservation. – München: Saur, 2000. VIII, 157 p. – (IFL publication ; 91
ISBN: 3598218176
Contains: Towards a collective memory of mainland Southeast Asia: field preservation of traditional manuscripts in Thailand, Laos and Myanmar
Subject(s): Burma : Library materials - Conservation and restoration ; Archival material - Conservation and restoration
TH: CU(CL 025.84 R286 ; Arts Z701 R286)

Reader in the Chinbok dialect of Chin : for use in government schools of the Kanpetlet subdivision, Chin Hills District ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. P. I.)

Subject(s): Mün Chin language : Readers.
F: BIULO: 2 ; 4 (BIR IV 14)*
GB: SOAS: 1-3 (GPE Chin 418/37.222 ; 56.984 ; 232.702*)
**Bibliographical description**

US: NIU: (SEA PL4001.M94 C4421935) 4 (SEA PL4001.M94 C4441936)

**Reader in the Laizo dialect of Chin** for the use in government schools ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. P. I.)

ditto. 2nd ed., rev. – ibd.


GB: SOAS(GPE Chin 418/37.216*; 56.997)

Reader’s Digest Association

**Reading** / The Government of the Union of Myanmar, Department of Educational Planning and Training. – [Yangon]: Basic Education Curriculum and Textbook Committee, [ca. 2000]. – Special four-year national education promotion programme, 2000-01 to 2003-04

One. – 58 p., illus.

Two. – 105 p., illus.

Three. – 112 p., illus. (some col.)

Four. – 108 p., illus. (some col.)

Seven. – 92 p., illus.

Eight. – 92 p., illus.

Ref.: OCLC 52165001 (1) ; 52165002 (2) ; 52165003 (3) ; 52165004 (4) ; 52165005 (7) ; 52165006 (8)

**Reading in search of India and her neighbours**


GB: BL-APAC: 1 (Bur B 237) ; 2 (Bur B 238) ; 3 (Bur B 239)

GB: BL-APAC: 2 (Bur B 234) ; 4 (Bur B 235)

US: NYPL: 1 (*OY p.v.3,no.2)

Subject(s): Yokota, Yozo <b. 1940>

Burma : Human rights ; Minorities - Crimes against ; Political prisoners

US: CU(Echols +JC599.B87 Y54 1993a Rebuttal)


Subject(s): Burma : Human rights ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Foreign relations - United States

United States : Foreign relations - Burma

US: CU(Olin) & LC: KF27 .I54915 1995c


UCB(Main J61 F71 104th no.15)


http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS42246

US: CU(Kroch) & FTS(Tampa & Sarasota/NCF : U.S.)


Recent developments in the co-operative movement in Burma with suggestions for their applicability to India / Reserve Bank of India, Agricultural Credit Department. – Bombay, 1938. 61 p., tables, app. – (Bulletin / Reserve Bank of India ; 3)

Subject(s): Burma : Cooperative agricultural credit associations ; Cooperative societies ; Banks and banking, Cooperative ; Economic conditions

AU:ANU(Chifley pamphlet HG2051.B9.R4)

D: HD-SAI(322 agr 76/626 Kp)

GB: LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets ; HG/698, Special ; Microfilm M (Pamphlets 459)

US:CU(Annex HD3532.7.A4 R29) DA KU LC NNC NYPL YU(SML HD1440 I4 R44 1938 (LC))

Ref.: OCLC 40836720

The recent sufferings of the American missionaries in the Burman empire : during the late war ; with their signal delivery of human rights by being conveyed to British camp from authentic documents. – Edinburgh: Waugh and Innes, 1827. 129 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Missions ; Missions, American

GB: BL(1124 a 29)* BL-APAC(T 8698)

US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare BV3270 .R29)

HU(Widener Ind 788.6)

ditto. 2 nd ed. – Edinburgh, etc., 1829. – (Burmese narratives ; 1)

US:HU(Widener Ind 788.6.3

The recent sufferings of the missionaries in the Burman empire during the late war – also Burmese narratives


D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:72)*

GB: SOAS(M 5494)

US: LC(U250.U33 no.8077)

Ref.: OCLC 46196141

Reception ... Rangoon, 16th November, 1898

Burma / His Excellency the Viceroy's Reception Committee


Subject(s): Burma : Food ; Plant production

TH: CU(CL 7/48 ; TIC 65911)

Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors and appraisal report on a proposed loan to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma on a second crop intensification program.

Asia Development Bank


Contents: Strategic interests in Myanmar / John H. Badgley Myanmar's political future, is waiting for the perfect enemy of doing the possible? / Robert H. Taylor Burma/Myanmar, a guide for the perplexed? / David I. Steinberg
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Reconnaissance report on Bhamo Tāngyūč Railway:

gauge. 2 feet 6 inches, 124 miles. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1905. 15 p., fold. col. map. – Public Works Dept.

Subject(s): Burma : Narrow gauge railroads

US: LC(TF113.B8A46)

Bibliographical description

Ref.: OCLC 45114416

Records of the Department of State relating to internal affairs of India and Burma, 1910 – 1929

→ United States / Department of State

Record of Burma operations : record of the 1944 Salween River operations / issued by the 1st Demobilization Bureau.

→ Washington, D.C.: Office of Military History, Dept. of the Army, 1946. 87 p. – (Japanese monographs ; 62) – This record was written by Kawamichi Fujio, former Colonel and Chief of Staff of the 56th Division with the assistance of Nagai Kiyoo, former Lieutenant Colonel and Staff Officer of the same Division.

SG: NUS(Microform D767.7 Reec)

US: LC(Microfilm 8489 (U)

Records relating to political relations between India and Burma, 1910-29

→ United States / Department of State

Records relating to political relations between India and Burma and other states, 1910-29

→ United States / Department of State

Records relating to political relations between the United States and India and Burma, 1910 – 1929

→ United States / Department of State

Recruit and remount training at the Equitation School, Pyawbwe, 1938.


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.181/2)

Recruiting directions, Burma (Nov. 1918).

→ Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for P. R. C.), 1918. V. 56 p., app.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.153/4)

Recueil général des tarifs postaux de Dam Batai / [éd.]: Fédération de Dam Batai, Ministère des postes et télécommunications – [Lausanne: Duo Badao] – Au bas de la p. de titre: Dam Batai Goven, Andorra
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**Burma Bibliographical Project**

Subject(s): *Burma* : Postgebühr – Verzeichnis
CH: SLB(Nb 83148)

**Red Cross / International Red Cross Committee**

**Redick, Richard Warren <b. 1926>**
Subject(s): *Burma* : Population
*Rangoon* : Population

AU:ANU(Menzies HB3636.7.R35R43 1961)
D: B-SBB(615801 Haus 2)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.62034)
GB: SOAS(M5467)
US: UoC(Regenstein DS999 Redick)
Ref.: OCLC 49458560

**Reducing illicit drug use in the highlands of East Asia / United Nations International Drug Control Programme. – Bangkok: UNDCP Regional Centre, 1996. 44 p., map.**
Ref.: OCLC 38492385

**ditto.** : external sub-regional appraisal report / evaluation team, Mark E. Barrett ... [et al.] – Bangkok: United Nations International Drug Control Programme, Regional Centre for East Asia and the Pacific, 2000. 92 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – Project number AD/RAS/96/B53 and AD/RAS/ 96/490; countries: Cambodia, China (Yunnan), Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand, and Viet Nam
Subject(s): *Burma* : Drug abuse - Prevention ; Minorities - Drug use, Narcotics, Control of
US: CU(Kroch Oversize HV5840.A75 R43 2000+)
LC(Microfi che 2001/63829 (H))
Ref.: OCLC 38725115 : 45878273 : 49609591

Subject(s): *Burma* : Drug abuse - Prevention
US: LC(Microfi che 996/63928 (H))

**Redick, Clyde Franklin <b. 1918>**
Bibliography to floras of Southeast Asia : Burma, Laos, Thailand (Siam), Cambodia, Viet Nam (Tonkin, Annam, Cochinchina), Malay Peninsula, and Singapore / by Clyde F. Reed. – Baltimore, 1969. 191 p., map.
Subject(s): *Burma* : Botany - Bibliography ; Bibliography - Botany

AU:ANU

**GB:** BL((A) CW 256-E(1)) CUL(R370:5.6)
SG: NUS(Science Lib. Z5358 Asi.R)
DNAL(Z5358.A82R4)
HU(Botany Arnold (Cambr.): Bibli, R 25.2 b)
IU(Biology Bibliographies 016.581959 R25B)
LC & UCB(Biosci) & UCD(Shields) & WIU(Book Stacks, Main Library) : Z5358.A82 R4
Mn(MLAC 016.58195 R251)
WU(Biology Library QK360 R43)

**Reed, Frederick Richard Cowper <b. 1869>**
Subject(s): *Burma* : Palaeontology - Shan State ; Paleontology - Devonian

AU:ANU(Hancock QE756.I4A4 n.s. 2.5)
D: BO-UB(TYD 90-NS 2.5)*
HD-UB(O 2457-8 Großformat)
GB: BL((P) FR 00-E(6))
US: LC(QE756.I4A4 v.2 no.5)

Subject(s): *Burma* : Palaeontology - Shan State ; Paleontology - Devonian

AU:ANU(Hancock QE756.I4A4 n.s. 21.3)
D: BO-UB(TYD 90, NS 2.5)*
HD-UB(O 2457-8 Großformat)
GB: BL((P) FR 00-E(6))
SG: NUS(Microform QE756 Bur*R)
US: LC(QE756.I4A4 v.21, no.3)

The lower Palaeozoic fossils of the Northern Shan States, Burma / by F. R. Cowper Reed ; with a section on ordivician cystidea by F. A. Bather. – Calcutta : Geological Survey Office, 1906. 154 p., illus., 8 plates. – (Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India : Palaeontology India ; NS. 2.3)
Subject(s): *Burma* : Palaeontology - Paleozoic ; Paleontology - Shan State

AU:ANU(Hancock QE756.I4A4 n.s.2.3)
CH: BS UB(Zs. Mag NatG 315 NS:2)
D: BO-UB(TYD 90-NS 2.3)*
HD-UB(O 2457-8 Großformat)
B-SBB(MK 12525/30)
F: BNF(Fol.S.15)
GB: BL((P) FR 00-E(6))
SG: NUS(Microform QE756 Bur*R)
US: LC(QE756.I4A4 v.21, no.3)

Subject(s): *Burma* : Drug abuse - Prevention
US: LC(Microfi che 996/63928 (H))

**Reed, Clyde Franklin <b. 1918>**
Bibliography to floras of Southeast Asia : Burma, Laos, Thailand (Siam), Cambodia, Viet Nam (Tonkin, Annam, Cochinchina), Malay Peninsula, and Singapore / by Clyde F. Reed. – Baltimore, 1969. 191 p., map.
Subject(s): *Burma* : Botany - Bibliography ; Bibliography - Botany

AU:ANU

Supplementary memoir on new Ordovician and Silurian fossils from the Northern Shan States / by F. K. Cowper Reed. – Calcutta : Geological Survey ; London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trübner, 1915. 98 p., illus., 12 plates. – (Memoirs of...
Reed, Stanley Herbert
Sir, 1872-1969
The royal tour in India : a record of the tour of T. R. H. the Prince and Princess of Wales in India and Burma, from November 1905 to March 1906 / by Stanley Reed ; with preface by Sir Walter Lawrence. – Bombay: Bennett, Coleman, 1906. XXIV, 510 p., illus., 20 l. of plates, ports. (some col.), map. – Includes: The Prince of Wales Guildhall speech ; The Prince of Wales speeches in India.
Subject(s): George V < King of Great Britain, 1865-1936 >- Journeys - Burma
Mary, Queen < consort of George V, King of Great Britain, 1867-1953 > : Journeys - Burma
Burma : Royal visitors ; Visits of state ; Press ; Description and travel

Reeman, Douglas
b. 1924
Subject(s): Burma : Marines - History - Fiction ; Blackwood family (Fictitious characters) - Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Naval operations, British - Fiction.

Rees, Lyn
b. 1938
International women of hope : study guide [ / Lyn Reese ; Edwina Williams]. – [New York, NY: Bread and Roses Cultural Project, c1999]. 56 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. Note: "International Women of Hope is a poster project which includes 12 posters of women activists from around the world and an accompanying Study Guide" ; includes Aung San Suu Kyi

Rees-William, David
Rees <b. 1903>

Rees, Danielle Andrea
Does internal displacement affect diarrhea point prevalence among children under five in the Thai border region of Burma? / by Danielle Andrea Rees. – 2003. IV, 59 l., illus., maps, bibliogr. l. 43-46. – Berkeley, Univ. of California, School of Public Health, Master of Public Health thesis, Spring 2003
Subject(s): Burma : Public Health - Thai border

Reyes, Owen Meredith
Initial report, revision settlement of Pyapôn District 1921-22

Reyes-Williams, David


Reference manual of directories : an annotated list, index and guide to the directories of all countries = Répertoire graphisches Handbuch der Adressbücher

The reference manual of directories : an annotated list, index and guide to the directories of all countries = Répertoire graphisches Handbuch der Adressbücher

R 35
References in the press to the visit of Their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales to India, 1905-1906 / comp. in the Foreign Department of the Government of India. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India, 1907. 850, XI p., index, incl. bibliogr. ref.


Reformatory School < Insein >

Reformers Committee < Burma >

→ Burma Reforms Committee

Regeln für die alphabetischen Katalogisierung. Vorabdruck. – München: Kommission für die Alphabetische Katalogisierung, Verein Deutscher Bibliothekare


Refugees International < Washington, DC >

→ Bangladesh/Myanmar : Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh; the search for a lasting solution

→ Pierpaoli, Yvette

Refugee and Migratory Movements Research Unit

→ University < Oxford >

Refugee Studies Programme

→ Asian Studies

Regimen, 1914-1920

→ India / Army / 93rd Burma Infantry

Regiments: regiments and corps of the British Empire and Commonwealth, 1758-1993

→ Perkins, Roger


Refugees International

→ Bangladesh/Myanmar : Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh; the search for a lasting solution

Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh

→ Pierpaoli, Yvette

Refugees International

→ Washington, DC

Refugees International

→ Bangladesh/Myanmar : Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh; the search for a lasting solution

Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh

→ Pierpaoli, Yvette

Regeln für die alphabetischen Katalogisierung. Vorabdruck. – München: Kommission für die Alphabetische Katalogisierung, Verein Deutscher Bibliothekare

5. Tabellen für die Umschrift nicht lateinischer Schriftzeichen in die Buchstaben der lateinischen Schrift

6. Ansetzung der Namen von Personen aus den Staaten mit außereuropäischen Sprachen


D: GO-SUB(FB 17037:5,10 & 6,3)
Regional Autonomy Enquiry Commission:
A résumé of the workings of No. 2 Regional College, Rangoon Division. – [Rangoon: Regional College, Rangoon Division, 1979?] 14, 22 p., illus., plan. – Added title and text Burmese also
Subject(s): Burma: Vocational education - Rangoon - Curricula; Universities and colleges - Rangoon - Curricula Rangoon: Universities and colleges - Curricula
US: NIU(SEA LG169.R35 R4781979)

Regional College
< Rangoon >
A résumé of the workings of No. 2 Regional College, Rangoon Division. – [Rangoon: Regional College, Rangoon Division, 1979?] 14, 22 p., illus., plan. – Added title and text Burmese also
Subject(s): Burma: Vocational education - Rangoon - Curricula; Universities and colleges - Rangoon - Curricula
US: NIU(SEA LG169.R35 R4781979)

Regional Conference for Asia and the Pacific
< 1951, Rangoon >
→Food and Agriculture Organization / Regional Conference for Asia and the Pacific

Regional Conference of Statisticians
< 1951, Rangoon >
→Publications on external trade statistics

Regional Co-ordination Centre for Research and Development of Coarse Grains, Pulses, Roots and Tuber Crops in the Humid Tropics of Asia and the Pacific
< Bogor, Indonesia >
Potential for pigeonpea in Thailand, Indonesia, and Burma
→Wallis, E. S.

Regional Energy Development Programme
→United Nations / Regional Energy Development Programme

Regional outlook
ISSN 0218-3056
Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions - Periodicals; - Economic conditions - Forecasting; - Politics and government - 1945-1979 - Periodicals; - Politics and government - Forecasting
D: HD-SAI: 1992/93- (300 pol 93/903)
F: BIULO: 1996-97 (GEN.II.7899)
1997-98 (GEN.II.8616)
1998-99 (GEN.II.8690)
1999-2000 (GEN.II.9430)
2000-01 (GEN.II.9431)
EFEO: 1995-96 (ASE HIST 167)
GB:BL: 1992-93 (q95/32062)
1993-94 (q95/32063)
1994-95 (q95/32064)
1995-96 (q95/32065)
1998-99 (Y.A.1998.b.2962)
2000-01 (Y.A.2000.b.2665)

Regional Seminar on Alternative Development for Illicit Crop Eradication Policies, Strategies, and Actions
< 2001, Taunggyi >
→Alternative development: sharing good practices facing common problems

Regional Seminar on ASEAN, Indochina and Myanmar:
New Dimension of Relations and Cooperation < 1992, Bangkok >
Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions - Congresses; Foreign relations - Congresses
SG: ISEAS(HC441 R332)

Regional Seminar on Earth Observation for Tropical Ecosystem Management
< 8, 1999, Yangon >
→Remote sensing for tropical ecosystem management

Regional Seminar on Teak
< 2, 1995, Yangon >
→Teak for the future

Subject(s): Burma: Transportation - Mekong River Valley - Planning; Technical assistance - Mekong River Valley -
S: Jux(IRDC: 0480)

Regional Workshop on Ethnic Minorities in Buddhist Polities: Sri Lanka, Burma and Thailand <1985, Bangkok>

Subject(s): Leifer, Michael <1933-2001> : Bibliography Burma: Regionalism - Bibliography ; National security - Bibliography
SG: ISEAS(Ref Z3221 R33)

US: LC(MLCL 95/5088 (H))

Register of European deaths and burials

Register of evacuees from Burma: comp. at the request of the Government of India, Department of Indians Overseas ; prepared at the Evacuee Enquiry Bureau ... – [Calcutta, 1943?] pt.1 European, Anglo-Burman, Anglo-Indian and other non-Indian evacuees
pt.2 Indian evacuees
Subject(s): Burma: Refugees ; World War <1939-1945> - Refugees ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>
GB: BL-APAC(ORB 40/29)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.91/2)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.91)*

Register of second grade pleaders of the subordinate courts, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.
GB: BL-APAC: 1923-1928 (IOR/V/25/140)

The register of the names of those who fell in the 1939 to 1945 war and are buried in cemeteries in Burma

The war dead of the British Commonwealth and Empire

Register of third grade pleaders of the subordinate courts, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.
GB: BL-APAC: 1923-1928 (IOR/V/25/140)

Register of third grade pleaders of the subordinate courts in Lower Burma, 1907. – [Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma,] (for C. C., L. B.), 1907. 53 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.100/24)*

[Registers and rolls of advocates and pleaders in Burma]. – Rangoon. – Annual
High Court
GB: BL-APAC: 1923 1925-1928 1931-1934 1941 (IOR/V/25/140/5)
Subordinate courts

The registration (European British subjects) act, 1940, Burma act no. 17 of 1940 (13th September 1940) : act and rules thereunder to provide for the registration of certain European British subjects. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for Def. Secy.), 1940. 6 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.124)* SOAS(L.GB 345/212.058)

ditto. Microfiche ed. – Zug: Inter Documentation Comp. IDC SE-62-1 fiche 54
D: HD-SAI(M 58,1.54 ; M 1126,54)*
US: CU(Wason Microfiche 14)

The registration of business representatives order (order no. 2/89), 13th October, 1989 ... / Government of the Union of Myanmar, Ministry of Trade. – [Ran’ kum’], 1989. 8 p. – Title also in Burmese, Burmese and English text on opposite pages
Subject(s): Burma: Commercial agents - Licenses ; Foreign trade regulation
D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 98/678 Kp)*
GB: OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. e.653)
SOAS(A345.910387/77394)
SG: ISEAS(Doc B62)
US: LC(KNL951.5.B75 A3 1989 ; Law Burma 4 Trade 1989) UC(NFLF)
Ref.: OCLC 22183027
Regulations of the registration of deeds manual: containing the Indian registration act, 1877, as modified to the 19th June 1897, and the notifications, rules, and orders issued thereunder and in force in Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma, 1897. 104, VI p.


The registration of report of British Burma for the year ... – Rangoon: Govt. Pr.
1883/84 to 1884/85 under title: The report on registration

The report on registration in Lower Burma

The report on registration in Upper Burma


A regulation to consolidate and amend the law providing for the registration of documents in Upper Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1897. 3 p. – At head of title: Regulation no. II of 1897

Regulations and suggestions as to the survey of the hull, equipments and machinery of steam-going steam-ships carrying passengers and of inland steam-vessels. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma, 1891. IV, 65 p., illus.

Regulations for current accounts, savings bank accounts, fixed deposits & special deposits ... – [Rangoon : State Commercial Bank, 1957.] 18 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese


Regulations for preventing collisions at sea ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1898. 19 p., 9 plates. – Added title and text in Burmese


Regulations made by the Governor of Burma
Burma / Governor

Rehabilitation of the agricultural industries in Burma. – Rangoon, 1948. 6 p. – (Pamphlet / All Burma Peasants’ Organization ; 4)

Rehn, James Abram Garfield <b. 1881>
A new species of the genus Chlorizeina (Acrididae, Pyrgomorphinae) from Burma ... – Philadelphia : The Academy of Natural Sciences, 1951. 7 p., fig. – (Notulae naturae ; 238)
F: Orsay-Paris 11-BU Sciences

Reichle, Verena
ISBN 3-261-04935-9
Subject(s): Kuki ; Folklore
Kuki language
Bangladesh: Folklore - Chittagong Hill Tracts District
D: HD-SAI(nsp 32.14 A 83/183)
F: Orsay-Paris 11-BU Sciences

Reid, Adam Scott <1848-1918>

Regulations for the registration of the hull, equipments and machinery of sea-going steam-ships carrying passengers and of inland steam-vessels.
Reid, Anthony <b. 1939>

→Asian freedoms

→Slavery, bondage and dependency in Southeast Asia

AU: NLA(NL 959 R353)
GB: SOAS(G945/691.031; 686.636; 686635)
US: LC(DS526.4 .R46)

Reid, Charles Lestock Onslow

Report on summary settlement operations in the Budalen townships and part of the Kani township, Lower Chindwin District : season 1901-02

→Settlement <Lower Chindwin : Budalen, Kani> 1901-02

Report on the summary settlement of the Salingyi township and portions in Kani and Pale townships : season 1901-1902

→Settlement < Lower Chindwin : Salingyi, Kani, Pale > 1901-02

Reifsneider, Marian

Burma crossroads

→Dickason, Frederick G.

Reinhard, Kurt

Subject(s): Music - History and criticism
D: B-SBB(Diss 1939-7878)
BA-UB(31/LS 44200 WF 1688)
dito. – Würzburg-Aumühl: Triltsch, 1939. 106 S., 41 S. Notenhang, Kt., Bibliogr. S. 106. – (Schriftenreihe des Musikwissenschaftlichen Seminars der Universität München : Studien zur musikalischen Kultur- und Stilgeschichte ; 5) – München, Phil. Fak., Diss. 1939. – Herbert 774. - Shulman 570
A: ÖNB(645.511-C. Mus.-S.5)
D: B-SBB(Mus.Ha 136/12-5 Haus 1)
EI-UB(00/LS 44200 R369 ; Diss. 1939/7878)
FR-UB(UY 14/10854)
R-UB(255/L391631)
GB:BL(AC 5136 B)* SOAS(GB780/548.708)
F: BNF(4° Vm.909)
US: HU(Loeb Music: Mus 198.45.75)
LC(ML345.R4 1939) MB UoC NYPL
UC(NRLF ML 345 B8 R4 ; AA168211)
YU(Mudd, Music Coll., 3rd Floor Ld85 R27 ; SML, AOS, Rm 329)
Ref.: OCLC 21108634

Reinhardt, George Cooper <b. 1902>

→Chindit operations in Burma

Reis, Chen

Children in combat. – New York, NY: Human Rights Watch, 1996. 23 p. – (Human Rights Watch general publications ; 8.1(G)) (Human rights documents : General ; 2156, doc. 117) – At head of title: Human Rights Watch Children's Rights Project. – January 1996. – This report was written by Chen Reis ... ed. by Lois Whitman and Michael McClintock - p. 23.
Subject(s): Burma : Children - Employment - Law and legislation ; Boys as soldiers ; Children's rights ; Children (International law) ; Children and war ; Child welfare
UCSB(HQ784.W3 R45 1996)
– Würzburg-Aumühl: Triltsch, 1939. 106 S., 41 S. No-
Shulman

Reisch, Max

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
A: ÖNB(1253241-C KAR)
GB:BL(YA.1990.b.5917)
Ref.: OCLC 17199569

Reksoeddinjardo, Soegeng

A monograph of the genus Durio Adans (Bombacaceae)

→Kostermans, Achmad Jahja G. H.

Relations between Burma’s Anti-Fascist League and the Communist Party. – [Washington, D.C.,] November 12, 1948. II, 70 p., tables, app. – (OIR report / Department of State, Office of Intelligence Research, Division of Research for Near East and Africa ; 4725) – in: O. S. S., State Department : Intelligence and research reports ; Pt. II, reel 1 (7)
Subject(s): Anti-Fascist Peoples Freedom League
Burma : Communism ; Politics and government <1824-1948>
D: GO-SUB(MA 82-112:17)*
GB:SOAS(M 5949)
US:LC(U250.U33 no.4725)
US:WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5305 Reel 1 no.7)

Relations between Israel and Asian and African states : a guide to selected documentation / The Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem, The Harry S. Truman Research Institute for the Advancement of Peace ; The Leonard Davis Institute for International Relations. – Jerusalem. – English, French, and Hebrew
Subject(s): Israel : Foreign relations -Sources
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Subject(s): France : Relations extérieures - France ; Foreign economic relations - Burma
Burma : Relations extérieures - France ; Foreign economic relations - France


Subject(s): Burma : Famine ; Disaster Planning ; Disasters - Prevention & control ; Food Supply


Subject(s): Burma : Buddhism and state ; Buddhism and politics


Subject(s): Burma : Religious life and customs ; Buddhism and state - History ;


Subject(s): Burma : Religion and culture ; Politics and government ; Economic policy

Bibliographical description

Burma : Foreign relations - Israel - Sources
Israel : Foreign relations - Sources - Bibliography - Catalogs : Foreign relations - Manuscripts - Catalogs.

D: HD-SAI(325 bez 91/963)*  KI-ZBW(YY 1366 (1994))

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.167/2)*   BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/831/32)


Ref.: Burma news bulletin 3/8,1993,18

Ref.: OCLC 31511566


Subject(s): Burma : Religion and culture ; Politics and government ; Economic policy

NL: KITLV(M ss 310 N+)

SG: ISEAS(DSS20.5 US8R no. 3)


Subject(s): Burma : Religious life and customs ; Buddhism and state - History ;


Subject(s): Burma : Religion and culture ; Politics and government ; Economic policy

NL: KITLV(M ss 310 N+)

SG: ISEAS(DSS20.5 US8R no. 3)


Subject(s): Burma : Religion and culture ; Politics and government ; Economic policy

NL: KITLV(M ss 310 N+)

SG: ISEAS(DSS20.5 US8R no. 3)
Ref.: Trager

Religious Tract and Book Society for Ireland
Scripture texts arranged
→Bible : Selections

Religious Tract Society < London >
Adoniram Judson : the great missionary of Burmah
→Judson, Edward

Ann Judson
→Mckenzie, Frederic A.

Annotations on the epistles to the Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians and Colossians
→Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul: Selection <Karen: Sgau>

→Christian biography

→Early life of Mrs. Judson

Hints to Christian females on dress
→Judson, Adoniram

→Life of Mrs. Ann H. Judson

→Missionary records

Romance of modern missions
→Brightwell, Cecilia Lucy

The white foreigners from over the water
→Moffat, Robert

Reminisc. , Gerald <b. 1943>

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Operations, British - Biographies

→Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Operations - Army - Biographies - Collections

Ref.: OCLC 50124411


Reminiscences of Myanmar art
→Aung Khin

Reminiscences of the Court of Mandalay
→Browne, Horace Albert

ISBN 9211200016


Subject(s): Burma : Artificial satellites in remote sensing - Congresses ; Geographic information systems - Congresses ; Ecosystem management - Congresses

NIU(NIU GovPub-2nd FL-FML) & UCR(GovPub) : UN ST ESCAP 2050 NNC(Geology g) & UCD(Shields) : GE45.R44 R456 1999
Ref.: OCLC 44901919 43913421
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Renard, Ronald Duane
ISBN 1-55587-618-8

Subject(s): Burma : History ; Religion

Relevant practices in drug demand reduction among highland peoples in Cambodia, China (Yunnan), Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam / by Ronald D. Renard submitted to the UNDCP Project for Reducing Illicit Drug Use in the Highlands of East Asia (AD/RAS/96/ B53) Bangkok, Thailand, August 1997. – [Chiang Mai: Ronald D. Renard, 1997.] 55 l., bibliogr. 1. 44-49.

Subject(s): Burma : Narcotics, Control of ; Drugs

Some notes on the Karen and their music / Ronald D. Renard ; Ruthjaporn Prachadetsuwat ; Soe Moe. – Chiang Mai: Center for Arts and Culture, Payap Univ., 1991. 30 l., bibliogr. l.

Subject(s): Karen : Music

A study of Karen student mobility to northern Thai cities

Renard-Clamagirand, Brigitte

Renaut, Thomas
Eternal Rangoon : contemporary portrait of a timeless city

Rendahl, Hilmar
S: H


Shulman 300

Subject(s): Karen : Thailand

AU:ANU(Menzies DS570.K37R46 1979)
US: NIU(Microforms-FML microfilm AC801 .R3945)

Th: CU(TIC 39219)


Shulman 300

Subject(s): Karen : Thailand

AU:ANU(Menzies DS570.K37R46 1979)
US: NIU(Microforms-FML microfilm AC801 .R3945)

Th: CU(TIC 39219)

Subject(s): Burma : History ; Religion

TH:CU(TIC 39219)

Relevant practices in drug demand reduction among highland peoples in Cambodia, China (Yunnan), Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam / by Ronald D. Renard submitted to the UNDCP Project for Reducing Illicit Drug Use in the Highlands of East Asia (AD/RAS/96/ B53) Bangkok, Thailand, August 1997. – [Chiang Mai: Ronald D. Renard, 1997.] 55 l., bibliogr. 1. 44-49.

Subject(s): Burma : Narcotics, Control of ; Drugs


Subject(s): Karen : Thailand - Music

Burma : Music
Musical instruments

HU(Tozzer AS. R 29 s)
NIU(SEA ML3758.B93 R3621991)
OAU(Alden SE Asia ML345.T5 R46 1991x)
UCB(Music ML345.T5 R46 1991)

A study of Karen student mobility to northern Thai cities

Renard-Clamagirand, Brigitte

Charras, Muriel

Renaut, Thomas
Eternal Rangoon : contemporary portrait of a timeless city

Brac de La Perrière, Bénédicte
Rangoon éternelle : portrait d’une ville au passé toujours présent

Brac de La Perrière, Bénédicte
Rangoon éternelle : portrait d’une ville au passé toujours présent

Rendahl, Hilmar
S: H
Renfrow, James A.
Operation THURSDAY : birth of the Air Commandos
→ Mason, Herbert A.

Renner, John
→ Source book on South East Asian geography

Rennie, T.
Notes on some parasites in Burma
→ Evans, Griffith Henry

Renzi, William A. <b, 1941>
ISBN 0873328086 ; 0873328094 (pbk.)
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Operations, United States ; World War <1939-1945> - Operations, Japan
GB:BL(YC.1993.b.8364) BL-DSS(91/20784) OUL

World War II in the Pacific
→ Roehrs, Mark D.

ISBN 8179750612
Note: Contributed articles chiefly on economic and commercial aspects of reopening of the Stilwell Road from northeastern India; papers presented at a seminar sponsored by Maulana Abul Kalam Azad Institute of Asian Studies, Kolkata, and held at Dibrugarh in 2003
Subject(s): Ledo Road < India - Burma >
US: CU HU LC MiU MnU NNC(HE365.I44I437 2004) NYPL UCB UoC UCLA YU(SML LC Class.)
Ref.: OCLC 608344656

Reorganization of forest system in British Burma
→ Hume, Allan Octavian

Reorganization of the judicial administration of Burma
→ Dunkley, Herbert Francis
A report on the reorganization of the judicial administration of Burma

Repatriation of Burmese refugees from Thailand and Bangladesh : a briefing paper / ACFOA in collaboration with the Burma NGO Forum ; production, Thailand: James Isbister ; Bangladesh (Rohingya): Marc Purcell. – Deakin, A.C.T.: Australian Council for Overseas Aid, 1996. 17 p. – (Research and information series / Australian Council for Overseas Aid ; 8)
ISBN 0909831718
Subject(s): Burma : Refugees
Bangladesh : Refugees- Government policy
Thailand : Refugees - Government policy
Bibliographical description

→ The stakes are raised in Burma

Report card: Burma’s regime on the edge

→ Burma’s regime on the edge

Report ... concerning narcotic enforcement efforts in Hong Kong, Thailand, Burma, India, Lebanon, Greece, Turkey, France, and the Netherlands

→ Frey, Lou

Report, etc., relating to the Karen mountain tribes

→ Copy of report from Lieutenant Colonel Phayre, the Commissioner of Pegu, on the subject of his tour among the Karen mountain tribes

Report for the year 1899 on the trade of Sumao and Mengtse [by acting-consul Litton]. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty, December, 1900.

→ London: H. M. S. O., 1900. 9 p. – (Diplomatic and consular reports: annual series; 2542) (Papers by command / Great Britain: Parliament.) Cd. 429)

At head of title: China.

Parl. pap. 1901, LXXXI, 369

GB: BL(OPL: RR)*

Report of an institution

→ under the institution

Report of a survey of public administration in Burma

→ Jackson, George T.

Report of a tour to visit various university and college buildings in India

→ Seton-Morris, Henry

Report of a visit to the mission fields

→ Huntington, George Briggs

Report of an enquiry into the standard and cost of living of the working classes in Rangoon

→ Bennison, John Jennings

Report of an enquiry into the system of accounts and accounts produce of divisional and subdivisional offices of the Burma Public Works Department

→ Kaula, Gangaram

Report of an enquiry into the system of accounts and accounts procedure of the Burma Public Works Department

→ Kaula, Gangaram


Subject(s): Hallen, Michael James; Bain, J. Kerr

→ Burma: Trials (Libel) - Rangoon: Breach of promise

US: HU(Law School: Rare Trials Scarlet Consult Special Collections)

Report of EEPC Delegation to Burma

→ Engineering Export Promoting Council < Calcutta > / Delegation to Burma

Report of inquiry into the condition of agriculture tenants and labourers

→ Couper, Thomas

Report of journey through the Province of Yunnan with Mr. Grosvenor

→ Baber, Edward Colborne


Subject(s): Burma: Income - Statistics; Cost and standard of living - Statistics; Consumption (Economics) - Statistics: Household surveys

SG: ISEAS(Sta abr HD7049.7 R42)

Ref.: OCLC 50985053


Subject(s): Burma: Missions - Educational work; School enrollment

US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0825)

Ref.: OCLC 55386004

Report of sericultural operations for the year ended the 30th June ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.)

D: HD-SAI: 1927 1931 1932 (322 agr 79/2170 Kp)

GB: BL-APAC: 1922-[1933?] (IOR/V/24/1571)

US: CU: 1934-1936 (Mann S280 B9E22)


< Annual reports of the agricultural stations

Subject(s): Burma: Agriculture - Periodicals; Agricultural experiment stations

GB: BL: 1934-1936 (I.S.Bu.118/21)*

BL-DSS(7374.000000)

CUL: 1933/34-1939/40 (OP.3200.630.023)

BL-APAC: 1934-[1948?] (IOR/V/24/1590-96)

OUL(IND IB. Burma C.29)


HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Sci 1593.25)

NYPL: 1933/34-1939/40 (VPG+)

Report of the agricultural stations of the Southern Circle for the year ... / Department of Agriculture, Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. of A.)

GB: BL: 1914/15 (I.S.Bu.118/17)*

BL-DSS(7374.000000)

CUL: 1914/15 (OP.3200.630.019)

BL-APAC: 1914/15 (IOR/V/24/1568)
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Report of the Conference held at Bombay on the 7th July 1945 of the representatives of associations and chambers of Indians in Burma

→Burma Indian Chamber of Commerce

Report of the Conference of the Members of the Standing Emigration Committee and representatives of Indian interests in Burma on Government’s proposals on Indian emigration into Burma. – New Delhi: Govt. of India Pr., 1944. 26 p.

US: LC(4JV 224)

Report of the Dam Batai postal authorities’ tour and inspection of the Union of Myanmar postal facilities open to the general public: November, 1994-January, 1995. – Dam Batai: Imprimerie d’État de Dam Batai, 1995. 27 p. – This report is for Dam Batai use only, when approved, it will be regarded as an official statement. – This report is not for quotation, or reproduction.

Subject(s): Burma: Postal service ; Posts and Telecommunications Dept.

SG: ISEAS(Doc B77)

US: LC

Report of the inspectional tour of India, Burma, Ceylon, Singapore, Hong Kong, Gibraltar, Aden, and Malta, 1936-1937

→Steeman, James Lewis

Report of the intelligence officer on the Burma-China Boundary Commission, Northern Party, 1898-99...

→Walker, H. B.

Report of the intelligence officer on tour with the Superintendent, Northern Shan States

→Macquoid, C. E.

Report of the investigation on the pollution of the Rangoon river water

→Moitra, G. C.

Report of the Karennie Mission

→Sconce, Gideon Colquhoun

Journal of the Salween surveying expedition


Ref.: OCLC 51597908

Report of the Mission to Burma

→Tisinger, Richard M.

Report of the research on rice culture and its environmental conditions in the Irrawaddy Delta / by Kyoto University Team. – Kyoto: Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto Univ., 1976. 67 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Discussion paper / Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto Univ.; 90)


Report on aerial reconnaissance, stockmapping and photography of the forests of the Tavoy and Mergui districts

Report on an examination of some wolfram concessions in the Thaton District

Report on an examination of some wolfram concessions in Yengan State, Southern Shan States

Report on an investigation of some wolfram concessions in the Palauk and Tagu areas


Report on Burmese Christian literature

Report on Burmese elephants

Report on cases of oedema at Myingyan and prevalence of intestinal parasites in Bassein jail

Report on Chinese mules and their equipment

Report on civil and criminal justice in British Burma

Report on civil dispensaries in British Burma

Report on connexion of Burmah and China


Note: Report on the construction and renovation of bridges, roads, and other establishments throughout Burma.
Subject(s): Bridges – Burma ; Roads. – Burma ; Bridges. Design and construction.

Report on cotton growing, ginning, spinning and weaving in Burma
→ Clague, John

Report on court-houses and offices in Burma : the accommodation to be provided therein, the style of construction and other matters pertaining thereto [E. Gabbett ; T. L. Ormiston]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for P. W. Secy.), 1908. 19, 2, 7, 6 p., plans.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.67/6)*
BL-APAC(W 736)*

Report on criminal and civil justice / British Burma, Judicial Department. – Rangoon : Secretariat Pr.
< Report on criminal justice
< Report on civil justice
< Annual report on criminal and civil justice
> Report on criminal and civil justice in British Burma
GB: BL: 1870-1871 (I.S.Bu.139/4)*
BL-APAC: 1870-1872 (IOR/V/24/2232)
SOAS: 1870-1871 (A 345.9107/30.330)*

< Criminal justice report
> Report on criminal and civil justice
GB: BL: 1868-1869 (I.S.Bu.139)*
BL-APAC: 1867-1869 (IOR/V/24/2239)

GB: BL-APAC: 1890-1903 (IOR/V/24/2240-41)

Report on development of industries in Burma
→ Morris, Arthur Percy

Report on economic and commercial conditions in Burma for the year 1955
→ Mathur, M. P.

Report on economic and commercial conditions in Burma during 1957
→ Kesavan, Shri N.

Report on economic and commercial conditions in Burma for the year 1958
→ Sanker, E. C.

SG: ISEAS(SCR LC1490 B9A16)

Report on emigration from Bengal to Burma and how to promote it
→ Nolan, Philip

Subject(s): Coal – Burma : Coal – Geology - Burma
Ref.: OCLC 53220484

US: YU(SML)

Report on forest administration in Burma (for) the year ending 31st March 1923– . – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of F.)
< Reports on forest administration in Burma
Subject(s): Forests and forestry – Burma – Periodicals
GB: BL: 1923-1939/1940 1939-1940 (I.S.Bu.151/7)*
CUL: 1922/1923-1939/40 (OP.3200.634.01)
BL-APAC: 1923/24-1926/27 (IOR/V/24/1397)
1927/28-1931/32 (IOR/V/24/1398)
1932/33-1934/35 (IOR/V/24/1399)
1935/36-1937/38 (IOR/V/24/1400)
1938/39-1939/40 incl. quinquennial views
(IOR/V/24/1401)
SG: ISEAS: 1937/38-1939 (SCR fSD88.B9B96)
(Annex SD88 .B81)
LC: 1938 NYPL: 1923-1927 1929- (VQO+)
YU: 1923/1924-1939/40 (Mudd Uze14 I36 A11)

Subject(s): Forests and forestry – Burma – Shan State – Periodicals
Forest policy – Burma – Shan State – Periodicals.
Forest management – Burma – Shan State – Periodicals.
GB: BL: 1923 (I.S.Bu.18/2)*
BL-APAC: 1937 1939 1940 (IOR/V/24/1402)
Ref.: OCLC 26715981

Report on forest administration in the Utilization Circle, Burma ... – Rangoon. – Publ. suspended 1949/41-1944/45.
Subject(s): Forest policy – Burma – Periodicals
Forest management – Burma – Periodicals.
Forests and forestry – Burma – Periodicals.
GB: BL-APAC: 1928/29-1933/34 (IOR/V/24/1410)
1934/35-1939/40 (JOR/V/24/1411)
LSE: 1928/29-1939/40(BLPES, Off.Publ. 591(R4), Per.)
US: LC(SD88.B81)
NNC: 1928/1929-1939/1940 (Offsite 634.9 B927)

Report on forest inventory in Myanmar
→ Andel, S.

Report on government steamers, vessels and launches in Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for N. A.)
Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.
Government vessels – Burma.
GB: BL: 1930/31-1936/37 (I.S.Bu.154/4)*
BL-APAC: 1893/93-1921/22 (IOR/V/24/3038 incpl.)
1922/23-1939/40 (IOR/V/24/3039)

Appendices relating to the report on government steamers, vessels and launches in Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for P. P. O.)
Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.
Government vessels – Burma.
GB: BL: 1901/02-1918/19 1920/21-1921/22 (I.S.Bu.69)*
1922/23 1924/25-1929/30 (I.S.Bu.154/4)*
SG: ISEAS: 1912/13-1923/24 (HE597 B96)
US: CU: 1923/24 (Kroch Pamphlet HC Burma 27 ; Film 11052 reel 1739 no.3)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.141)*

> Reports on hospitals and dispensaries
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.141)*

Report on hospitals and dispensaries in British Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.
< Reports on hospitals and dispensaries
< Reports on hospitals and dispensaries in Burma
GB: BL: 1871-1873 1874/75 (I.S.Bu.141)*
US: DNLM LC(RA990.I4B8)

< Reports on hospitals and dispensaries in British Burma
GB: BL-APAC: 1899-1931 (IOR/V/24/775-778)

Subject(s): Human rights – Myanmar
Myanmar : Foreign relations
Human rights – Burma ; Democracy – Myanmar
Democracy – Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies OD J905.H32 ; Chifley JC599 .B8A87 1995)
GB:LSE(BLPES, Off.Publ. 94 (3389))
SAdS(ICS QJ716 AUS)
US: UC(SRLF)
Ref.: OCLC 36102170

Subject(s): Water-supply - Burma
Water use - Burma
Water resources development - Burma
Water consumption - Burma
US: NIU(SEA TD313.B8 R4661965)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.85)*

D: GÖ-SUB(ZA 28482)
GB: BL(OPL:RR)*
US: LC(JQ215.1918.A4)

Report on Indian immigration
→Baxter, James

Report on inland and sea fisheries in Thongwa, Myanmaungmya and Bassein Districts and
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/550/22)

Report on inner minefield defence, Rangoon
→Nathan, Matthew

Report on King's Bank defences, Rangoon
→Nathan, Matthew

Report on King's Point minefield battery, Rangoon
→Nathan, Matthew

Subject(s): Forced labor – Burma ; Child labor - Burma
US: C LC & UCLA(Internet)
Ref.: OCLC 45160915 : 42244640

[Report on labor practices in Burma]
Report on Myanmar census of agriculture, 1993
→ Census ©<1993>

< Annual police report
> Report on the police administration in British Burma
GB: BL: 1869-1870 (I.S.Bu.143)*
BL-APAC: 1869-1870 (IOR/V/24/3234)

Ref.: OCLC 43872334

< Annual gaol report
> Report on the prison administration
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.144)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/2103-09)
SOAS(GB 365/30.293)*

Report on Prome plague drive
→ Brayne, William Frederic

< Public health and births and deaths
< Memorandum on the public health report
> Public health and vital statistics
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.145)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/2103-09)
SOAS(GB 365/30.293)*

1867/68 → Hordern, P.: Education report
> Report on public instruction in British Burma
GB: BL: 1868/69-1871/72 (I.S.Bu. 116/4)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/2103-09)

< Report on public instruction
> Report on public instruction in Lower Burma
Subject(s): Education – Burma.
GB: BL: 1872/73-1876/77 (I.S.Bu.116/4)*
1877/78-1884/85 (I.S.Bu.50)*
BL-APAC: 1881/82-1884/85 (IOR/V/24/1010)
SOAS: 1872/3-1874/75 (GB 370/475.257)*
US: HU: 1879/80 1880/81 (Widener EducR 2252.2.15)

Report(s) on public instruction in Burma for the year 1890/91 [-1921/22]. – Rangoon : Government Print. and Stasy., Burma (for D. P. I.)

Beginning with the year 1896/97, the annual report is replaced every five years by a Quinquennial report
< Report on public instruction in Lower Burma
< Report on public instruction in Upper Burma
> Annual report on public instruction
Subject(s): Education – Burma
D: HD-SAI: 1945/46-1946/47 (reg 60 L 38)
GB: BL: 1890/91-1895/96 1897/98-1920/21 (I.S.Bu.51/2)*
LSE: 1890/91-1893/94 1895/96-1897/98
1900/01 1901/02 1903/04 1910/11-1921/22
(BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (R5), Periodical)
BL-APAC: 1890/91 (IOR/V/24/1011)
1891/92-1898/99 (IOR/V/24/1012)
1899/1900-1912/13 (IOR/V/24/1013)
1913/14-1920/21 (IOR/V/24/1014)
SOAS(CWML E.16/1)
SG: ISEAS: 1919/20 (SCR LA1490 B9R42 ; Microfiche Mfm A904)
US Bur of the Census: 1885/86-1895/96
US Bur of the Census: 1895/96-1920/21

Report on the police administration in British Burma, Home Department (Police).
1869-1870 (I.S.Bu.143)*

Report on public instruction in British Burma
Subject(s): Education
D: B-SBB: 1885/86 (4° Up 4912/33 Haus 2)
GB: BL: 1885/86-1889/90 (I.S.Bu.50)*
BL-APAC: 1885/86 (IOR/V/24/1010)
SG: ISEAS: 1919/20 (SCR LA1490 B9R42 ; Microform Film S2428)

< Report on public instruction in British Burma
> Report(s) on public instruction in Burma
Subject(s): Education
D: B-SBB: 1885/86 (4° Up 4912/33 Haus 2)
GB: BL: 1885/86-1889/90 (I.S.Bu.50)*
BL-APAC: 1885/86 (IOR/V/24/1010)
SG: ISEAS: 1919/20 (SCR LA1490 B9R42 ; Microform Film S2428)

< Report(s) on public instruction in Burma
Subject(s): Education
GB: BL: (1st) 1889/90 (I.S.Bu.51)*

Subject(s): Rangoon (Burma) – Population – Statistics.
Rangoon : Economic conditions
Sampling (Statistics)
GB: LSE(BLPES GovPubl. 591 (170))
US: US Bur of the Census
Ref.: OCLC 50679751
The report on registration
→ The registration report of British Burma

The report on registration in Lower Burma for the year 1885/86 [-1886/87]. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.
< The registration report of British Burma
> Burma < Lower Burma > / Registration Department
Note on the administration of the Registration Department
in Lower Burma
GB: BL: 1885/86-1886/87 (I.S.Bu.54)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/3513)
US: LC(HD1206.I4B7)

Subject(s): AIDS (Disease) – Burma – Prevention
US: LC(GB1340.B8I7)

Report on the sanitary administration / British Burma.
→ Nathan, Matthew

Subject(s): Water resources development – Burma – Sittang River Valley. Sittang River Valley - Water resources development
UCB(f HD1698.B932 S54 1964)

Report on summary settlement
→ Settlement < name of district >

Report on summary settlement operations
→ Settlement < name of district >

Report on Syriam minefield battery, Rangoon
→ Nathan, Matthew

Report on the account drawn up for purpose of linking up the commercial accounts set up at the Kambe Hill brickfields, Rangoon
→ Charlesworth, Allan

Report on the activities of an institution
→ under the institution

Report on the administration of an institution
→ under the institution

Report on the administration of Burma
→ Burma [/ Government]

< Reports on civil justice in Burma
Subject(s): Judicial statistics – Burma – Periodicals
AU: ANU: 1947 (Menzies pamphlet JQ455.R458)
D: HD-SA1: 1946 1947 (322 jur 88/88/1072 Kp)*
GB: BL: 1922-1940 1947 (I.S.Bu.139/5)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/2231-38)
SG: ISEAS: 1929 (SCR JF700 B96)
1891-1921 1923-1941 1946/47(Kroch Film 10890)
HU: 1921 1924 1926 1927 1931-1934
(Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 797
LC(JQ455.A56)
YU: 1891-1922 (O7535 +R6)
1932-1940 (O7535 R6)
1891-1940, 1946-1947
(SML, Microform Film S2510)
Ref.: OCLC 43882724 : 1947
Report on the assessment of the agricultural lands within the limits of the Moulmein Municipality and of part of Ngantê Kwin, Ngantê Circle, 1895-96

Report on the Attaran forest for the year 1860 : with appendix.

Report on the British military administration of Burma

Report on the budget estimates

Report on the Bugyi and Nagu plots.

Report on the Burma food and drugs act

Report on the Burma soap-sand industry

Report on the Burma-China boundary between the Taiping and the Shewi

Report on the civil dispensaries and police hospitals of Burma for the year 1890 [-1897].

Report on the communal tenure system of the Katha District
Report on the completion of the Moulmein water works scheme
Author: Sen, P. N.

Report on the conservancy and management of the forests of British Burma
Author: Seaton, William John

Report on the co-operative tobacco research scheme in Burma during 1937-38
Author: Seaton, William John

Report on the criminal justice of British Burma for the year...
Author: Various

Report on the cultivation of cotton in British Burma for the year...
Author: Various

Report on the development of Burmese university and research libraries
Author: Birkelund, Palle

Report on the development of small scale and cottage industries in Burma
Author: Various

Report on the economics of the petroleum industry in the Union of Burma
Author: Various

Report on the excavations at Beikthano
Author: Aung Thaw

Author: Various

Report on the extermination of wild animals and snakes in Burma for the year
Author: Various

Report on the expedition to the Hukawng Valley and Naga Hills, Burma
Author: Various

Report on the evacuation of troops and civilians from Burma by the Pangsan route, Namyang River to Lekhapani, May to July 1942.
Author: Various

Report on the development of small scale and cottage industries in Burma
Author: Various

Report on the development of small scale and cottage industries in Burma
Author: Various

Report on the disengagement of troops from Burma
Author: Various

Report on the district of Toungoo
Author: Various

Report on the Eastern frontier of British India
Author: Pemberton, Robert Boileau
Report on the ferries on the Mali Hka between Nongkhai Village in the Putao District ...  
→ Hertz, William Axel

Report on the fifth expedition to the Triangle : season 1930-31  
→ Robert, V. G.

[ Report on the financial, economic and social conditions]  
< 1971/72-1977/78 >  

< [Report on the budget estimates]  
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions <1948-> – Periodicals ; Social conditions – Statistics – Periodicals ;  
D: KI-ZBW: 1971/72-1972/73 (Y 20225)  
HWWA: 1971/72-1977/78  
HD-SAI: 1971/72 (reg 60 G 261 GF)  
GB: SOAS: 1972/73 bk.2 (L.GB 330/315.480)  
SG: ISEAS(Sta abr HA1950 B9B962)  
HU( Documents (Lamont): Ind Doc 3509.5)  
LC(HC422.A23a) – NIU(Microfiche HJ64.8.B875)  
UCB: 1971/72-1972/73 (Main HC422.A25b)  
UCB: 1971/72 (NewsMicro Microfiche 8953)  
Report to the Pyithu Hluttaw on the financial, economic and social conditions <1948->  
Subject(s): Budget – Burma – Periodicals  
Burma : Economic conditions <1948-> – Periodicals ; Social conditions – Statistics – Periodicals ;  
D: HWWA: 1978/79-  
KI-ZBW: 1978/79- (Y 20225)  
US: NNC: 1928/1929-1929/1930 (Offsite 634.9 B9274)  
SG: ISEAS: 1970/71- (Str abr HA1950 B9B962)  
TH: CU: 1988/89 (Asia 338.9591 S678R)  
US: CoFS: 1980/81  
(Annex HC422 R42+)  
(Kroch Fiche 887 (o) 93 63430)  
LC(HC422.A25b ; Microfiche (o) 93/63430 (H))  
MiU: 1986/87  

Report on the forest administration in the Central Circle in Burma 1924/25. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.  
Subject(s): Forests and forestry – Burma – Periodicals  
GB: BL-APAC: [1919-1925?] (IOR/V/24/1407)  
US: NNC: 1928/1929-1929/1930 (Offsite 634.9 B9274)  
Report on the forest administration in the Delta Circle. – Rangoon.  
Subject(s): Forests and forestry – Burma – Periodicals  
US: NNC: 1928/1929-1929/1930 (Offsite 634.9 B9274)  
Subject(s): Forests and forestry – Burma – Periodicals  
GB: BL-APAC: [1919-1925?] (IOR/V/24/1407)  
Subject(s): Forests and forestry – Burma – Periodicals  
GB: BL-APAC: [1919-1925?] (IOR/V/24/1407)  
Report on the forests and alpha resources of Algeria  
→ Seaton, W. I.

Report on the fourth expedition to the "Triangle" for the liberation of slaves  
→ Leonard, P. M. R.

Report on the fresh water fish and fisheries of India and Burma  
→ Day, Francis

Report on the fresh-water fisheries of British Burma  
→ Day, Francis

Report on the frontier affairs of Burma in ... [-1891/92]. – Rangoon  
→ Burma < Chin Hills >  
Report on the administration  
→ Burma < Shan States >  
Report on the administration
Bibliographical description

> Burma < North-Eastern Frontier >
Reports on the North-Eastern Frontier
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government – Periodicals
US: CU: 1889/90-1891/92 (Kroeh Film 9024)
YU: 1889/90-1891/92 (Mudd O7535 T3+A3)  

Report on the garden classification, Tavoy District during the year 1897-99 and 1898-99
→ Settlement < Tavoy > 1897-98

Report on the goitre and general medical survey, Chin Hills
→ Raymond, Roland Lionel
A report on the human relics recovered by the Naga Hills (Burma) Expedition for the Abolition of Human Sacrifice during 1926-27
→ Guha, Biraja Sankar

Report on the hydrometric survey of the Myitmaka River and its tributaries
→ Tun Tin

A report on the incidence of malaria at Maymyo
→ Feegrade, E. S.

> Report on the inland trade of Burma
Subject(s): Burma – Commerce – Periodicals
D: B-SBB: 1885/86 (4° U) 4912/33 Haus 2
GB: BL: 1877/78-1884/85 (I.S.Bu.61)*  
BL-APAC: 1876/77-1884/85 (IOR/V/24/4254)
US: LC(HF240.B8B6)  
YU: 1882/83 1884/85 (Nf56 I36+A62 ; SML Microform Film S2528)

→ Turner, C. H.
> Report on the inland trade of British Burma
> Report on the inland trade of Burma ...
Subject(s): Burma : Commerce – Periodicals
D: B-SBB: 1885/86 (4° U) 4915/33 Nf56
GB: BL: 1893-1896 (I.S.Bu.61/4)*  
BL-APAC: 1893-1896 (SEAM MF-7313)
US: CRL: 1893-1896 (SEAM Microfilm MF-7313)

Report on the internal trade of Burma for the year ending the 31st March ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)
→ Memorandum on the international trade of Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Commerce – Periodicals
GB:BL: 1893 1896 (I.S.Bu.61/4)*  
US: CRL: 1893-1896 (SEAM MF-7313)

A report on the investigation of diseases of elephants
→ Smith, J. H.

Report on the Irrawaddy River
→ Gordon, Robert

Note: Study undertaken in collaboration with the Universities of Bradford, Oslo and Pavia. The collection of samples was made together with the local health authorities through UNICEF country offices in Bangladesh, Benin, El Salvador, Guinea, Mozambique, Myanmar, Peru, Tanzania, and Uganda.
Subject(s): Drugs – Developing countries – Quality control.
Ref.: OCLC 30368086

Report on the Kairuma, Naring, and Daidin columns, Chin Hills, 1895-96
→ Cooke-Hurle, Edward Forbes

Report on the Kyaukkwe police column operations during the cold season of 1892-93 ...
→ Forchhammer, Emanuel

Report on the Kyaukkwe temple at Pagan
→ Forchhammer, Emanuel

Report on the Kaukkwe police column operations during the cold season of 1892-93 ...
→ Cooke-Hurle, Edward Forbes

Report on the Kyaukkwe police column operations during the cold season of 1892-93 ...
→ Cooke-Hurle, Edward Forbes
Report on the land revenue administration of Burma during the year ended the 30th June 1902- . – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for F. C.) – Publication suspended 1939/40-1944/45
< Report on the revenue administration of Burma
Subject(s): Land value taxation – Burma ; Taxation Burma ; Real property tax Burma. 
AU:ANU: 1947  1948  1950
 D: HD-SAI: 1908  1916-1918  1921  1937  1950
(reg 60 H 24 Kp)

Report on the local funds of Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.)
> Burma / Local Audit Department
Annual report on the working
Subject(s): Burma / Local and Municipal Administration 
Municipal finance – Burma. 
GB:BL: 1892/93-1920/21 (I.S.Bu.45)*
BL-APAC: 1890-1921 (IOR/V/24/358)
US: YU: 1891/92-1899/1900  1910/11-1911/12
1914/15-1917/18  1919/20-1920/21
(Mudd Njq66 B9 +A12)
NYPL
Ref.: OCLC 52561159

Report on the local funds of Lower Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. 
> Statistics of lock-hospitals in Burma

< Statistics of lock-hospitals in Burma
US: WaU(Fish-Ocean 551.48 R16r)
Ref.: OCLC 21257077
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.13/12)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.149/13)*

Report on the ... management of the forests of British Burma under the revised working plan of 1868
→ Baden-Powell, Baden Henry
The forest system of British Burma

Report on the manpower situation in Burma
→ Mehta, Madhava Mal

Report on the manufacture of paper and paper pulp in Burma
→ Sindall, Robert Walter

Report on the manufacture of salt in Burma and on the questions arising out of the import of foreign salt fish into that province / Frederick Ashton. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India, 1890. VII, 106 p.
US: LC(HD9213.1486)

Report on the maritime trade and customs administration of Burma for the year 1906/07 [-1923/24]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of Customs)

Report on the ... trade of Burma
Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Burma : Commerce

Report on the ... trade of Burma
D: HD-SAI: 1921/22 (reg 60 G 31 GF)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.60/2)

LSE: 1906/07-1924/25 (BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (R8), Periodical)

SG: ISEAS: 1913/14 (SCR HF3770.7 S84 ; Mfm 805)
US: CRL(Microfilm)

CU: 1915/16 1917/18-1923/24 (Annex HF240 B8 B63) 1906/07-1910/11 1913/14-1923/24 (Kroch Film 10891)

NYPL(Research TLG+)
LC(HF249.B8B6 ; Microfilm) UC

NYU: 1910/11 1913/14-1923/24 (Nf56 I36 A5 and +A5)

Report on the marketing of coffee in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Burma : Commerce

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.

Report on the marketing of eggs in India and Burma

Subject(s): Shipping – Burma.
Report on the marketing of skins in India and Burma. – Delhi: Manager of Publ., (for AMA), 1943. III, 142 p., plates, maps, tables, diagrs. – (Marketing series ; 42) – At head of title: Agricultural marketing in India

D: HD-SAI(216 agr 88/799)
GB: LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 54 (160/32))
BL-APAC(V 1444 ; OR/V/25/501/27)

ditto. Abridged ed. – Delhi: Manager of Publ., 1941. III, 54 p., map, plates, map, tables, diagrs. – (Marketing series ; 32)
GB: BL-APAC(V 1410 ; IOR/V/25/501/18)

Report on the marketing of potatoes in India and Burma. – Delhi: Manager of Publ., (for AMA), 1941. X, 332 p., plates, maps, tables, diagrs. – (Marketing series ; 22) – At head of title: Agricultural marketing in India

D: HD-SAI(216 agr 88/801)*
GB: BL(I.S.405/21)*
BL-APAC(V 1350 ; IOR/V/25/501/11)
US: CU

ditto. Abridged ed. – ibd., 1941. II, 78 p., illus., map, tables, diagrs. – (Marketing series ; 30) – At head of title: Agricultural marketing in India

D: HD-SAI(216 agr 88/805 ; 322 agr 79/1532 Kp)*
GB: LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 54 (160/30))
BL-APAC(V 1402 ; IOR/V/25/501/16)
US: HU-BA

Report on the marketing of rice in India and Burma. – Delhi: Manager of Publ., 1941. X, 332 p., plates, maps, tables, diagrs. – (Marketing series ; 27) – At head of title: Agricultural marketing in India

Subject(s): Rice – Burma – Marketing ; Rice – India – Marketing.

SG: ISEAS(SCR HD9066 B9R42)
US: HU(Baker Business: S :119 I39 ; S :114 I39)

Report on the marketing of sugar (including the various kinds of gur and white sugar) in India and Burma. – Delhi: Manager of Publ. (for AMA), 1943. VIII, 366 p., plates, maps, tables, diagrs. – (Marketing series ; 39) – At head of title: Agricultural marketing in India

D: HD-SAI(216 agr 88/802)*
GB: BL-APAC(V 1438 ; OR/V/25/501/25)
US: HU-BA

Report on the marketing of tobacco in India and Burma. – Delhi: Manager of Publ. (for AMA), 1939. XVI, 503 p., plates, maps, tables, diagrs. – (Marketing series ; 10) – At head of title: Agricultural marketing in India

D: HD-SAI(216 agr 88/800)*
GB: BL-APAC(V 1075 ; OR/V/25/501/20)
SG: ISEAS(SCR HD9146 B9R42)

ditto. Abridged ed. – ibd., 1942. 45 p., plates, maps, tables, diagrs. – (Marketing series ; 34) – At head of title: Agricultural marketing in India

D: HD-SAI(216 agr 88/803)*
GB: LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 54 (160/34))
BL-APAC(V 1465)

Report on the Mawch Mine (Mawchi Mines, Ltd.), Bawlake State, Karenni
→Walker, H.

Report on the medical topography and statistics of the Northern, Hyderabad and Nagpore divisions, the Tenasserim province, and the Eastern settlements / comp. from the records of the Medical Board Office. Publ. by order of Government. – Madras: Vepery Mission Pr., 1844. 246 p., tables, maps.

GB: BL BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/60/87)*

Report on the Melitilla Lake, 1936
→Squires, Howard John

Report on the mineral production of Burma for the year ...
< Note on the mineral products of Burma
> Report on the mining and mineral production of Burma

GB: BL: 1925-1935 (I.S.Bu.117/6)*
BL-APAC 1925-1937 (ST 117)
1925-1933 (IOR/V/25/610/7)
1934-1939 (IOR/V/25/610/8)
US: LC: 1924-1939
NYPL(Research VHFA)
Ref.: OCLC 1589674

Report on the operations of an institution
→Sutthichit Chintayannon

Report on the operations of the Nwengal and Burma-Lushai columns
→Walker, M. Forestier

A report on the organisation, structure, and grading of the civil and public services of the Union of Burma
→Divers, S. T.

Report on the original settlement ...
→Settlement < name of district >

Report on the original settlement operations ...
→Settlement < name of district >

Report on the part of the Yunnan between the Bhamo frontier and the Salween
→Davies, Henry Rodolph

Report on the petroleum industry in Upper Burma ...
→Noetling, Fritz

Report on the plague preventive scheme in the Irrawaddy Division
→Chuckerbutty, Sitesa Chandra

< Report on police administration
> Report on the police administration of Lower Burma
GB:BL: 1872-1876 (I.S.Bu.143)*
1877-1884 (I.S.Bu.42)*
BL-APAC: 1872-1884 (IOR/V/24(3234-37)
SOAS: 1872 (GB 363.2/30.331 ; 475.258)
US: YU: 1875 (Nvr56 I36 +A1)

< Report on the police administration in Lower Burma
< Report on the police administration of Upper Burma
Subject(s): Police administration – Burma – Periodicals
D: HD-SAI: 1916-1918 1920 1922 1924 1926
1927 1946 (322 adm 88/1095 Kp)*
GB:BL: 1888-1907 (I.S.Bu.43)*
1908-1938 (I.S.Bu.143/37)*
BL-APAC: 1888-1939 incom. (ST 377)
SG:ISEAS: 1929 (SCR HV7908 B96)
US: CST NYPL(Research SLY)+
HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. BUR 779)
LC: 1889 1892-1894 1896-1897
1899-1901 1902-1906
YU: 1890 1910-1911 1913-1922(Mudd Nvr56 I36+A1)
1923 1925-1931 (Mudd Nvr56 I36A1)
1888- (School of Law)

Report on the police administration in British Burma

Report on the police administration of Lower Burma

Subject(s): Police administration – Burma, Lower – Periodicals

GB: BL: 1885-1887 (I.S.Bu.42)*
BL-APAC: 1885-1887 (IOR/V/24/3237-38)
US: LC: 1886 (HV7809.B9A2)


Report on the police of the Province of Arracan for ... – Calcutta : Calcutta Gazette Office

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.43/2)*   BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/3244)


Report on the preliminary survey of the social and economic condition of the Eurasian people in Rangoon

Koop, John Clement

Report on the present situation of Buddhism in Burma

Report on the situation of Buddhism in Burma

Report on the prevention of crime and the treatment of the criminal in the Province of Burma

Paterson, Alexander


Report on the prison administration

Report on the prison administration of British Burma

Subject(s): Prisons – Burma

GB: BL: 1872-1877 (I.S.Bu.114)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/2099-2103)
SOAS: 1872-1874 (GB 365/30.293)*
US: DNLM  LC(HV8451.B718)
YU: 1885 (Mudd Nvt26 I36+A1)


1941-1945 not published

Report on the prison administration of Lower Burma

Subject(s): Prisons – Burma

D: HD-SAI: 1914-1917 1922 1946-1949 1951 (reg 60 F 64 Kp)*
GB: BL: 1888-1895 1896-1919 1920-1922 (I.S.Bu.44/2)*
1929-1936 1938-1940 (I.S.Bu.144/2)*
BL-APAC: 1888-[1948?] (IOR/V/24/2103-09)
SOAS: 1951 (365/330.249)*
SG: ISEAS: 1929 (MicrofilmMfm 55)
LC(HV8451.B72)  DNLM
NNC: 1926-1935 (Offsite 339.7 B927)
NYPL: 1899-1939 1946- (SLD+)
YU: 1891-1916 1919-1923 (Mudd Nvt26 I36+A1)
1924-1939 (Mudd Nvt26 I36A1)

Ref.: OCLC 1585772

Report on the prison administration of Lower Burma for the year 1886 [-1887]. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr. (for I. G. of Prisons)

Report on the prison administration of British Burma

Report on the prison administration of Burma

Subject(s): Prisons – Burma

GB: BL: 1886-1887 (I.S.Bu.44)*
BL-APAC: 1886-1887 (IOR/V/24/2099-2103)

Report on the probable causes of the sparseness of population in the town of Akyab, and the Arakan division generally

Lees, Leonhard Horner

Report on the progress made during the years ... in giving effect to those recommendations of the Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, 1928, which concerns Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for F. S.)

GB: BL-APAC: 6(P/W 410)*
Subject(s): Education – Burma
D: HD-SAI: 1945/46-1946/47 (reg 60 L 38 Kp)
GB: SOAS: 1945/46-1946/47 (GB 370/90.105)

Subject(s): Education – Burma
D: HD-SAI: 1945/46-1946/47 (reg 60 L 38 Kp)
GB: SOAS: 1945/46-1946/47 (GB 370/90.105)

Report on the rainfall in Burma for the year ending 31st March ... / comp. by the Director, Department of Land Records and Agriculture.– Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma Ref.: Cordier: 1900

Subject(s): Education – Burma
D: BL(I.S.Bu.149/26)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.155/5)*
US: NYPL

Subject(s): Election law – Burma
Burma : Politics and government – 1824-1948
D: KI-ZBW(B 6306)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.155/5)*
US: NYPL

GB: BL (I.S.Bu.55/4)*
CUL: 1886-1888 (OP.1200.614.01)

Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy ; Economic conditions<br>1948-
AU: ANU (Chipley HC422.A47 1974)
SG: ISEAS (DOC 1635)
US: WaU (Suzzalo/Allen HC422 .R463 1974)
Ref.: OCLC 48746748

Report on the sea fish and fisheries of India and Burma
→ Day, Francis

Report on the state of public health in Burma during 1937-...
→ Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Union of Burma (for D. M. and H. S.)
< Report on the public health administration of Burma
Burma < Union > / Directorate of Health Services
Health report
Subject(s): Health Services Administration Public Health Administration Public health – Burma ; Sanitation ; Periodicals ; Vital Statistics – Myanmar.
Birma / Gesundheitswesen, öffentliches «HD-SAI»
Birma / Statistiken, Gesundheit «HD-SAI»
Birma / Jahrbuch, Gesundheit «HD-SAI»
D: B-SBB: 1937 (Jb 12067/2 Haus 1 NLs)
HD-SAI: 1949 (325 med 98/1089)*
GB: BL: 1950 (I.S.Bu.145/6)*
CUL: 1927-1938 (OP.3200.614.02)
SOAS: 1947 (GB 351.77/330.252)*
Ref.: OCLC 41912106
Report on the state of the police in the Lower Provinces for ... – Calcutta
GB: SOAS: 1852 (India paper 94/32.869,5)
1853 (India paper 94/32.869,14)

Report on the state of the police of the Tenasserim Province for ... – Calcutta : Military Orphan Pr. (for Com. Tenasserim and Martaban Provinces)
GB:BL: 1852 (I.S.Bu.43/4)*
SOAS(India papers 94/32.869,3)

Report on the summary settlement operations ... →Settlement < name of district >

Report on the ... survey of household expenditure in Rangoon / Government of the Union of Burma, Central Statistical and Economics Department. – Rangoon. – In English and Burmese
GB:LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(171))
J: SRF: 1958
1960-1961 (Kroch Microfiche 887 Sei 91 68389)
HU: 1958 (Widener Ind 8123.16 F)
NIU: 1958 (SEA HD7049.7.Z8 R357)
NYPL: 1958 (Research F-10 5240)
YU: 1958 (LSF-Request HD7049.6 B87 (LC)+ ; Economic Growth Center 9A HA37.14 B81)
Ref.: OCLC 41042862

Report on the survey of rural household expenditure 1958 →Report on the ... survey of household expenditure in Rangoon


Subject(s): Burma – Survey
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.53/8)*

Report on the teaching of Burmese and Pali in schools in Burma →Lu Pe Win

Report on the teak forests of Pegu ... →Brandis, Dietrich

Report on the third revision settlement ... →Settlement < name of district >

Report on the third revision settlement operations ... →Settlement < name of district >

Report on the third settlement ... →Settlement < name of district >

Report on the third settlement opera- tions ... →Settlement < name of district >

Report on the tours in the Naga Hills from 8th Jan. to 7th April, 1940 →Porter, A. W.

Report on the maritime trade of Burma
Subject(s): Shipping – Burma ; Customs administration – Burma.
Burma: Commerce
D: HD-SAI: 1946/47 (322 adm 88/1100 Kp)*
KI-ZBW(Y 7511)
GB: BL: 1937/38 1946/47 (I.S.Bu.62/3)*
BL-APAC: 1937-[1941?] (IOR/V/24/489)
J: AJK: 1946/47
TYB: 1937/38(1133)
1937/38-1940/1941 1946/1947 (Kroch Film 10891)
HU: 1937/38-1939/40 (Lamont Ind doc 3508.705)
LC(Microfilm)
YU: 1937/38-1940/41
(Nf56 I36 +A5 : SML, Negative Film NS495)
Ref.: OCLC 25172066 ; 32869096

Report on the trade and customs of British Burma for ...
– Maulmain: Advertiser Pr. ; Rangoon : Govt. Pr.
<< Report on trade and customs
Subject(s): Customs administration – Burma.
Burma: Commerce
D: KI-ZBW(X 4530)
GB: BL: 1867/68 1873/74-1876/77 (I.S.Bu.146)*
LSE: 1867/68 1872/73-1874/75 (BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (R7) Per.)
SOAS: 1867/68-1868/69 (GB336.27/30.332)
US: CU(Wason Hj7289 B96A3)
YU: 1872/73 (SML, AOS Room 329)
Ref.: OCLC 40388978

Report on the trade and customs of the Arakan, Pegu and Tenasserim divisions ...
D: KI-ZBW: 1868 (X 4526)

Report on the trade and navigation of British Burma for the year ...
– Rangoon : Govt. Pr.
< Report on the trade and navigation of Lower Burma
> Report on the trade and navigation of Burma
GB: BL: 1877/78-1884/85 (I.S.Bu.60)*
LSE: 1874/75-1884/85 (BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (R7), Periodical)
US: LC(HF240.B8B5)
YU: 1882/83-1884/85 (Mudd Nf56 I 36 +A42 ; SML, Microform Film S2429)

Report on the trade and navigation of Burma for the year 1885/86 ...
– Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of C.)
< Report on the trade and navigation of British Burma
> Statement of the trade and navigation of Burma
Subject(s): Burma, Lower : Commerce.
Shipping – Burma, Lower.
D: B-SBB: 1885/86 1897/98 (4° Up 4915/29 Haus 2)
GB: BL: 1885/86-1901/02
LSE: 1885/86-1895/96 (BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (R7), Periodical)
1901-1902 (BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (R8) Per.)

Report on the trade and navigation of Lower Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., 1875/76
> Report on the trade and navigation of British Burma
Report on the trade between Burma and the adjoining foreign countries for the 3 years (triennial period) ending the 31st March ...
> Report on the trans-frontier trade of Burma
GB: BL: 1890 1893 1896 1899 1902 (I.S.Bu.61/2)*
LSE: 1887/90-1893 (BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (R10) Periodical)
OUL(IND IB. Burma DDe. 6)

Report on the trade of the Chiangmai District for the year 1894
→ Archer, W. J.

Report on the traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs → Burma

Report on the Training College of Scotland, and a comparison with the work of training in Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. P. I.), 1905. 27, 47 p., app.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.51/7)*
BL-APAC(Tr 970* ; BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/861/1)

Report on the trans-frontier trade of Burma [from 1911:] and the adjoining foreign countries during the year ...
and the triennial period ending 31st March ...
– Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. S. and L. R.)
< Report on the trade between Burma and the adjoining foreign countries
D: HD-SAI: 1919/20+1920 (reg 60 G 32 Kp)*
GB:BL:1904/05+1905 to 1919/20+1920 (I.S.Bu.146/3)*
1922/23+1923 1923/24 1924/25 (I.S.Bu.146/3)*

Report on the trans-Salween Shan States
→ Burrows, G. V.

Report on the village embankments, 1937
→ Mackintosh, Charles Calder

Report on the waterways in the Irrawaddy Delta
→ Samuelson, Bernard Martin

Report on the working of an institution → under the institution

< Report on the working of the Indian Boilers Act

US: LC: 1885/86-1897/98 1899/1900 1902/03
1905/06-1923/24 (HF240.B8B52)
NYPL: 1903/04-1923/24 [etc.]
YU: 1885/86-1901/02 (Mudd Nf56 I36 +A43)
1885/1886-1888/1889 1890/1891-1894/1895
1896/1897-1897/1898 1900/1901-1901/02
(SML, Microform Film S2429)
Subject(s): Steam-boiler inspection – Burma – Periodicals
GB: BL-APAC: 1924-1936 (IOR/V/24/392-393)

Report on the working of the Co-operative act in Burma for the year ended the 30th June ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for RCCS)

Annual report on the working of the Co-operative societies act in Burma for the year ended the 30th June ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for RCCS)

Report on the working of the Co-operative act in Burma for the year ended the 30th June ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for RCCS)

Report on the working of the income-tax act, II of 1886, in Burma for the triennium ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for F. C.)

Note on the working of the income-tax act

Annual report on the working of the income-tax act

Report on the working of the income-tax act, XI of 1922, in Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma

Resolution on the reports on the working of the Indian factories act in Lower Burma for the year ... / Ministry of Health Services. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. Off.

Divisional reports on the working of the Indian factories act

Report on the working of the Mines Act in the Union of Burma for the year 1950 [/ Dept. of Mines and Explosives].
Report on the working of the municipalities in British Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma
< Report on the working of the municipalities in Lower Burma
GB: BL: 1876/77-1890/91 (I.S.Bu.41)*
OUL(IND IB. Burma Ba. 7)

Report on the working of the municipalities in Lower Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma
> Report on the working of the municipalities in British Burma
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.41)  OUL(IND IB. Burma Ba. 7)

Report on the working of the revised arrangements for the vend of opium in Lower Burma, during the year ended 31st March ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Ex., Comm.)
Subject(s): Burma : Opium trade - Law and legislation - Periodicals
GB: BL: 1903/04 1906/07 1907/08 (I.S.Bu.46/2)*
BL-APAC: 1903-1908 (IOR/V/24/3127)*
US: YU: 1907/08 (Mudd Nvm I36 +A12)

Report on the working of the revised arrangements for the vend of opium in Upper Burma, during the years ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Ex., Comm.)
Subject(s): Burma : Opium trade - Law and legislation - Periodicals
GB: BL: 1905-06 and 1906-07 1907-08 (I.S.Bu.46/3)*
BL-APAC: 1905-1908 (IOR/V/24/3127)*
US: YU: 1907/08 (Mudd Nvm99 I36 +A12)

Report on the working of the Workmen’s compensation act, 1923, [from 1952:] as amended by the Workmen’s compensation (amendment) act, 1951, in Burma for the year ... / Ministry of Housing and Labour, Directorate of Labour, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma
Subject(s): Employers' liability – Burma ; Workers' compensation – Burma ; Labor bureaux – Burma.
D: HD-SAI: 1952 (reg 60 I 10 Kp)*
KI-ZBW: 1933-1938 1947-1953 (X 3093)
BL-APAC: 1924-1939 (IOR/V/24/654)
SOAS: 1950 (Pam.Law U/330253)
J: AJK: 1950-1951 1953
US: CU: 1952 (Kroch HD7816.14 B96)
HU(Law School) LC(HD7816.142 B82) PPULC
YU: 1949 (Mudd Nd45 I36A2)

Report on tin-mining in Perak and in Burma
→ Hall, William Thomas

Report on trade and customs for ... / British Burma, Financial Department [from 1870/71:] Revenue Department (Customs). – Rangoon : Chief Commissioner’s Office Pr.
<> Report on the trade and customs of British Burma
GB: BL: 1868/69 1870/71 1871/72 (I.S.Bu.146)*
LSE: 1869/70-1871/72 (BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (R7) Periodical)
SOAS: 1868/69 (in: GB 336.27/30.332)*

A report on tribal peoples in Chiangrai Province, North of the Mae Kok River
→ Hanks, Lucien Mason

Report on trip to India and Burma, 1920-21
→ Foxworth, Fred William

Report on tube-wells in Rangoon
→ Foy, E. G.

< Vaccination report
> Report on vaccination in British Burma
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.145/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/4361)*
US: DNLM(W2 JB8 Z1)
< Report on vaccination in British Burma
> Report on vaccination in Burma
The reports for 1872/73, 1874/75 were embodied in the Annual administration reports
The reports for 1875-1888/89 are included in Annual sanitary report for 1875-1888/89
GB: BL: 1870/71-1871/72 (I.S.Bu.145/2)*
BL-APAC: 1870/71-1871/72 (IOR/V/24/4361)*
US: DNLM: 1871/72 (W2 JB8 Z1)

<> Report on vaccination
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.145/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/24/4361)*
US: DNLM(W2 JB8 Z1)

Report on vaccination in Burma for the year 1889/90- . – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma. – Every third year issued with title: Triennial report on vaccination in Burma
< Report on vaccination
> Notes on the statistics of vaccination in Burma
D: B-SBB: 1889/90-1893/94 (4° Ko 6288/56 Haus 1 NiLS)
GB: BL: 1889/90-1891/92 1893-94 (I.S.Bu.57)*
BL-APAC: 1889/90-1889/92 (IOR/V/24/4362)*
US: DNLM(W2 JB8 Z1) LC: 1890-1892 (RM784.14B9)
YU: 1890-1892 (Medical/Historical, Histories, Locked (Non-Circulating) Rare Per)

Report on visit to hydro-electric installations in Switzerland, July-August 1920
→ Stuart, John Mathew Blackwood
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Report on wages in rice mills in Burma
→Page, Arthur John

Subject(s): Child labor – Burma ; Women Employment – Burma ; Informal sector (Economics) – Burma.
UCB(HD6250.B932 R47 1997)
YU(SML HD6250 B93 R47 1997 (LC))

Report on working plans, silviculture and entomology in Burma for the year ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma
D: HD-SAI: 1945/46-1948/49 (reg 60 H 4 Kp)*
GB: BL-APAC: 1924/25-1927/28 (IOR/V/24/1403)
1928/29-1931/32 (IOR/V/24/1404)
1932/33 1934/35 1935/36 (IOR/V/24/1405)
1936/37-1938/39 (IOR/V/24/1406)
US: CU: 1946/47-1948/49 (Wason SD8B8)
LC: 1945/46- (SD88.B83) NcD
NNUN NYPL UC

Report prepared for the Government of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma on pulse code modulation
→Lorelli, F.

Report prepared for the Socialist Republic of Burma on digital switching training
→Kent, P. R.

Report the facts : the Yadana gas pipeline construction in Tavoy District, Tenasserim Division. – Mergui: Karen National Union, [199-]. 26 p., illus., maps.
Subject(s): Yadana Pipeline Project (Burma) Human rights – Burma – Tavoy (District) Environmental degradation – Burma – Tavoy (District) Burma : Politics and government <1988->
LC Card No.: 98943693
Ref.: OCLC 44167631)

Report to the combined chiefs of staff by the supreme allied commander, South-East Asia 1943-1945
→Mountbatten, Louis Mountbatten, Earl

Report to the Ford Foundation and the University of Florida on University College, Mandalay
→Jones, William Ellis

Report to the Ford Foundation on the Burma program of the International farm youth exchange
→National 4-H Club Foundation of America

Report to the Government of Burma on the pearl oyster fisheries of the Mergui Archipelago and Moskos Islands
→Brown, Robert Neal Rudmose

Report to the Government of Burma on the rehabilitation of the rubber planting industry
→Lloyd, W.

Report to the Government of Burma on the development of fish culture
→Chaudhuri, H.

Report to the Government of Burma on the combined chiefs of staff by the supreme allied commander, South-East Asia 1943-1945

Report to the Government of Burma on agricultural extension
→Bailey, R. C.

Report to the Government of Burma on low cost roads
→Wooltorton, Francis Lesley Digby

Report to the Government of Burma on the pearl oyster fisheries of the Mergui Archipelago and Moskos Islands

Report to the Government of Burma on the rehabilitation of the rubber industry
→Lloyd, W.

Report to the Government of Burma on the rice processing industry
→Huysmans, A. A. C.
Report to the Government of Burma on the rubber planting industry
→ Lloyd, W.

Report to the Government of Burma on wood anatomy and biology
→ Gottwald, H. P. J.

Report to the Government of Thailand on occupational health
→ International Labor Office

Report to the Government of the Union of Burma on ... / Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance
→ International Labor Office

Report to the Government of the Union of Burma on ... / United Nations, Development Programme
→ United Nations / Development Programme / Technical Assistance Sector

Report to the Government of the Union of Burma on agricultural mechanization in Shan State
→ Holmes, D. J.

Report to the Government of the Union of Burma on animal husbandry
→ Smith, D. M.

Report to the Honest Ballot Association regarding narcotics & human rights in Myanmar
Subject(s): Drug traffic – Burma ; Human rights – Burma
US: CU(Kroch + HV5840.B93 R42 1993)

Report to the people on the financial, economic and social conditions
→ Report on the financial, economic and social conditions

Report to the Pyithu Hluttaw on the financial, economic and social conditions of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma
→ Report on the financial, economic and social conditions

Report upon the income and expenditure of British Burma
→ Copy of the report upon the income and expenditure of British Burma

Report upon the prevalence of stegomyia fasciata at the principal seaports and and seaport towns in Burma
→ Lalor, Nicholas Purcell O’Gorman

Reported Chinese Communist incursion into Burma
→ this report was prepared from information available through July 15, 1953 / by the Division of Research for Far East. – [Washington, D.C.] July 16, 1953. 4 p. – (Intelligence report / Department of State, Office of Intelligence Research ; 6351) – in: O. S. S., State Department: Intelligence and research reports ; Pt. XI, reel 2 (70)

Reports by district officers on the waste-lands of Burma
available for immigrants, with short accounts of the methods of cultivation, the crops now grown, the climate, and the nature of communications ... – Rangoon, 1889. 6, 85 p. – Director of Land Records and Agriculture
US: YU(MUDD Nde54 I36 +889)
Ref.: OCLC 46205905

Reports by Military Police officers accompanying the Triangle Expedition.
→ Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for H. P. D.)
GB: SOAS(L.GB 351/95.431)*

Reports of company cases:
→ including cases on banking & insurance, decided by the House of Lords and the Privy Council and the High Courts of England, India and Burma / comp. by Ananta Narayana Aiyar. 1.1931– . – Lahore: The Company Law Institute of India
US: LC(Law)

Reports of municipal and election cases:
→ decided by the House of Lords, the Privy Council, and the High Courts of India and Burma, with select English cases and a journal of progress of municipal and election laws ... / comp. by Ananta Narayana Aiyar. 1, 1934/35-8.12, [1941/42]. – Madras: The Company Law Institute of India. – Vol. 1 has title: Municipal and election cases decided by the House of Lords ... Subject(s): Municipal corporations – India ; Election law – India ; Law reports, digests, etc. – India
US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. IN 569 AIY)
LC(Law)

Reports of the various bureaus on agriculture, sericulture, entomology, etc. and of the experiment stations for the year ended the 31st March 1922 [-1933]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty. 5 v. illus., tables, diagrs. (part fold.) maps (part fold.)
Subject(s): Agriculture – Burma ; Agricultural experiment stations – Burma
US: CU(Mann S280.B9 E21)

Reports on British prison-camps in India and Burma:
→ visited by the International Red Cross Committee in February, March and April, 1917 / signed F. Blanchod ; F. Thornmeyer ; Emmanuel Schoch]. – London : Unwin, 1917. 64 p.
Contents: Article by M. Thornmeyer, one of the three Red cross commissioners. – Extracts from the report of the three commissioners to the International Red Cross Committee at Geneva.
Subject(s): World War, 1914-1918 – India – Prisoners and prisons, British ; World War, 1914-1918 – Burma – Prisoners and pris-
Reports on Burma, Ceylon, the Malay Federated States and the Straits Settlements, presented to the Imperial Government.

Reports on civil justice in Burma

Reports on certain forest areas of Tavoy and Mergui districts

Reports on Burmese economics

Reports on civil justice in Burma for the year ...

The civil justice report of Lower Burma

The criminal justice report of Burma

Reports on forest administration in Burma

Reports on certain forest areas of Tavoy and Mergui districts

Reports on Burmese economics

Reprints on public instruction in Burma

Subjects:
1. Judicial statistics
2. Forests and forestry
3. Military science
4. Prisoners and prisons
5. Prisoners of war
6. Turkey
7. World War
8. Turkey
9. Prisoners of war
10. India
11. Prisoners of war
12. Burma

US: CU(Kroch D627.I4 A4 1918)

Ref.: OCLC 44467191 ; ocm22982674

ditto.

The civil justice report of Lower Burma

for the year ...

for the year ...

– Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S. ; C. S.)

Subject(s): Judicial statistics – Burma.

GB: BL: 1890-1901 1903 (I.S.Bu.12/8)*

BL-APAC: 1890-1903 (IOR/V/24/2234-35)

US: HU(Widener Ind 8007.3 F) LC(JQ455.A56)

NYPL: 1897-1903 (XMA+)

Reports on government steamers [(from 1898/99:) vessels] and launches in Burma for the year ...

– Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S. ; P. P. O.)

cf. Appendices relating to government steamers

Subject(s): Military science – Naval

GB: BL: 1894/95-1900/01 1919/20-1921/2 (I.S.Bu.69)*

GB: OUL(IND IB, Burma V 2)

US: LC(HE563.I5B8)

Reports on hospitals and dispensaries for 1869 and 1870.


< Report on hospitals and dispensaries

GB: BL(IND IB, Burma V 2)

US: LC(HE563.I5B8)

Reports on plague operations carried out in Shwebo, Sagaing and Lower Chindwin districts during the early months of 1914.

– Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for S. C.)

1915. 10 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.13/5)* BL-APAC(IOVS/27/856/21)

Reports on public instruction in Burma

< Report on public instruction in Burma

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.12/8)*

BL-APAC(IOVS/27/856/21)

Reports on publications issued and registered in the several provinces of British India during the year ...

– publ. by authority.

– Calcutta : Govt. Print., India.

– (Selections from the records of the Government of India, Home Department ...

– (Home Department serial ...)

1875 (1877). – (Selections ... ; 137)

1876 (1878). – (Selections ... ; 143)

1877 (1878). – (Selections ... ; 147)

1878 (1879). – (Selections ... ; 159)

1883 (1885). – (Selections ... ; 213)
Reports on the administration of criminal justice

Reports on road metal quarries in the Thaton District

Reports on the forests of British [Lower] Burma ...

Reports on the dietary and nutritional survey ...

Reports on the geography of the Province of Pegu and on the working of the topographical survey.

Salween River ... Publ. by authority. – Calcutta : Calcutta Gazette Office, 1856. 114 p. – (Selections from the records of the Government of India, Foreign Dept. ; 20)

GB:BL(I.S.358(20))*
US:NYPL(Research *SES)

Reports on the investigation of diseases of elephants

Reports on the mission to Ava in 1855. – Calcutta : Baptist Mission Pr.

< Reports on the revenue administration of British Burma

> Report on the revenue administration of Burma

GB:BL: 1885/86-1887/88 (I.S.Bu.30)*
BL-APAC: 1886-1888 (IOR/V/24/2577-78)

Reports on the revenue administration of British Burma for the year 1881/82 [-1887/88]. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.

< Report on the revenue administration of British Burma

> Reports on the revenue administration in Lower Burma

GB:BL: 1881/82-1884/85 (I.S.Bu.30)*

Reports on the revenue administration of Hazareebaugh, Arracan, Tenasserim provinces and Assam ... – Calcutta : Bengal Military Orphan Pr.

GB:BL: 1850/51 (I.S.Be.58/7)*
BL-APAC: 1851-1852 (IOR/V/24/2573)
SOAS: 1850/51 (India papers 79/32.515)

Reports on the revenue settlement operations of British Burma for the year ... – Calcutta.


GB:BL(OPL:RR)*
NL:KITLV(Mrr 331)

R 74
Reports on the state of the police, in the divisions of Chittagong and Cuttack (and Chota Nagpore) and the Assam, Arracan and Tenasserim Provinces for the first and second six months of... – Calcutta: Bengal Military Orphan Pr.
GB: BL: 1838 1840-1843 (I.S.Bu.71/6)*

Reports on the tea and tobacco industries in India. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty. – London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1874. 219 p. – ([Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;] C. 982) – At head of title: East India (products) Pt. 1. – Parl. pap. 1874, XLVIII, 57 p. 209-216: British Burma
GB: BL(1838) (I.S.Bu.148/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/761/93)

Reprint from Dalrymple’s oriental repertory
→Dalrymple, Alexander

Reprint of geological papers on Burma.
→Burma < Lower Burma > / Court of the Judicial Commissioner, Lower Burma, and the Special Court
GB: BL: 2 (I.S.Bu.148/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/761/91)

A reprint of the printed judgements of the Court of the Judicial Commissioner, Lower Burma, and the Special Court
→Burma < Lower Burma > / Court of the Judicial Commissioner

GB: BL: 2,1957-9,1964 (UN.L 322/2)*

Reports on the teak forests in Pegu and the Tenasserim and Martaban provinces, 1860/61 ...
→Brandis, Dietrich

Reports respecting the teak forests in the Tenasserim Provinces (India)
→Copies of all reports which have been made to the India or Home Government respecting the teak forests in the Tenasserim Provinces

GB: BL: 2 (I.S.Bu.148/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/761/92)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.148/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/761/93)

ditto. : corr. up to 1st April 1911. – ibd., 1911. VII, 95 p., index.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.148/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/761/94)

Subject(s): Geology - Burma
GB: BL: 2 (I.S.270/3)* Glasgow Univ Libr
Ref.: OCLC 54875890

A reprint of the printed judgements of the Court of the Judicial Commissioner, Lower Burma, and the Special Court
→Union of Burma journal of life sciences

Subject(s): Women's health services – Burma ; Reproductive health – Burma ; Women – Health and hygiene – Burma ; Maternal health services – Burma ; Birth control – burma
US: CU(Kroch +) & UCB & YU(SML +) : RA564.85 .R47
Ref.: OCLC 43679406

Requirements and resources of scientific and technical personnel in ten Asian countries
→Brand, Willem

Research of an Institution
→under the institution

Research Analysis Corporation / Stratetegic Studies Department
Burma and Southeast Asian regionalism
→Rafferty, Kathryn E.

Research and Information System for the Non-Aligned and Other Developing Countries (RIS) < New Delhi >
Singapore’s foreign direct investment in Indochina & Myanmar : opportunities & challenges
→Tan, Joseph Loong-Hoe

Research bibliography of books, documents and pamphlets on Burma
→Fisher, Joseph

Research catalogue of a institution
→under the institution

Research Center for Regional Resources < Jakarta >
→Indonesian Institute of Sciences < Jakarta >

Research Center in Anthropology, Folklore and Linguistics < Bloomington, Ind. >
→Indiana University < Bloomington > / Research Center in Anthropology, Folklore, and Linguistics

Research Development and Co-operation Committee
→Union of Burma journal of life sciences

→Union of Burma journal of literary and social sciences

→Union of Burma journal of science and technology

Research findings applicable to health care
→Myanmar < Union > / Department of Medical Research: DMR ...
Burma Bibliographical Project

Research Institute for Humanistic Studies < Kyoto University >
→The annual bibliography of Oriental studies

Research Institute for Peace and Security < Tokyo >
→Myanmar and Cambodia in a new ASEAN: dilemmas and opportunities
→Myanmar, Cambodia and the Asian crisis

Research Institute for the Study of Conflict and Terrorism < London >
From Burma to Myanmar
→Carey, Peter

Research Institute of Development Assistance < Tokyo > / Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (OECD)
→The Myanmar economy

Research monograph of an Institution
→under the institution

Research of an Institution
→under the institution


AU:ANU(Menzies large book GN855.B9 D47 1943)
US: IU(Film 959.1 B929)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68847) GB: BL-APAC(SEA 1986 a 1449)

Research School of Pacific Studies < Canberra > / Department of Linguistics
Austronesian and other languages of the Pacific and South-East Asia: an annotated catalogue of theses and dissertations
→Coppell, W. G.

→Linguistics of the Sino-Tibetan area

Studies in Burmese languages

Two papers on Burma
→Silverstein, Josef

Research School of Pacific Studies < Canberra > / Department of Political Science

→Australian newspaper cuttings: foreign affairs: Thailand & Burma

Research School of Pacific Studies < Canberra > / Economic History of Southeast Asia Project
Bibliography of statistical sources on Southeast Asia: c. 1750-1990
→Brewster, Jennifer

Research School of Pacific Studies < Canberra > / Gender Relations Project
The mission: colonial discourse on gender and the politics of Burma
→Lwyn, Tinzar

Researches in Burmese history ... 1.1977- . – Rangoon : Burma Historical Dept., Ministry of Culture. – Added title in Burmese; text in Burmese and English
Subject(s): Burma – History – Periodicals

AU:ANU:1-5 (Menzies BRU AVT) GB: BL-APAC(14302 n 24) OUL SG: ISEAS(jou DS530.6 R43 ; Microfiche (o) 93/63455)
US: CU(Echols DS527.N95)
GC: BL(Microfiche (o) 93/63455) NIU:1-5 (SEA DS528.5 .N836) MiU(Hatcher DS527 .N63) UCB(DS528.5 .N836)

Researches on the Shwedagon Pagoda .... 1.1980- . – Ran′ kyun′. Illus.

GB: BL-APAC(SEA 1986 a 1449) SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68847)
US: IU(Film 959.1 B929)

Reserve Bank of India
Report of the annual general meeting of shareholders / Reserve Bank of India. 1.1935-. – Calcutta [etc.]
D: KI-ZBW(X 5738)
US: DNAL LC(HG3286.A2) NNC NYPL

→Statistical tables relating to the banks in India

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Research School of Pacific Studies < Canberra >

White butterflies

McPhedran, Colin.

Research School of Pacific Studies < Canberra > / Department of Linguistics

White butterflies
Reserve Bank of India / Agricultural Credit Department

→ Recent developments in the co-operative movement in Burma ...

→ The Sittang Colonies Banking Union and co-operative colonisation in Burma

Subject(s): Boardman, George Dana <1828-1903>
First Baptist Church (Philadelphia, Penn.).
Ref.: OCLC 20241892)

Resnick, Stephen A.
Subject(s): Economic development – Asia ; Trade, International Asia
US: YU(Mudd Nb10 Y11 147)
Ref.: OCLC32221375

A socio-economic interpretation of the decline of rural industry under export expansion: a comparison among Burma, Philippines and Thailand, 1870-1938 / by Stephen A. Resnick. – New Haven, Conn.: Yale Univ., Economic Growth Center, 1970. 62 l., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Center discussion paper ; 74)
Subject(s): Agriculture – Economic aspects – Asia, Southeastern ; Industries – Asia, Southeastern – History
Asia, Southeastern : Economic conditions ; Commerce – History
US: CU(Kroch HC441 .R43+)
WU(Steenbock South Files Asia 31.5 R27)

Resolution of an institution

→ under the institution

Subject(s): Wei, Ching-sheng – Trials, litigation, etc.
United Nations – Burma
Human rights – Burma ; Human rights – China
US: C. CU(Kroch KF27.154915 1995t)
LC(KF27.154915 1995)
HU(Documents (Lamont) & MnU(TC Wilson Library
Gov Pub (US Docs) & NIU(GovPub-2nd FL-FML) & NYPL(SIBL Govt. Doc) & OAU(Alden 5th Fl
GovtDocs) & WU(Law Library U.S. Docs. 1st Floor, West) & UCD(Shields Gov Info DOC) & UCLA(Law)
& UCR(GovPub US [104]) Y 4.IN 8/16:R 31/3 &
UCSD(SSH Docs U.S.) & UCSB(Main Lib Gov. Inform. Ctr U.S.) : Y4.IN8/16:R31/3
UCB(Main J61 .F71 104th no.163)
YU(Mudd GovtDocCtr Y 4.IN 8/16:R 31/3)

Resolution on ... / General Committee for Union Welfare Conference

→ General Committee for Union Welfare Conference

Resolution on the measures needed to encourage the building of wooden ships in Burma and connected papers / Provincial Resources Advisory Committee, [Subcommittee on Shipbuilding] Burma. 1918. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. of M.)., 1918. 6, 5 p. – Inner title: Resolution of the Provincial Resources Advisory Committee on the measures needed to encourage the building of wooden ships in Burma
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.100/26)*

Resolution on the report of the Crime Enquiry Committee, 1923

→ Crime Enquiry Committee, 1923

Resolution on the reports of village administration in Burma for the year ... – Rangoon
US: YU: 1901 1903-1905 (MUDD Ovp14 B9 +A54)

Resolution on the reports on the working of district councils and other rural local authorities in Burma during the year ... – [Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma] (for Edn. Secy.)

Resolution on the reports on the working of municipalities (except Rangoon) and notified areas in Burma during the year ... – [Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma] (for Edn. Secy.)
Subject(s): Municipal government Burma.
GB:BL: 1934/35 1938/39 (I.S.Bu.150/11)*
US:NCC(Annex 352.054 B926)

Resolution on the reports on the working of the Indian factories act in Lower Burma for the year 1909-1911. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.)
< Report on the working of the Indian factories act in Lower Burma

> Annual report on the working of the Indian factories act, 1911, in Burma
GB:BL: 1909-1911 (I.S.Bu.15(3-5))*
BL-APAC: 1897-1910 (IOR/V/24/1654)
1911 (IOR/V/24/1655)
OUL(IND IB. Burma X 2)
US:LC(HD3757.B8) NNC(Offsite 331.82 B436)
NYPL: 1909-1911 (TDV)
Resolution on the transfer of the management of the Rangoon College and High School to the Educational Syndicate. – 1886. 5 p. – Without title-page
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.51/8)*
OUL(BOD Bookstack 20652 c.1(1d))

Resolution on the working of district councils and other rural local authorities in Burma during the year ... – [Rangoon.] – Signed by the Secretary, Education Dept.
Subject(s): Local government Burma.
US: NNC(Annex 352.054 B927)
GB: BL-APAC: 1893-1916 (IOR/V/24/2952-53)
D: B-SBB: 1894/95 1895/96 1898/99-1900-01
1904/05 1909/10 (4° Up 4915/57 Haus 2)
GB: BL-APAC: 1916-1921 (IOR/V/24/2953)
YU: 1891/92-1915/16 (Mudd Ov26 I36 +A1)

Resolution reviewing the reports on the working of municipalities in Burma ... [-1915/16]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma

⇒ Resolution reviewing the report(s) on the working of municipal committees in Burma
Subject(s): Municipal government – Burma – Periodicals ; Local government Burma.
D: B-SBB: 1894/95 1895/96 1898/99-1900-01
1904/05 1909/10 (4° Up 4915/57 Haus 2)
GB: BL-APAC: 1893-1916 (IOR/V/24/2952-53)
LC(JS8.B6I51) NYPL: 1897/98-1915/16 (*SY+)
YU: 1891/92-1915/16 (Mudd Ov26 I36 +A1)

⇒ Resolution reviewing the reports (1917/18-1918/19: report) on the working of municipal committees in Burma (except Rangoon) 1916/17 [-1920/21]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma

⇒ Resolution reviewing the reports on the working of municipalities in Burma
⇒ Review of the reports on the working of municipal committees in Burma
Subject(s): Municipal government – Burma – Periodicals ; Local government Burma.
GB: BL-APAC: 1916-1921 (IOR/V/24/2953)
NYPL: 1891/92-1915/16 (*SY+)
YU: 1891/92-1915/16 (Mudd Ov26 I36 +A1)

⇒ Resolution reviewing the reports on the working of municipalities in Burma 1893/94 [-1916/17]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma

⇒ Report on municipal administration in Burma
⇒ Resolution reviewing the report(s) on the working of municipal committees in Burma
Subject(s): Municipal government – Burma – Periodicals ; Local government Burma.
D: B-SBB(4° Up 4915/57 Haus 2)

⇒ Resolutions of an institution
⇒ under the institution
⇒ Resolutions on plan for the devolution of power, agricultural and rural development five year plan...
⇒ Pyidawtha Conference < 1952, Rangoon>

The resources of Burma. – Washington, D.C., 1942. 15 l. – (Special memorandum / [U.S. Office of Coordinator of Information, [Research and Analysis Branch,] British Empire Section ; 28] [(R and A / U.S. Dept. of State, Office of Intelligence Research ; 44)] – in: O. S. S., State Department: Intelligence and research reports ; Pt. I, reel 14(7)
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions
AU:ANU(Menzies microform DS888.5.J36)
D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:14*)
GB: SOAS(M 5494)
US: CU(Kroch Film 6693 & Guide) DS LC(UB250.U33 no.44 ; Microfilm 86/2087 (D) ; Guide: MicRR guide no.: 105-16) WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.4)
Ref.: OCLC 23114399 ; ocm25856309

Resources of Myanmar traditional medicine ... – Yangon: Minstry of Health, Dept. of Traditional Medicine, 2001. 67 p., illus. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Subject(s): Medicinal plants – Burma ; Materia medica – Burma ; Medicine, Burmese
US: HU(Tozzer) LC(RS180.B93 M73 2001)

Responsive readings from the Holy Bible
⇒ Bible : Selection < Karen : Pwo>

Restoring the rule of law in Burma : special issue / special issue editors, Myint Zan, Sam Garkawe ; student editor, Adrian Lipscomb ; editorial committee, Peter Dehlsen, Rebecca Kenny, Glen Mylne, Jef Sewell. – Lismore, NSW: School of Law and Justice, Southern Cross Univ., c2000. XVI, 231 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Southern Cross Univ. law review : special issue ; 4, 2000, Dec.) – Some papers originally presented at a conference held in Sydney, on Aug. 6, 1999.
Subject(s): Rule of law – Burma
Burma : Politics and government.
US: CU(Kroch KNL1726.A67 R47x 1999)
WaU(Gallagher Law Libr)
Ref.: OCLC 48897227

Results of Japan’s conquest of Burma. – [Washington,] 1942. 7 l. – (Situation report / [U.S. Office of Coordinator of Information, Research and Analysis Branch, Far Eastern Section ; 3) (R and A ; 551) – in: O. S. S., State Department: Intelligence and research reports ; Pt. I, reel 14(7)
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Supplies
AU:ANU(Menzies microform DS888.5.J36)
D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:14*)
GB: SOAS(M 5494)
US: CU(Kroch Film 6693 & Guide) DS LC(UB250.U33 no.551 ; Microfilm 86/2087 (D) ; Guide: MicRR guide no.: 105-16) WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.7)

Resumé of the scheme of church union in south India : including the Basis of union as adopted by the uniting churches, the constitution of the Church of South India and other documents / prep. by the Church of India, Burma and...
Ceylon, the South India United Church and the South India Provincial Synod of the Methodist Church. – Madras: Christian Literature Society for India, 1935. 47 p. – Other Title: Scheme of church union in South India.

Subject(s): Church of South India; Church of India, Burma and Ceylon

Christian union.

US: NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Rt C-r)

Retail prices and consumer price index at Rangoon

Resurgence of Buddhism in Burma

– Some questions on the "resurgence" of the non-Christian religions

Retail prices and consumer price index at Rangoon. – Rangoon: Central Statistical and Economics Department. – (Statistical paper / Central Statistical and Economics Department, Government of the Union of Burma ; 4)

< Consumer price index at Rangoon

Subject(s): Cost and standard of living – Burma

D: KI-ZBW(YY 7547)


SOAS: 1960, June-Aug. (L.GB/193.862)


Re-thinking foreign missions

– Laymen’s Foreign Missions Inquiry

Re-thinking missions

– Laymen’s Foreign Missions Inquiry / Commission of Appraisal


ISBN 967-9940-67-5 (hc.); 967-9940-68-3 (pbk.)

p. 17-37: Burma / James Guyot

Subject(s): Nationalism – Asia, Southeastern

Political development

Asia, Southeastern: Politics and government – 1945– Congresses

Democracy – Asia, Southeastern – Congresses ; International cooperation – Congresses ; State, The

D: HD-SAI(300 pol 97/40)*

GB: BL(BLPES JQ96 R43) SAdS(ICS JQ30 RET


NIU(SEA JQ96.A2 R481994)


India - Army - History - World War <1939-1945>

World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Burma

Burma - History, Military - World War <1939-1945>

D: GO-SUB(AF 1894)

GB: BL(IS.446/3(2 and 21a))* CUL(539.1.B.16)

OUL(IND 28 D 50 N1 ; BOD G Floor 222833 d.33)

SAdS(ICS DS442.6 PRA) SAS(54):355.48

SOAS(JA940.5354/103723 ; E Coll 3 A /11)

SG: ISEAS(D767.6 P91)

US: CRL CU(Kroch D767.6 .P91) FTaSU

HU(Widener HB 1451.502.5) LC(D767.67P) MiU

UC(NRLF D767.6 .P741 1952 B 4 006 495)

UCSB(D767.6.P7 1959) YU

Ref.: OCLC 14105309 ; ocm11037394


AU: NLA(940.5354 OFF)

D: B-SBB(22 B 2463 Haus 1 ; 4° 66207-9 Haus 2)

GO-SUB(AF 1894) HD-SAI(322 mil 767/60)*

GB: BL(IS.446/3(2a)) SAS(54):355.48 (Room 17)

US: CRL(GenerCol C-18984)

LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) : D767.6 .P7 1959

HU(Widener HB 1451.502.5)

NIU(SEA D767.6 R477 1959)

NNC(Offsite 940.921 P88633)

UC(SRLF AA 3110186) UCLA(YRL D767.6 P8re 1959)

URC(Rivera D767.6 .P75)

UW(Memorial Lib. D767.6 P7 ; CTR C-18984)

YU(SML D767.6 O33 1)

Retrenchment Committee

Burma Retrenchment Committee

Return of contract between the Secretary of State for India and the Bombay-Burma Trading Corporation, referring to the teak forests of Upper Burma, and correspondence relating thereto. (Sir Lethbridge.) Ordered, by the House of Commons, to be printed, 3 August 1889. – London: Hansard, 1889. 17 p. – [(Sessional papers ;] 346) – At head of title: East India (Bombay-Burma Trading Corporation). Caption title: Contract and correspondence relating to the Bombay-Burma Corporation (East India) – Parl. pap. 1889, LVIII, 877. – Microfiche 95.459

GB: BL(OPL:RR)*

Return of licences for the sale of intoxicating liquors issued in Upper Burma since the annexation of that country, showing the number of such licences issued ... Return to an address of the honourable The House of Commons dated 19 August 1887. (Mr. Bryce.) Ordered, by the House of Commons, to be printed, 3 August 1888. – London: Hansard, [1888]. 11 p. – [(Sessional paper / Great Britain ; 1888,] 319) – At head of title: East India (Upper Burma, Licences). – Parl. Pap. 1888, LXXVII, 697. – Microfiche 94.620
Return of licences for the sale of intoxicating liquors issued in Upper Burma since the 1st day of January 1888, showing the number of such licences issued; the times at which, the districts for which, and the periods for which they have been issued; the prices paid for them respectively; and the conditions or regulations subject to which they have been issued (in continuation of Parliamentary paper, presented 3rd August 1888, and entitled "East India (Upper Burmah, licences)"

Return of licences for the sale of opium issued in Upper Burma since the 1st day of January 1888, showing the number of such licences issued; the times at which, the districts for which, and the periods for which they have been issued; the prices paid for them respectively; and the conditions or regulations subject to which they have been issued (in continuation of Parliamentary paper, presented 3rd August 1888, and entitled "East India (Upper Burmah, licences)"

Mr. Brye. Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 12 February 1892. – London : H. M. S. O., [1892]. 59 p. – ([Parliamentary paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1892,] 22) – At head of title: East India (Opium licences) (Upper Burmah). Caption title: Correspondence: Licences for sale of intoxicating liquors etc., in Upper Burma. – Parl. pap. 1892, L.VIII, 391. – Microfiche 98.505

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*
US: MnU

Return of licences for the sale of opium issued in Upper Burma
→ Return of licences for the sale of intoxicating liquors

Return of licences for the sale of opium issued in Upper Burmah since the annexation, showing the number issued; the time at which, the districts for which, and the periods for which they have been issued; the price paid for them respectively; the conditions or regulations subject to which they have been issued; and the estimated number (so far as is ascertainable) of Chinese, of Shans, and other non-Burman Buddhists, and of non-Burmans who are not Buddhists, in each of the several districts aforesaid. – London : Hansard, [1888]. [1 p.] – ([Sessional papers / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1888,] 320) – At head of title: East India (Upper Burmah, opium licence’s). – Parl. pap. 1888, LXXXVII, 695

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*


GB:BL(I.S.Bu.75/10)*


GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

Return of the names of all officers in the Royal army who were honourably mentioned in the despatches of the late Major-General Godwin for their services in the field during the late Burmese war; also the names of those officers who received brevet promotion. (Major Reed.) (Return to an address of the Honourable The House of Commons, dated 24 April 1855). Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 19 February 1856. – [London, 1856. 1 p.] – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1856,] 46) – At head of title: Burmese war. – Parl. pap. 1856, XL, 109. – Microfiche 60.317

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

Return of the names of officers commanding brigades in the last Burmese war, and of their brigade majors; distinguishing those who have been promoted in consequence of the conquest of Pegu, from those who have not been so promoted. (Return to an order of the Honourable The House of Commons, dated 27 June 1856.) (Mr. Esmonde.) Ordered, by The House of Commons, to be printed, 25 July 1856. – [London, 1856. 1 p.] – ([Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1856,] 403) – Parl. pap. 1856, XL, 115. – Microfiche 60.317

GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

Return of the names of sailing vessels and steamers loaded to not less the two-thirds for account of the East India Council, either with coals, railways materials, or stores, for the last twelve months; with quantity shipped; particularising those which put into port damaged, cause of damage, and those totally lost, etc. – London, 1856. – ([Sessional papers / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1881,] 154) – Parl. pap. 1881, LVIII, 729

Ref.: Alphabetical index

Return (1) of the number of licenses issued for the sale of opium, and of the revenue derived therefrom, in each year since the war of 1885, (a) in Upper Burma, (b) in the rest of Burma; (2) of the quantity and value of the opium sold in each year during the above period, (a) in Upper Burma, (b) in the rest of Burma; (3) of the population at each census since 1885; of the convictions for crimes (including misdemeanours) in each year since the war of 1885 (a) in Upper Burma, (b) in the rest of Burma. Return to an address of the Honourable the House of Commons, dated 3 July 1906. (Annan Bryce). Ordered, by the House of Commons, to be printed, 12 November 1906. – London : H. M. S. O., [1906]. 3 p. – ([Sessional papers / Great Britain, Parlia-
Return showing the strength of the army in India, European and native, and the extent of the population and area under British rule in India at the following periods, namely 1856, 1860, after the reductions effected by Lord Lawrence, 1886, at the present time, and also showing the recommendations as to numbers made by different army commissions and the increase in the garrison of Burma after the annexation of Upper Burma. India Office 13 July 1908. Arthur Godley (Mr. Rees). Ordered, by the House of Commons, to be printed, 14 July 1908. – London : H. M. S. O., 1908. 3 p. – (Session paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cmnd. 3922) – At head of title: East India (Constitutional reforms – elections).

Return showing the results of elections in India : presented to Parliament by command of His Majesty, July 1931. – London : H. M. S. O., 1931. 34 p. – (Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ; Cmnd. 1261) – At head of title: East India (constitutional reforms: elections).

Return showing the results of elections in Burma : voluntary repatriation or refoulement?

Return to two addresses of the Honourable the House of Commons, dated 23 April 1891

Return to an order of the House of Lords, dated the 14th of March 1853, requiring a copy of a despatch addressed by the Secret Committee of the Court of Directors of the East India Company to the Governor-General of India in Council, on the 1st of October 1829, conveying instructions with respect to future operations against Burma. Ordered to be printed 15th March 1853. – [London : House of Lords?;] 1853. 2 p. – Title from caption. - 97
Review of forest administration subsequent to 1856
→ Baden-Powell, Baden Henry

Review of important events relating to or affecting Indians in different parts of the Commonwealth and the British Empire, 1945/48. – [New Delhi?, 1950]
SG: ISEAS(DOC 374)

Review of information on Burmese peas and beans so far collected in the Office of the Reporter on Economic Products to the Government of India. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India, [1908], 11 p.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/516/9)*

< Review of the reports on the working of municipal committees in Burma
> Statistics of municipalities (except Rangoon) ...
Subject(s): Descriptor: Municipal government – India – Burma ; Local government - Burma
GB: BL: 1925/26-1927/28 (L.S.Bu.150/5)*
BL-APAC: 1925:1926-1927/28 (IOR/V/24/2954)
NYPL: 1925/26-1927/28 (*SY+)
YU: 1925/26-1927/28 (Mudd Ov26 I36 A1)


Review of the financial, economic and social conditions for ... / The Union of Burma [1991/92:] The Union of Myanmar. – Rangoon : Ministry of Planning and Finance [from 1993/94:] Ministry of National Planning and Economic Development. – English translation
< Report to the Pyithu Hluttaw on the financial, economic and social conditions
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions <1948-> – Periodicals ; Social conditions – Periodicals ; Economic conditions <1948-> – Statistics ; Social conditions – Statistics – Periodicals

Review of the reports on the working of district councils
< Resolution reviewing the reports on the working of district councils...
Subject(s): Local government – Burma – Periodicals ; Finance – Burma
GB: BL: 1923/24-1927/28 (L.S.Bu.150/6)*
BL-APAC: 1923/24-1927/28 (IOR/V/24/359)
NNC(Offsite 352.054 B927) YU: [1923/1924]-1927/1928 (Mudd Ov26 I36 A4)
Ref.: OCLC 46854663

Review of the reports on the working of district councils
< Resolution reviewing the reports on the working of district councils...
Subject(s): Local government – Burma – Periodicals ; Finance – Burma
GB: BL: 1923/24-1927/28 (L.S.Bu.150/6)*
BL-APAC: 1923/24-1927/28 (IOR/V/24/359)
NNC(Offsite 352.054 B927) YU: [1923/1924]-1927/1928 (Mudd Ov26 I36 A4)
Ref.: OCLC 46854663

Review of the financial, economic and social conditions for ... / The Union of Burma [1991/92:] The Union of Myanmar. – Rangoon : Ministry of Planning and Finance [from 1993/94:] Ministry of National Planning and Economic Development. – English translation
< Report to the Pyithu Hluttaw on the financial, economic and social conditions
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions <1948-> – Periodicals ; Social conditions – Periodicals ; Economic conditions <1948-> – Statistics ; Social conditions – Statistics – Periodicals

Revised Burmese orthographical vocabulary : drawn up by the School Text-Book Committee as standard of Burmese spelling in the province. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. Depot), 1890. 98 p.
Subject(s): Burmese language – Dictionaries – English ; Burmese language – Orthography and spelling
GB: BL(14302 m 1)* BL-APAC(W 1164)*
US: YU(Fxa5 +B92)
Revised bye-laws by / of the ... Municipality
→Akyab / Municipality
→Bassein / Municipality
→Bhamo / Municipality
→Kyaikto / Municipality
→Mandalay / Municipality
→Ma-ubin / Municipality
→Mandalay / Municipality
→Pegu / Municipality
→Rangoon / Municipality
→Sagaing / Municipality
→Thaton / Municipality

The revised cases: being the "live" case law of a century (1809-1909); containing full reports of all "live" cases decided by the courts in England, the Privy Council, Adawlut Courts and the Chartered and Non-Chartered High Courts in India and Burma from 1809 to 1909, and a choice selection of leading English cases, etc. – Madras: Sundaram Iyer 1,1-2. – 1910. 591, 46 p.
GB: BL(05318 h 28)

Revised catalogue of books in the Burma Secretariat Library
→Burma Secretariat Library <Rangoon>

The revised famine code, Burma
→Burma famine code

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.21/104(13))*

Revised girdling plan for teak in areas not under working plan, Upper Chindwin Division. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma] [for C. F., W. P. C.], 1923. 2 p. – Without title-page
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.21/104(9))*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.104(11))*

A revised list of all ferns in India, Ceylon, Birmah and Malaya Peninsula: with references to the plates in the Ferns of Southern India, and the Ferns of British India, and descriptions of some new species. – [S.I.: s.n. 19-?] 28 p., [45] p. of plates, illus.
Subject(s): Ferns – India; Ferns – Sri Lanka; Ferns – Burma; Ferns – Malaysia
US: Strybing Arboretum Soc. CA
Ref.: OCLC 29574406)

Revised list of Southeast Asia holdings in the Swen Franklin Parson Library
→Northern Illinois University <DeKalb, Ill.> / Swen Franklin Parson Library

Revised list of villages: Minhla East Township. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for C. I. Dn), 1919. 6 p. – Text in English and Burmese
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.38/2)*

Revised list of villages: Nattalin Township. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for C. I. Dn), 1919. 6 p. – Text in English and Burmese
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.38/2)*

Revised list of villages: Zigon Township. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for C. I. Dn), 1919. 6 p. – Text in English and Burmese
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.38/2)*

Revised rule by / of the ... Municipality
→under town

– Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 ff 17(81))*

– Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 gg 9(7))*

Revised statement showing the comparison between village and the government 9 gallon basket, etc. [in the Tounggoo District / signed by Pe Maung]. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma] 1904. 21 p.
GB: BL(14300 gg 9(9))*

Revised statement showing the comparison between village baskets and the standard 9-gallon baskets in the Bassein District, etc. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma, 1904. 36 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 gg 9(7))*

Revised supplement to U Tun Nyein dictionary
→Tun Aung Gyaw

Revised tables showing the comparison between village baskets and the standard 9-gallon basket in the Ma-ubin District, ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L., R. and A.), 1905. 13 p.
– Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 l 4)*
Revised teak girdling plan for the Bhamo Forest Division
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.21/104(1))

US: LC(PL4054.T5) YU

ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 1866.
US: YU(SML, AOS, Rm 329)

Revolutionary Council < Union of Burma >

Revolutionary Government of the Union of Burma < Union >

Rey, Bertrand
Birmanie : une foi au quotidien
→Germain-Thomas, Olivier

Reynolds, Craig J.

Subject(s): Burmese language

Reynolds, John [pseud.]
→Fear, William Henry

Rhé Philipe, George William de
→De Rhé-Philipe, George William

Rheinberg, Bernd
→Die aktuelle Lage in Birma

Rheinisch-Westfälische Akademie der Wissenschaften
Leben und Werk von Dietrich Brandis
→Hesmer, Herbert

Rheinwald, Otto
D: HD-SAI(eth Zs 12,33.A)*

US: LC(DS501.D4 Bd.33,T.A)

Rhé-Philipe, George William de
→De Rhé-Philipe, George William

Rhind, Donald <b, 1899>
The bean crop in Burma / D. Rhind. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. A.), 1930. 26 p., diagrs., maps. – (Agricultural survey / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 8 of 1930)

Subject(s): Agriculture – Burma ; Legumes – Burma.
D: HD-SAI(322 agr 79/1541 Kp)* KI-ZBW(B 8461)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.114/5)* BL-APAC(SW 41)
GC: CUL(OP.320.630.020) BL-APAC(IO/25/500/264)
SOAS(GB635/496.635)
SG: NUS(CL Closed Stacks SB327 Bur)
US: DNAL LC(S280.B9A4)
NYPL(Research VPW++)

ditto. [Repr.] – ibd., 1940. 26 p., diagrs., maps. – (Agricultural surveys [/ Department of Agriculture, Burma]; 8 of 1930)

GB: SOAS(GS635/79.964* ; 379.073)

Rhind, Donald <b, 1899>

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.114/5)*

BL-APAC(SW 41 ; OR/25/500/265)
US: DNAL LC(S280.B9A4)
NYPL(Research VPW++)

NNBG(QL36.A69l R5)

The diseases of para rubber in Burma / by D. Rhind. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1926. 16 p., 9 figs. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 14)

Subject(s): Birma, britisch : Kautschuk ; Pflanzenkrankheit ; Baum ; Waldschäden «HD-SAI»

D: HD-SAI(322 agr 98/755 Kp)*
dito. [Revision]. – ibd., 1926. 16 p., 9 figs. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 14 ; revision 1926)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.118)*

The grasses of Burma / by D. Rhind. Publ. under the authority of the Govt. of Burma (by the Director of Agriculture, Burma). – Calcutta : Baptist Mission Pr., (for D. of A.), 1945. 99 p., index. – Herbert 129
Subject(s): Grasses - Burma
AU: ANU(Hancock B'ment QK495.G74R44 1945)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.60056)
GB: BL(7035 e 18 ; (B) CW 68(G 1)) CUL(xD.5.191)
OUL(RSL Stack 19188 e. 264) BL-APAC(T 13537)
SOAS(GB584/90113)*
J: AJK
SG: ISEAS(SC I SB202 B9R47)
DNAL HU(Botany Gray/Arnold: MH 19 R34
LC(QK495.G74R48)
NIU(SEA QK495.G74 R5561945)
UCB(Bio Sci QK495.G74 R5)

Rhododendron online news
→ Chin Human Rights Organization

Rhwe mhyā: [pseud.]
The sealed envelope / by Rhwe Mhyā:. – Rangoon : Mranmākyaksare, 1921. 168 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1476)

Rhys Davids, Caroline Augusta Foley <1857-1942>
→ A Buddhist manual of psychological ethics of the fourth century B.C.
Expositions: or, Niyama-Dipani
→ Ledi Saydaw
The expositor (Atthasālinī) : Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the Dhammasanganā
→ Buddhaghosa
GB: BL-APAC
→ Points of controversy or subjects of discourse
→ The Yamaka : being the sixth book of the Abhidhammapitake

Ribeiro, Aquilino
Peregrinação de Fernão Mendes Pinto guês no Oriente
→ Pinto, Fernão Mendes

Riccaboni, Joseph J.
Democratic theory and three newly independent states. – 1963. 106 l. – Pennsylvania State Univ., M.A. thesis
Subject(s): Democracy
Pakistan : Politics and government
Burma : Politics and government <1948->
US: PST

Ricci, Françoise
Subject(s): Medecine – Parasitologie ; Paludisme
Thailande ; Birmanie ; Karen, peuple
F: BIUM Nice-BU Médecine et Odontologie

Rice. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.)., 1940. 88 p., app., diagr. – (Markets Section survey / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 9)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.118/22)*
US: CU(Wason HF5475 B8A3)
LC(HF5475.B8A32) NYPL(Research TLG)
ditto. – Bombay: Times of India Pr., 1944. 110 p., 27 app., tables. – (Markets Section survey / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 9)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 H 31 Kp)*
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Ca Suh’ Aw- Ca Ve : eating the new rice among the Lahu Nyi (Red Lahu) in north Thailand / Anthony R. Walker. Traditional rituals of the rice cultivating cycle among selected ethnic minority peoples of Yunnan Province, southwest China / Yang Yuxiang. The one-sided one : Iban rice myths, agricultural ritual and notions of ancestry / Clifford Sather. Cuddling the rice : myth and ritual in the agricultural year of the Rombong of northern Manggarai, Indonesia / Maribeth Erb. The rice scattering ritual in Austronesia : instances from the Tage of Central Flores (eastern Indonesia) / Gregory Forth Subject(s): Rice – Asia, Southeastern – Religious aspects Rice planting rites – Asia, Southeastern Rites and ceremonies – Asia, Southeastern

Rice Processing Industries Project

< Second >

→Appraisal of the second rice processing industries project in the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma

Report and recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors on a proposed loan and technical assistance grant to the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma for the second rice processing industries project

→Asian Development Bank

Richards, Cecil John <b. 1894>


Burma retrospect and other sketches / by C. J. Richards ; cover design by A. M. Hughes. – Winchester: Curnow, 1951. 152 p. – Herbert 330 Subject(s): Burma : Social life and customs ; Description and travel ; History – 1824-1948 GB:BL(12361 aa 26)* BL-APAC(T 14542) SOAS(GB830/428.727)*

J: NSK
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Rainbow land and other Burma verses / by C. J. Richards ; with illus. by A. M. Hughes. – Winchester: Curnow, [1948]. 36 p., illus., gloss. – Poem written in Burma 1946-47 after the re-occupation by Allied Forces. – Herbert 330


Report on the first revision settlement of the Yamethin subdivision of the Yamethin district, Upper Burma : season 1925-27

→Settlement <Yamethin: Yamethin Subdivision>

Report on the revision settlement of the fixed assessment area of the Yamethin subdivision together with proposals for the assessment of certain unsettled areas. November 1927 – April 1928

→Settlement < Yamethin: Yamethin Subdivision > 1927-28

→Tantabin Incident Enquiry Committee

Wind over Fowlmere and other stories / by C. J. Richards. – Winchester: Wykeham Pr., 1953. 217 p. – Herbert 330

Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Fiction

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 O 22)*

GB: BL(12652 aa 24)

BL-APAC(T 30152)

SOAS(E Coll 3 V/66)

US: CU MiU YU

Richards, Charles Granston

→The provision of popular reading materials

Richards, George

→Indo-Burma connection railway

Richards, R. A.

→The Bay of Bengal pilot. 6th ed. – 1931

Richards, R. J.


GB: BL(14302 h 55)*

BL-APAC(Tr 1131)*

Richards, Rowley


D: HD-SAI(300 mil 90/800)*

Richards, William Carey <1818-1892>


Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850> Missionaries – Biography ; Missionaries – Burma – Poetry ; Missions – Burma – Poetry

D: HD-SAI(322 rel 90/826)*

US: CUL(CASE Main 920 J93r)

H(U(Widener Harv.Depos. AL 3139.5.12)

LC(BV3271.J7R5 ; 4PS 540) NHi

NIU(SEA BV3271.J7 R41889)

NNUT(Burke Union Stacks MU14 J93r0

NYPL(Research NBI) OCI

UC(SRLF AA0001182005)

YU(LSF-Request for By J92 Xr)


ISBN 0837063442 (microfiche)

US: CBGTU(Mfiche cab) & HU(Andover-Harv, Theol Mfiche) & NNUT(Burke Microfiche 84-B1) & YU(Divinity, Stacks Fiche B4000) : ATLA 1986-0344
Richardson, D.

Copy of papers relating to the route of captain W. C. McLeod from Moulmein to the frontiers of China and to the route of Dr. Richardson on his fourth Mission to the Shan Provinces of Burma

The Damathat, or The laws of Menoo

Richardson, Don


Note: Gennem eksempler, bl.a. fra inka-kulturen, 1800-tallets Indien og Burma, påvises, at Gud forberedte den hedenske verden på kristendommens komme, således at man i de gamle kulturer uveist ventede på modtagelsen af evangelt
Subject(s): mission ; kristendom ; monoteisme
DK : KB(DA8-A8726 ; CX 25671 8º U1 6.9.89)

Richardson, J. C. < Mrs. >

Ko Thah Byu : the first Karen convert ; with some traditions of the Karen race

Richardson, James Calvin

Chancellor Vidhura from the Burmese of Vidhura Jata ka. – 1927. 93 l.

Subject(s): mission ; kristendom ; monoteisme
DK : KB(DA8-A8726 ; CX 25671 8º U1 6.9.89)

Richardson, W. A.

[Surveying for schools and scouts]

A Burmese version of W. A. Richardson’s Surveying for schools and scouts. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., 1929. 124 p., illus. – Added title in Burmese

Richardell, Judith

Disease and demography in colonial Burma / Judith Richell. – Copenhagen: NIAS Pr., 2005. 350 p., illus.

ISBN 8791114705

Richardell

GB: SOAS(959.102)

Richey, Paul Henry Mills < b.1916>

Fighter pilot's summer

Richer, Philippe


US: UC(Wason DS526.6 R52)

Richters, Bryan William


Subject(s): Dissertations, Academic – UCSB – Geology


Richter, Eberhardt

Burmisches Übungsbuch

Richter, Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Epidemiology - Burma - History - 19th century

Epidemiology - Burma - History - 20th century

Public health - Burma - History - 19th century

Public health - Burma - History - 20th century


GB: SOAS(959.102)

Richter, Eberhardt

Burmisches Übungsbuch

Esche, Annemarie


Subject(s): German language – Dictionaries – Burmese

D: B-SBB(146 344 Haus 2) GÖ-SUB(70 A 5054) HD-SAI(4 B 351+a)*

US: UC(Wason PL3957 R53) LC(PL3957.R5)


D: HD-SAI(32.26 A 88/1113)*


Subject(s): Burmese language – Textbooks for foreign speakers – German

A: ÖNB(1,223.123-B)

Ref.: OCLC 099150-08-7

Subject(s): Rice trade – Burma ; Rice – Burma
dernen Burmesischen / von Eberhardt Richter.

Zum Problem der Tonalität im sprachlichen System de s mo-

Subject(s):

Enthält: Adoniram Judson von Barma

Abb.

Eine Analyse wesentlicher politökonomischer Aspekte der Krise des Systems der Beziehungen zwischen den Entwick-

lungsländern unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der Roh-

und Brennstoffproblematik in der kapitalistischen Weltwirt-


Wirtschaftswiss. – Shulman 211

Richtard, T.
The New Testament in Burmese ...

→Bible, N.T. < B u r m e s e : Bible Society version >

Rickard, Victor <b,Mrs., 1879>


US: CU(Annex Wason PR6035 117 F6)

Rickert, Robert Warren <b. 1929>
The political organization of some minority groups in North Burma and Assam. – 1958. VIII, 269, a-f leaves, maps, bibliogr. I. 254-269. – Wien, Univ., Diss. 1958.

Subject(s): Minorities - Burma ; Minorities - India - Assam.

US: CU(Kroch Film 568)

LC(Microfilm 7214JQ)

Ricketts, T. C. D.

Working plan for the Ataran Forest Division for the period 1925-26 to 1934-35

→Working plan < Ataran >

Working plan for the Upper Chindwin Forest Division for the period 1937-38 to 1951-52

→Working plan < Upper Chindwin >

Riddick, John F.

A guide to Indian manuscripts : materials from Europe and North America / comp. by John F. Riddick. 1st publ. – Westport, Conn. ; London : Greenwood Pr., 1993. XIII, 266 p., index. – (Reference guides to archival and manuscript sources in world history ISSN 1054-9110 ; 2)

ISBN 0-313-27501-7

D: GO-SUB(FMAG: ZA 84067,2)*

US: LC(Z3208.A39R54  1993)


D: HD-SAI(inf 14 I 48)*

GBP: BL. BL–APAC(OWR 1999 a 2375)

US: CU(Kroch +CT 1503.R53x 1998)

LC(CT1503.R53  1998)

Ridep Institute < Jakarta >

→Practices of military business : experiences from Indone-

sia, Burma, Philippines and South Korea / ed.: Moch. Nurhasim

Ridgeway, William

The dramas and dramatic dances of non-European races with special reference to the origin of Greek tragedy : with an appendix of the origin of Greek comedy / by William Ridge-

way. – Cambridge, Univ. Pr., 1915. XV, 448 p., 92 illus., in-

dex.
P. 387-394: The Burmese nat-pwes
p. 228-262: Burma
Burma Bibliographical Project

Rieger, Horst
D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 88/723 SD)*
US: LU MdBP UC

Rigby, John Denny
Airborne invasion of Burma; spring, 1944. – 1965. 137 l. illus., maps. – Univ. of Oklahoma, M.S. thesis.
US: Univ. of Oklahoma, OK
US Air Force, Air Univ Libr, AL
Ref.: OCLC 11152704

Rigby, Gerard Christopher <b. 1868>
US: MiU(DS485.C55R57)

Subject(s): Shan States : Description and travel
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.74/3)*
BL-APAC(W 2281 ; IOR/V/27/64/171) OUL
US: LC(DS560.R5)

Rigby, Laulla.
The Gospel among the Burmese / by Luella Rigby. – Boston: Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, Methodist Episcopal Church, [19-?]. 8 p. – Notes: Cover title.
Subject(s): Missions - Burma
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1079)
Ref.: OCLC 54800421

Rigg, Fred Warren
Thailand : the modernization of a bureaucratic polity / Fred W. Rigg ... – Honolulu: East-West Center Pr., 1966. XIV, 470 p., index.
p. 15-64: The modernization of Siam and Burma
D: KI-ZBW(II 57,571)
GB: BL(X 700/3507)*

Rights Movement for Action < Bangkok >
Subject(s): Free enterprise – Law and legislation - Burma
US: NIU(SEA KNL970 .A31977)

Rijksuniversitair Centrum Antwerpen (RUCA) / Centre for ASEAN Studies
Loxley’s Mandalay mobile phone project
→ Annez, Philippe

Riley, John Denny
Airborne invasion of Burma; spring, 1944. – 1965. 137 l. illus., maps. – Univ. of Oklahoma, M.S. thesis.
US: Univ. of Oklahoma, OK
US Air Force, Air Univ Libr, AL
Ref.: OCLC 11152704

Rillstone, Thomas
And behold we live : days of danger in wartime Burma / by Thomas Rillstone. – Essendon, Vic.: St. Columban’s Mission Society, [1946?]. 113 p., 2 l. of plates, illus., maps.
Subject(s): Rillstone, Thomas.
Catholic Church : Missions – Burma.
World War <1939-1945> – Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Catholic Church ; World War <1939-1945> – Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> – Burma
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Ritson, John Holland <1868-1953>
Christian literature in the mission field: a survey of the present situation made under the direction of the Continuation Committee of the World Missionary Conference, 1910 / by John H. Ritson ... chairman of the Literature Committee of the Continuation Committee and secretary of the British and Foreign Bible Society. – Edinburgh: Continuation Committee of the World Missionary Conference 1910, [1915]. VIII, 152 p., index.

Contents: Literature Committee of Continuation Committee (list of members) – Pref. – Foreword – Lines of investigation – General features – Organizations at home base – Organizations in mission field: Japan; Korea; China; farther India & east Indies; Oceania; India with Burma & Ceylon; nearer east; Africa; non-Christians of western hemisphere; Jews; unoccupied fields; lines of development.

Subject(s): Christian literature - Publication and distribution. Missions – Linguistic work.

GB: SOAS(CWML S202)

Rivers, Kelle Marin
Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) Refugees – Education - Burma Refugee camps – Case studies.

US: School for Int Training, VT
Ref.: OCLC 52689453

Rives, Nang Mo Lao

UMI 9941664
US: KU(Anschat Diss 1999 R584)

Rivett, Rohan Deakin

AU: NLA(HER 1359 ; 940.547252 RIV)
US: LC(D805.J3R57 1947)

Repr. – 1952

Rittenburg, S. W.

GB: SOAS(Pam.Indo-Chinese Langs B)

The Gospel according to John in Angami Naga transl. from the Greek with the revisers readings

→Bible, N.T.: John <Angami Naga>

Rivett, Rohan D. (Rohan Deakin)
World War <1939-1945> – Person Prisoners of war – Australia – Biography
Burma Bibliographical Project

Prisoners of war – Biography
AU:ANU(Chifley D811-R58 1991)
NLA(NL 940.547252092 R924)
US: NYPL

Rivett-Carnac, C. J.

Rivière, William
634 p. – Fiction. – ISBN 0340696060; 0340696079
Subject(s): Love stories
GB:BL(Nov.1998/928) OUL(BOD Offsite X00.E02906 (Box B5493))
IRL:TCD(HL-213-860)

ISBN 0340696079 (pbk.)
GB:OUL(Union OUS Old Libr. EF.RIV)

Rückkehr nach Mandalay : Roman / William Rivière ; aus dem Englischen von Andrea Ott.
1922-1934 - Belletristische Darstellung
Großbritannien - Frau - Jugenderinnerung - Birma - Belletristik
A: ONA(ZNEU MAG 1552461-B)

Roach, E. B.
→Hymn and tune book

The road book of Burma
→Innes, Charles

Road programmes. Forms A and B. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma
Akyab district. – 1901. 3 p., map.
Aran Hill Tracts. – 1904. 3 p., map.
Kyaupkyu District. – 1901. 3 p., map.
Kyaupkyu District. – 1904. 5 p., map.
Myingyan District. – 1904. 7 p., map.
Sandoway District. – 1904. 5 p., map
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.52/3)*

The road to freedom : travels through Singapore, Malaysia, Burma and India in the footsteps of the Indian National Army. -
Subject(s): Roads – Burma – Design and construction
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.103/6)* BL-APAC(V 10181)

ditto. – ibd., 1903. 62 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.103/7)*

Road Transport Enquiry Committee
Report of the Road Transport Enquiry Committee ... – Ran` Kun’, 1949. V, 77 p. – Added title and test also in Burmese
Subject(s): Roads – Burma.
US: NIU(Sea HE365.B8 K854 1949)

Robbins, Charles
→Aero-photo survey and mapping the forests of the Irawaddy Delta

Report on aerial reconnaissance, stockmapping and photography of the forests of the Tavoy and Mergui districts (South Tenasserim Forest Division), January to April 1925
→Scott, Charles Winter

Reports on certain forest areas of Tavoy and Mergui districts inspected from the ground as a preliminary to the aerial stockmapping of these districts, 1924-1925
→Scott, Charles Winter

Robbins, Jhan
Tranquility without pills all about transcendental meditation...
/ by Jhan Robbins ; David Fisher. 2. a krim. – Ran` kun’, 1992. 280 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Transcendental meditation
GB:OUL(BOD Bodl. Burn. e.592)

Robbins, Joseph Chandler <b. 1874>
The appeal of India : a report of visits to the British India mission fields of the American Baptist Foreign Mission Society, with observations regarding the opportunities and needs in Burma, Assam, Bengal-Orissa, and South India / by Joseph C. Robbins.
Subject(s): Missions – India

Robbins, Charles
→ Working plan for Pyinmana Forest Division for the period 1927-28 to 1936-37
→ Working plan < Pyinmana >

Working plan for the Shwegu Working Circle (Shwegu and Shwegu extension reserves) in the Bhamo Forest Division, Northern Circle, Upper Burma 1923-24 to 1932-33
→ Working plan < Bhamo : Shwegu >

Robbins, Jhan
Tranquility without pills all about transcendental meditation...
/ by Jhan Robbins ; David Fisher. 2. a krim. – Ran` kun’, 1992. 280 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Transcendental meditation
GB:OUL(BOD Bodl. Burn. e.592)

Robbins, Joseph Chandler <b. 1874>
Subject(s): Missions – India

Robbins, Joseph Chandler <b. 1874>
Subject(s): Missions – India

Robbins, Jhan
Tranquility without pills all about transcendental meditation...
/ by Jhan Robbins ; David Fisher. 2. a krim. – Ran` kun’, 1992. 280 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Transcendental meditation
GB:OUL(BOD Bodl. Burn. e.592)
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Subject(s): Boardman, George Dana, 1801-1831. Missions – Burma

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 152)*
SG: ISEAS(BV3271 B6R63)  
RUBC(266.02309591 BOA.R)
LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia) : BV3271.B6 R6
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks MU14 B66r)
YU(LSF-Request for Use at Divinity Lib Ek B621r)

US: CU(Wason BV3271 B66R63)   WU(Memorial Lib.Cutter Coll. DS689 B63 XR53)
Ref.: OCLC 34510572

Subject(s): Missions – India ; Missions – Burma Baptists : Missions

GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.3965)
US: CtHC   CU(Annex BV3265 .R63)   LC(BV3265.R64)  
NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare La R536f )   OAU  
PPAPB   PPC   PPEB(A K de Blois Main Coll. BV3265 .R64 1922 2132)
YU(LSF-Request for Use at Div. Lib La2 R52f9)

Report on Christian education in Burma

→Padelford, Frank W.

Robbins, W. E.
GB:BL(10058 aaa 19)
US: CU(Wason DS413 R63)

Robert, Claudia Saw Lwin
The food of Burma : authentic recipes from the land of the golden pagodas / recipes by Claudia Saw Lwin Robert ; introductory articles by Wendy Hutton, San Lwin and Win Pe ; photography by Luca Invernizzi Tettoni. – Boston, MA: Periplus ; North Clarendon, VT: [Distributed by] Tuttle Publ., c1999. 120 p., col. illus., index. – Variant title: Food of Burma
ISBN 9625935991
Subject(s): Cookery, Burmese
SG: ISEAS(TX724.5 B9R64)   NLB
US: NIU(SEA TX724.5.B93 R633 1999)
Ref.: OCLC 47203457

Robert, G. Lamar
→A study of Karen student mobility to northern Thai cities

Robert, V. G.
GB:SOAS(L.GB 351/95.439)*

GB:SOAS(L.GB 351/95.440)*

Reports on the fourth expedition to the "Triangle" for the liberation of slaves  
→Leonard, P. M. R.

Robert B. Menschel Photography Gallery
Burma : something went wrong
→Chao, Chan

Robert E. Hattis Consultant Engineers
→Fisher-Hattis Engineers, Ltd.

Robert R. Nathan Associates <Washington, D.C.>
→Comprehensive development plan

→Economic and engineering survey of Burma for Burma Economic Council : preliminary report

→Economic and engineering survey of Burma for Ministry of National Planning : comprehensive report

→Evaluation of the capital programme, 1952-53 to 1957-58

→Preliminary report on economic and engineering survey of Burma

1. Increasing the efficiency of the government boards and corporations
2. Increasing efficiency in the ministries and departments
3. Encouraging economic development in the private sector
4. Imports, distribution and prices
5. Improving income tax enforcement
6. Agriculture, forestry and land nationalization
7. A rice milling improvement program
8. The state Timber Board, a review of current policies and problems
9. Mining
10. The state-owned manufacturing industries
11. Transportation
12. Economic problems of the electric power system
13. The Civil Supplies Management Board.

Subject(s): Cooperation – Burma

Roberts, Janet
The long way home : an account of Florence Cleaver’s journey out of Burma in 1942

→ Cleaver, Florence

Roberts, Marion
A mask for crime / by Marion Roberts. – [Chicago:] Herald Examiner, [1937]. 15 p., illus. (some col.).

Subject(s): Burma Fiction

→ Cleaver, Florence

Roberts, Michael Rookherst <b. 1894>
The campaign in Burma, 1943-45. – London : Royal United Service Institution, 1956. 2 v., illus., maps. – Articles in the Journal of the Royal United Services Institution Pt 1: The turn of the tide and the decisive battles. – v.101.602,May 1956
Pt 2: The reconquest. – v.101.603,August 1956

Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Burma

→ Cleaver, Florence

Roberts, Jane <19th cent.>
Two years at sea : being the narrative of a voyage to the Swan River and Van Dieman’s Land, during the years 1829, 30, 31 / by Jane Roberts. – London : Bentley, 1834. XVII, 396 p., front., pl.

Note: Being the narrative of a voyage to Swan River, Van Diemen's Land, thence, through the Torres' Straits, to the Burman Empire; with an account of the services and sufferings of the missionaries in that country, from the date of the first Protestant mission.

Subject(s): Tasmania ; Description and travel

→ Cleaver, Florence

Roberts, Thomas Duval <b. 1903>
→ Area handbook for Burma. – 1968
Bibliographical description

Robertson, William Henry <1846-1919>
Pioneering among the Kachins / by William Henry Roberts. [Rev. ed.] – Boston: American Baptist Foreign Mission Society, 1911. 39 p., illus., port. – First published in 1892
Subject(s): American Baptist Foreign Mission Society Burma. Kachin (Asian people)
Baptists Missions – Burma.
Burma : Missions.
US: YU(Divinity, Stacks MU14 R544p) Southers Baptist Theol Seminary, KY
American Baptist Missionary Union, [1920?]. 35 p., illus.
Note on bye-productions from the manufacture of salt in the Amherst district / by E. G. Robertson. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Ex. Comr.), 1920. 6 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.46(6))*
Subject(s): Salt, Burma: Shwebo and Sagaing districts.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.46(7))*
US: CU(Kroch) LC(TN903.I4A4 1923a) NYPL(Res. VTM+)
YU(MUDD Unt15 I36 +923b)
Ref.: OCLC 38984475

Robertson, Edward George
Note on bye-productions from the manufacture of salt in the Amherst district / by E. G. Robertson. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Ex. Comr.), 1920. 6 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.46(6))*
Subject(s): Salt, Burma: Shwebo and Sagaing districts.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.46(7))*
US: CU(Kroch) LC(TN903.I4A4 1923a) NYPL(Res. VTM+)
YU(MUDD Unt15 I36 +923b)
Ref.: OCLC 38984475

Robertson, Alfred Julius
→The Burma law journal
GB: BL(010055 a 18)*

Robertson, C. Harcourt
Burmesse vignettes / by C. Harcourt Robertson ; illustrated by the author. – London : Thacker ; Calcutta, Simla: Thacker, Spink, 1930. V, 152 p. – These vignettes were first published (unillustrated) in the Madras Mail, during 1924-1925
Subject(s): Burma : Social life and customs ; Popular culture
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/403 Haus 2)
GB: BL(100055 a 18)*
BL-APAC(T 38804 ; SEA 1986 a 1486)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 247188 e.12 N1 0313306)
SG: NUS(DS530.4 Rob)
US: CU(Annex) & UoC : DS485.B84 R64
HU(Widener Ind 8119.30) NYPL(Research BGD)
UC(SRLF A0007072614) WaU
Ref.: OCLC 41101480 ; ocm30305830

Burmesse vignettes : 24 sketches of Burmesse life and charac- ter / by C. Harcourt Robertson. Illus. by the author. 2nd ed. with a foreword by Sir Harry Lindsay. – London : Luzac, 1949. 146 p., illus. – Herbert 24
Subject(s): Burma : Social life and customs.
AU: ANU(Menzies DS527.9.R6 1949)
D: HD-SA1(reg 60 R 27)*
GB: BL(100077 ee 66) BL-DSS(X7/5597)
BL-APAC(SEA 1986 a 1486)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 247188 e.14 N1 0313308)
SOAS(GB 909/57.901)*
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS530.4 R64)
TH: CU(CL 915.91 R649B)
US: CU(Kroch DS485.B84 R64 1949) MuI
UC & NIU(SEA) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCB(Main) & YU(SML) :

UC(NRLF Microfilm.62836 JR 50 033 ; SRLF A0010173268)

Robertson, G. W.
338 p., illus., maps, ports., index.
ISBN 0951319906 (pbk)
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - Royal Artillery - Field Regiment, 136th.
World War <1939-1945> – Regimental histories – India.
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma.
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 K /59

Robertson, Henry Ferguson
A rough survey of suitable sugarcane areas in Kyaukse district / by H. F. Robertson. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. A.), 1935. 16 p., table, app. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 20 of 1934)
Subject(s): Sugarcane – Burma ; Agriculture – Burma.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.114/5)*
BL-APAC(SW 41 ; IOR/V/25/500/264)
SOAS(Pam SEAsia 14/496649)
US: DNAL LC(S280.B9A4) NYPL(Research VPW+)
ditto. Repr. – ibd., 1964. 17 p., tables. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 20 of 1934)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.114/5)*

Robertson, Joan <b. 1918>
Subject(s): Robertson, Joan, 1918- - Journeys - Burma
World War <1939-1945> - Burma - Personal narratives, British. ; World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma
GB:SOAS(GB959.10452/808392 ; E Coll 3 C /38

Robertson, John Henry <1909-1965>
Auchinleck : a biography of Field-Marshal Sir Claude Auchinleck / by John Connell. 2nd ed. – London : Cassell,
Robertson Research International

**Burma**

- geology

**Robinnie, François**

- Études birmanes : en hommage à Denise Bernot


ISBN 2-7351-0859-7 (MSH) ; 2-271-05692-6 (CNRS)


Identité collective – Birmanie – Chan, Birmanie, État

F: BNF(Tolbiac Dept. Phil. 305.800 95 ROBI 4) BIULO(BIR.D.III.194 (Dauphine) ; GEN.III.72519) BMH(DS 520.5.R2 ; DS 520.55 Intha) BSG(8 R SUP 44271) GB:Durham(Main Lib.) : 572.9(59) ROB US:CU(Kroch z) & NIU(SEA) : DS528.2S5 R63 2000 HU(Tozzet IND. R 552 4)


Subject(s): Diet – Burma ; Food habits – Burma ; Cookery – Burma ; Birmanie : Social life and customs. AU:ANU(Menzies GN410.R62 1994) D: B-SBB(1 B 48310 Haus 2) GÔ-SUB(A 96 B 3486) HD-SAI(320 kul 97/154)* BNF BIULO(COL.5862(175)) BMH(DS 520.5.A4) BSG(4 M SUP 1589) Sorbonne(HARO 4= 101-175) GB:OU(L(BOD L Floor M96.D0711) SOAS(L.GB641/722.797) N: UHS(Ser Mon/175) S: U(1996 M 117) US:CU(Echols +TX724.5.B93 R65 1994) HU(Widener Harv.Depos. x) & NNC(Butler g) & OAU(Alden SE Asia ) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML X) : GN635.B8 R63 1994 HU(Tozzet L.SOC.42.105.18.1.01 (175)) LC(TX724.5.B8 R63 1994)


Subject(s): Ethnology

F: Cujas Sorbonne Aix-Marseille1-BU Lettres
Robins, Denise <sd. 1985>

→Dokter in tweestrijd

Robins, Fred C. <1908-1967>
Overseas diary : India and Burma, World War II / Fred C. Robins ; arranged for publication with summary of events in the China/Burma/India theater of operations by Ruby M. Robins. – Gainesville, Mo.: Rumaro Pr., c1990. XI, 232 p., illus., maps, indexes, app., bibliogr. p. 223-224.
ISBN 0-9627280-0-4

Subject(s): Robins, Fred C., 1908-1967 – Diaries.
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – India.
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma.
Soldiers – United States – Diaries.

D: HD-SAI(216 mil 94/7087)*
US: CU(Kroch D811.R5747x 1990)
LC(D811.R5747 1990)

Robins, Henry Burke
Subject(s): Baptists : Missions.
Missions – Burma ; Christianity and culture
Missions – Theory

US: YU(LSF-Request for Divinity Libr. A216.32)
Ref.: OCLC 37507331)

US: NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare LrR)
Ref.: OCLC 55748662

Robins, Ruby Matson
Summary of events in the China/Burma/India theater of operations

→Robins, Fred C.
Overseas diary : India and Burma, World War II

Robinson, Court

Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Politics and government.
Refugees – Thailand ; Human rights - Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988->
Thailand : Politics and government.

Ref.: OCLC 53200033


Subject(s): Refugees – Burma ; Refugees – Thailand.
Burma : Politics and government <1948->
Ref.: OCLC 53200024


Subject(s): Refugees, Political – Burma
Refugees, Political – Government policy – Thailand
Burma : Politics and government <1988->
Repatriation – Burma

SG: NUS-LW(Asian Coll HV640.5 Bur.R)
US: C CU(Echols +HV640.5.B9 R65)
LU(Hlaw School ILS HV 640.5.B93 R63 1990)
LC(DS530.4.S64 ; HV640.5.B93R63 1990)
NIU(SEA HV640.5.B93 R631990)
OU UCB UCSD
WU(Memorial Lib. JX4292 R4 R63 1990)

Robinson, Daniel A.

Subject(s): Burma ; Broadcasting

TH:CU(TIC 517132)

Robinson, Edward Austin Gossage

→Early steps in comparing East-West economies

Robinson, Herbert Reginald
A modern De Quincey : an autobiography / by H. R. Robinson ; with 5 illus. in halftone. – London [etc.]: Harrap, 1942. 150 p., illus.
ISBN 0-9507053-0-6

GB:BL(10859 b 32)*
US: KU LC(CT788.R523A3 1942) NSyU

Robinson, J. E.
Brief history of methodism / by J. E. Robinson. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1918. 142 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:BL-APAC(Bur D 952)

Robinson, John Wesley <1876-1947>
Episcopal address to the Central Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Cawnpore, India, December 29th, 1930

→Methodist Episcopal Church of Southern Asia / Central Conferences

Robinson, Michael <b. 1945>
Herbert 784

Subject(s): Numismatics – Burma ; Coins, Burmese ; Coins, Arakanese ; Paper money – Burma ; Bank-notes – Burma

AU:ANU(Chifley CJ3576 R62) LA(737.09591 R663)
D: B-SBB(OLS Ef SOA bur 430 Haus 2)
Burma Bibliographical Project

The coins of the Indian sultanates: covering the area of present-day India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh

→ Goron, Stan

Subject(s): Coins, Burmese

→ Burma: country economic memorandum

Robinson, Virgil E.
Subject(s): Judson, Ann Hasseltine <1789-1826>
Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>

Robson, Craig
A field guide to the birds of South-East Asia / Craig Robson ; illus. by Richard Allen ... [et al.] -- London : New Holland, 2000. 504 p., illus. (chiefly col.), 1 map, index. incl. bibliogr. ref.
ISBN 1853683132
Subject(s): Birds

Robinson, Robert
Subject(s): Fink, John Christopher, 1796-1856.
Missionaries – Burma – Arakan.
Missionaries – Burma.

GB: SOAS(CWML C.6/3)

Robless, Cosmas Linus <b. 1934>


Robson, Craig
ISBN 0691050120

Robinson, Robert
ISBN 0691050120

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/prin021/99066390.html

Subject(s): Birds

Robinson, Robert
Subject(s): Fink, John Christopher, 1796-1856.
Missionaries – Burma – Arakan.
Missionaries – Burma.

GB: SOAS(CWML C.6/3)

Robinson, Virgil E.
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>
Judson, Ann Hasseltine <1789-1826>

Robson, Craig
A field guide to the birds of South-East Asia / Craig Robson ; illus. by Richard Allen ... [et al.] -- London : New Holland, 2000. 504 p., illus. (chiefly col.), 1 map, index. incl. bibliogr.
ISBN 1853683132
Subject(s): Birds

Robson, Craig
ISBN 0691050120

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/prin021/99066390.html

Subject(s): Birds

Robinson, Virgil E.
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>
Judson, Ann Hasseltine <1789-1826>

Robson, Craig
ISBN 0691050120

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/prin021/99066390.html

Subject(s): Birds

Robson, Craig
ISBN 0691050120

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/prin021/99066390.html

Subject(s): Birds

Robson, Craig
ISBN 0691050120

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/prin021/99066390.html

Subject(s): Birds

Robson, Craig
ISBN 0691050120

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/prin021/99066390.html

Subject(s): Birds
Rocco, Neel
Burma
→ Olsson, Ulla

Rochechouart, Julien de

Subject(s): Voyages around the world ; Voyages and travels

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 T 9)
F: BNF(8° G.548) Lille3-BU
GB: BL(10058 b 13)
US: CLU HU(Widener Ind 2008.79) LC(G480.R67)


HK: Univ of Hong Kong Libr
US: Univ of Calgary Libr

Ref.: OCLC 51363998

Rock, Joseph Francis Charles <1884-1962>

Subject(s): Chaulmugra tree

D: HD-SAI(eth 64 C 118)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.65327) BL-DSS(W45/5472 ; W37/6411) BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/560/25)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2059)
GB: BL(07076 i 51) BL-DSS(W45/5472 ; W37/6411)
US: IU NcD UC(Wason DS731 M9R681) LC(S21.A7 no.1057 ; RM666.C38R6) NYPL

→ List of trees, shrubs, and principal climbers etc.

The Na-ki Nāga cult and related ceremonies / by J. F. Rock. – Roma: Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente,1952. – (Serie orientale Roma ; 4.1-2)
1. – X. 383 p., 30 plates
2. – XII, p. 385-806, plate 31-58
Subject(s): Bonpo (Sect) ; Moso literature
D: HD-SAI(eth 64 C 55,1-2)*
F: BAA(E 9 (IV)) BNH(DS 731 .M8 R682)
GB: BL(4508 d 1)*
US: UC(Wason DS731 M9R681) HU
LC(BL1943.B6R6) NYPL YU

A Na-Khi-English encyclopedic dictionary / by J. F. Rock. 2 pts. – Roma: Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1963-72. – (Serie orientale Roma ; 28)

Rodger, Alexander <1875-1950>
Forest reservation in Burma in the interests of an endangered water-supply / by Alex Rodger. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India, 1909. 24 p., plates, map. – (Forest pamphlet ; 6 : Sylvicultural series ; 2)

Subject(s): Water-supply – Burma ; Forest influences - Burma ; Forest reserves - Burma

A handbook of the forest products of Burma / by Alex. Rodger. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1921. IX, 128 p. – Later ed.: A handbook of the forest products of Burma

Ref.: OCLC 12180660

The life and culture of the Na-Khi tribe of the China-Tibet borderland / J. F. Rock [and]


Subject(s): Bonpo (Sect) ; Moso literature

→ Na-Khi manuscripts

Ref.: OCLC 12180660
Rodrigue, Yves
Note:
A dozen of documentary films, shot in burma (myan-mar) since 1984, is the basis of the thesis about customs and beliefs in a closed country – ambassador for france the author could film, under good escort, whatever would not raise any suspicion: religi- nature and architecture, monastic life, aigimages and cottage industry and the genuine nat culture. this cult is described in detail and forms the subject of a 80 minutes film displaying several rituals as well as the main annual nat festivals. some films have been shot in one or few days (golden leaves-danse-bêtes) others in years (esprit es-tu la? – a people in west for merits) some- times many years (twelue for "birth of a pagoda")
Subject(s): Burma : Religious life and customs.

Rodman, Kenneth Aaron
ISBN 0847693074 (alk.) ; 0847693082 (pbk.)
Subject(s): Economic sanctions, American.

Rodolfo, Kelvin Schmidt

Rogge, George
Far on the ringing plains : 75,000 miles with a pho- to reporter / by George Rogge. – New York : MacMillan, 1943. XIV, 295 p., illus., ports.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 763)*
US: CU(LC(D811.5.R628)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 763)*
Ref.: OCLC 23396385 ; 3181625*
D: B-SBB(374 850 Haus 2)   HD-SAI(reg 60 C 60)*
Ref.: OCLC 43074201

Rogers, Siegfried M.
ISBN 0847693074 (alk.) ; 0847693082 (pbk.)
Subject(s): Economic sanctions, American.
Bibliographical description

IRL: TCD(PX-82-866)
NL: KB - KITLV(M ss 265 N+),
SG: ISEAS(2030 B9R69) - NUS(BL2030 Bur.Ro)
HU(Widener: WID-LC BL2030.B8 R63 1992x)
LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames x) & NIU(SEA) &
OA(U(alDEN SE Asia x) & UCB(Main) & UCLA(YRL &
UCR(Rivera) & UCSC(McHenry) & UCSD(SSH) : BL2030.B8 R63 1992)
NYPL(Humanities-Asian & ME) Div *OY 95-3314
(UY(SML BL2030 B8 R63X 1992 (LC)+)

Rodrigues, Gaspar
→ Voyage dans les deltas du Gange et de l'Irrawaddy :
relation portugaise anonyme (1521)

Rodrigues, Salvador
→ Voyage dans les deltas du Gange et de l'Irrawaddy :
relation portugaise anonyme (1521)

Rodriguez, Helen <b. 1914>
ISBN 0-00-217002-7
Subject(s): Rodriguez
World War, 1914-1918 – Personal narratives, Scottish
World War <1939-1945> – Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; Prisoners of war – Burma – Biography ; Nurses – Burma – Biography
Burma : Biography – Nurses
D: B-SBB(629654 Haus 2) - M-BSB(Orient. 85.388)
GB: BL(9538.c.616) - BL-APAC(T 44945)
OUL(IN 22833 c.379 Retind)
SOAS(E Coll 3 N /14)
IRL: TCD(HL-56-669)
UCB(Main D805.B9 R631 1983)

ditto.
Complete and unabridged large print ed. – Leicester:
GB: SOAS(BGB9.10452092/850.012)*
US: CHA(940.5476 Rodriguez) - COc(920)

D: HD-SA1(322 biog 99/818)*
GB: CUL(9000.d.272) - BL-APAC(ORW.1991.a.42)
OUL(IN Main Libr 30 A 275a 000026439)
IRL: TCD(PB-108-243)

Roehr, Eleanor Lucile <b. 1914>
Subject(s): Technical assistance – Thailand.
Technical assistance – Burma.
Thailand : Politics and government.
Burma : Politics and government.
D: HD-SA1(300 adm 88/1331)*
TH: CU(TIC 13093)
US: CU(Kroch Film 1200) - NIU(Microforms FML Microfilm AC801 .R7137)
UCLA(MicroServ Microfilm JQ26)
YU(SML, Microform Film B699 3)

Roehrs, Mark D. <b. 1965>
Never look back : a history of World War II in the Pacific
→ Renzi, William A.
World War II in the Pacific / Mark D. Roehrs and William A.
Renzi – Armonk, N.Y.: M.E. Sharpe, c2004. XVIII, 268 p., illus., maps, index, bibliogr. ref. – 2nd ed. of: Never look
back / William A. Renzi and Mark D. Roehrs
ISBN 0765608359
Contains: 9. The China-Burma-India Theater
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Pacific
Ocean ; World War <1939-1945> – United States.
World War <1939-1945> – Japan
Pacific Area : History.
GB: BL-DS(s04/13924) - OUL
US: CU(Olin) & LC & NNC(Butler) : D767 .R64 2004

Röll, Werner
→Fischer-Länderkunde

Roemer, Milton Irwin <b. 1916>
Primary health care in Burma's national health system / Milton
I. Roemer. – Rangoon : M. I. Roemer, [1986]. II , 122 l. – August 1986. – Under the sponsorship of the Western
 Consortium for the Health Professions – Pref.
Subject(s): Primary health care – Burma ; Medical policy – Burma
US: UCB(PubHealth RA530.5 .R6 1986a)

Rönnow, Hans-Henrik <b. 1943>
Burma. Omarb. och aktualiserad version / av Hans-Henrik
Rönnow ; red.: Maria Falk.
Earlier ed. s.
ISBN 91-7182-587-8

Röös, Bengt <b. 1927>
Från Riyadh till Rangoon : snälla och elaka anteckningar
från ett lite udda diplomatliv / Bengt Röös.
Från Riyadh till Rangoon : snälla och elaka anteckningar
från ett lite udda diplomatliv / Bengt Röös.
ISBN 91-88812-14-6 (inb.)

S: G(99/19) - Q(98-11048) - U(1999 L 5) - S(Sv99 1422)
ISBN 1854246461 (UK) ; 082546059X (USA)
Ref.: OCLC 56384320

Rogers, Edward W.

Rogers, Benedict.
ISBN 1854246461 (UK) ; 082546059X (USA)
Ref.: OCLC 56384320

Roland Shimmi. Yanah Luangharnao <b. 1950>
ISBN 81-2100210-9
Ref.: BL(BS.Bu.21/90)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/732/32)

Contents:
Introduction / David Chandler
Recent economic and political developments in Myanmar / Martin Minogue, Paul Cook
An overview of humanitarian need in Myanmar / David Chandler
Health needs in Myanmar / Naw Rebecca Htin
HIV/AIDS in Myanmar / David Chandler
Introduction to the Burmese administrative system / Robert Taylor
NGO operations : establishing a presence in Myanmar / David Chandler

BG: BL(I.S.Bu.21/79)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/560/88)

GB:BL(IS.Bu.53/18)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/732/29)

GB:BL(IS.Bu.21/91 imperfect)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/560/84)

Rogers, Charles Gilbert <1864-1937>
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.19)*

Note on a tour of inspection through the Kamase, Yitkangyi and Alangon reserves in the Pegu forest division, Tenasserim circle, Lower Burma in January and February 1916 / by C. G. Rogers. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of F.), 1916. 11 p., maps.
GB:BL(IS.Bu.21/79)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/560/88)

Note on the inspection in December 1918 of the river training works on the Myitma and its tributaries in the Prome, Zigon and Tharrawaddy divisions, Pegu Circle, Lower Burma, undertaken in the dry season of 1917-18, and arrangements for working teak logs down the Myitma and its tributaries to Rangoon / by C. G. Rogers, dated the 17. May 1919. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of F.), 1919. 34 p., maps.
GB:BL(IS.Bu.21/90)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/732/32)

Note on the inspection of the training works of the Myitma and some of its tributaries in the Prome, Zigon and Tharrawaddy Divisions, Pegu Circle, Lower Burma, undertaken in the dry seasons of 1913-14 and 1914-15 / by C. G. Rogers. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of F.), 1915. 15 p.
GB:BL(IS.Bu.53/18)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/732/29)

GB:BL(IS.Bu.21/91 imperfect)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/560/84)

Rogers, Edward W.

Rogers, Benedict
ISBN 1854246461 (UK) ; 082546059X (USA)
Ref.: OCLC 56384320

Rogers, Charles Gilbert <1864-1937>
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.19)*

Note on a tour of inspection through the Kamase, Yitkangyi and Alangon reserves in the Pegu forest division, Tenasserim circle, Lower Burma in January and February 1916 / by C. G. Rogers. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of F.), 1916. 11 p., maps.
GB:BL(IS.Bu.21/79)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/560/88)

Note on the inspection in December 1918 of the river training works on the Myitma and its tributaries in the Prome, Zigon and Tharrawaddy divisions, Pegu Circle, Lower Burma, undertaken in the dry season of 1917-18, and arrangements for working teak logs down the Myitma and its tributaries to Rangoon / by C. G. Rogers, dated the 17. May 1919. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of F.), 1919. 34 p., maps.
GB:BL(IS.Bu.21/90)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/732/32)

Note on the inspection of the training works of the Myitma and some of its tributaries in the Prome, Zigon and Tharrawaddy Divisions, Pegu Circle, Lower Burma, undertaken in the dry seasons of 1913-14 and 1914-15 / by C. G. Rogers. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of F.), 1915. 15 p.
GB:BL(IS.Bu.53/18)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/732/29)

GB:BL(IS.Bu.21/91 imperfect)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/560/84)
Review of Existing NGO methodology and experience / David Chandler
Overview of UNDP experience in Myanmar / Shanti Bal-lloo.
Subject(s): Non-governmental organizations – Burma – Congresses ; Public health – Burma – Congresses.
Community development – Burma – Congresses.
Burma : Economic conditions <1948-> – Congresses ; Social conditions – Congresses.

GB: OUL(QEH Main Libr H6/BUR WO (pamphlet))
SOAS(L GB307.14/722.644)*
SG: ISEAS(HC60 R743)
US: CU(Kroch +DS530.4.R645z 1995) UCB
NIU(SEA DS530.4 .R6451995)

Roll of advocates of the High Court of Judicature, at Ran-goon. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.
GB: BL-APAC: 1923-1941 (IOR/V/25/140)

Roll of first grade pleaders of the High Court, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.
GB: BL-APAC: [1919?]–1923 (IOR/V/25/140)

Roll of lower grade pleaders in the subordinate courts, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr.
GB: BL-APAC: 1929-1941 (IOR/V/25/140)

Rollason, Russell G.
Mission to Burma report
→International Council of Voluntary Agencies / Mission to Burma

Rolly, Mika
Pa-oh people / by Mika Rolly. – Chiang Mai: Dūang Kamo, [1981]. 92 p., illus., ports.
Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Social life and customs
Karen (Southeast Asian people) – History
Ethnology ; Indigenous peoples – Burma.
Burma : History <to 1824>
US: CU(Kroch DS528.2.K35 R74) NNorI
UCSD(IR/PS DS528.2.K35 R65 1980z Stacks)
WU(Memorial Lib. GN635 B8 R65 1980)

Rolo, Charles James <b. 1916>
F: BNF(16° Z.650(19))

Subject(s): Wingate, Orde
Storbritannien ; Indien ; Burma ; Japan
andra världskriget
S: Bo L(0100 Hist Världskr 1939-)
Mil(HKV mag II Jdj 7)
S(1.2 S 8:o ; 1.1 S 25 A f b) Sk Umddp(77416)

Subject(s): Wingate, Orde Charles <1903-1944>
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma
US: CU(Wason D767.6 R75 1944a)
LC(D767.6.R6417)
Ref.: OCLC 22100309

US: LC(D767.6.R64 1944a)

Wingate’s raiders. Enl. ed. with new chapters covering the 1944 airborne invasion of Burma, and with a foreword by Field Marshal Viscount Wavell. – New York : Viking Pr., 1944. XIV, 264 p., illus., ports., maps.
US: CU(Kroch D767.6 R75 1944)
ICharE(Stacks D767.6 .R64 1944X)

Wingate’s raiders : an account of the fabulous adventure that raised the curtain on the battle for Burma / by Charles J. Rolo, World Book Company ed. – New York : Viking Pr., 1944. 197 p., plates, ports., map.
Subject(s): Wingate, Orde Charles <1903-1944>
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma
D: HD-SA1(reg 60 D 764)*
GB: BL-DSS(W5/3269 ; W22/2185)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6 .R75 1945)

Wingate’s raiders : an account of the incredible adventure that raised the curtain on the battle for Burma / by Charles J. Rolo ; with forewords by Viscount Wavell of Cyrenaica and Winchester and Horace S. Sewell. – London : Harrap, 1944. 160 p., illus.
Subject(s): Wingate, Orde Charles, 1903-1944.
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns - Burma
AU:NLA(940.542 ROL)
GB: BL(09057 aa 67)* BL-APAC(T 3166)
NL: KB
SG: NUS(D767.6 Rol)
US: MnU UCI
AU:NLA(940.542 ROL)
GB: SOAS(GB959.10452 /808433 ; E Coll 3 G/29)
US: LC(D767.6.R64 1944b) MsSM
Ref.: OCLC 19100148

Subject(s): Stilwell, Joseph Warren <1883-1946>

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Operations, American
India : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
China : World War <1939-1945> ; Foreign relations - United States

United States : Foreign relations – China

D: B-SBB(4° 8 P 187/9-1 Haus 1 NfLS ; 4° 87778 Haus 2 NILS)

GB: BL(A.S.742/8(1))*

CUL(SeeleyHistLib 30.16.451) SOAS(CC327.51073/97993 : E Coll 3 F 30)

US: CU(Kroch +D767.3 .R76 ; Olin +Uris: D769.U58 v.1)

UCSD(SSH D769 .A5735 v.9)

UCR(Rivera D769.A2 R63)

UCS(B(Main Lib D769 .U5 v.9 pt.3)

UCSB(Main Lib D769 .U5 v.9 pt.3)

WU(Hist.Soc.Lib. US Govt Publ. D 114.7:C 44/V.3)

Ref.: OCLC 01260409 ; 26086442


US: NIU(SEA DS777.518 .R6631970)

Ref.: OCLC 27131224


US: CU(Uris + D769.U58 C5 v.3)

MnU(TC Wilson 940.93173 Un369 ser.9 v.3)

Rommerskirchen, Johannes

→Missionsliteratur Südasiens

→Missionsliteratur Südostasien

Ron of Rubicon : through the days of the Depression to the hills of Burma

→Draper, Jack.

Ronda Uruguay de negociaciones comerciales multilaterales

→Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations

Ronson, Mavis

We never meant to go so far. – London : Deutsch, 1964. 160 p., illus., map.

Ref.: Bookseller

Rony, Abdul Kohar <b. 1933>

Southeast Asia : Western-language periodicals in the Library of Congress

→Library of Congress <Washington, D.C.>
Burma Bibliographical Project

Rooney, David eb. 1924>

Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma

Imphal, Battle of, 1944
Kohima (India) : History – Siege, 1944

Ref.: OCLC26642336


Ref.: OCLC26642336


Ref.: OCLC46810380 ; 43501347

Rooney, Dawn F.
The beauty of fired clay: ceramics from Burma, Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand

Honda, Hiromu


Ref.: OCLC5257619

Rooney, David David


Ref.: OCLC46810380 ; 43501347

Rooke, Siegfried M. Schwertner


Ref.: OCLC26642336


Ref.: OCLC46810380 ; 43501347

Rooney, Douglass David


Ref.: OCLC46810380 ; 43501347

R 108
ISBN 0-345-09789-0
D: HD-SAI(322 mil 86/1484)
GB: BL(X 709/14964) BL-APAC(T44097)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 3963 e.340/9789 )
US: MiU   OAU(Alden SE Asia D767.6 .R77 1973x)

Roonwal, Mithan Lal <b. 1908>
→ A list of insect pests of forest plants in India and adjacent countries

Mammalia
→ Ellermann, John Reeves

Roop, Delagnel Haigh
Beginning Burmese → Corrnyn, William Stewart

D: HD-SAI(nsp 42.26 A 81/2108)*
US: CU(Kroch Film 2786)

An introduction to the Burmese writing system / by D. Haigh Roop. – New Haven, Conn. and London : Yale Univ. Pr., 1972. XIII, 122 p. – (Yale linguistic series)

Herbert 455
Subject(s): Burmese language – Writing
AU:ANU(Menzies large book PL3930.R6)
NLA(495.882421 R778)

D: HD-SAI(nsp 42.26 A 81/2108)*
US: CU(Kroch Film 2786)

S: Herbert 455
Subject(s): Burmese language – Writing
AU:ANU(Menzies large book PL3930.R6)
NLA(495.882421 R778)

Roquemore, Joseph H.
ISBN 0385496788
Contains: Bridge on the River Kwai – Objective, Burma!
Subject(s): Historical films – History and criticism.

Rorie, J. J.
Working plan for the Rangoon Hills forests in the Rangoon Division → Working plan < Rangoon : Rangoon Hills >

Rorke, Grace
A child in Burma / by Grace Rorke. – Lancaster: Scotforth, 2002. XII, 148 p., illus., 1 map, ports.
Subject(s): Birma ; Britisches Kind ; Geschichte : 1930-1943

Rorke, Grace
→ Childhood and youth.
→ Homes and haunts – Burma – Insein.
→ Insein (Burma) – Social life and customs – 20th century
D: B-SBB(1 A 515779 Haus 2)
Ref.: OCLC 52058058

Rorris, Adam
Cost effectiveness of primary education in Myanmar → Evans, Kiri

Rosa, Daniele
Perichetidi / del dott. Daniele Rosa. – (Viaggio di L. Fea in Birmania e regioni vicine ; 5)
I: R-Bibl. della Soc. geografica italiana
TO-Bibl. dell’Accad. delle scienze

Rosario, Lionel de
→ De Rosario, Lionel

Rosborough, Thomas A. <b. 1951>
Moon magic : stories from Asia → Davison, Katherine
Burma Bibliographical Project

Rose, A. T.
The Holy Bible in Pwo-Karen
→ Bible, K. Pwo

→ Bible, N.T., K. Pwo

Rose, Archibald
→ Rose, Charles Archibald Walker

Rose, Beth
Appendix to The rice economy of Asia
→ Barker, Randolph

The rice economy of Asia
→ Barker, Randolph

Rose, Charles Archibald Walker <b. 1879>
Subject(s): Lisu (Southeast Asian people) Ethnology – Burma. ; Ethnology – China – Yunnan.

D: B-SBB(4° Uk 155-3,4 Haus 2 NfLS)
F: BMH(DS 520)

HD-SAI(300 ldk 80/383)*
US: CU(Kroch PS3535.O81 W5+)
Ref.: OCLC 13297850

Rose, Isabel Brown <b. 1883>
What Frances found in Burma : a story based on my travel diary / by Isabel Brown Rose. – [s.l., s.n., 1960?] 100 p.

US: CU(Kroch PS3535.O81 W5+)
Ref.: OCLC 13297850

Rose, M. M.
→ Daily strength for the needs

A digest of Scripture ... in Pwo-Karen
→ Bible, Selection, K. Pwo

Rose, Saul
Britain and South-East Asia / Saul Rose. – London : Chatto & Windus, 1962. 208 p., map, index, bibliogr. p. 200-201. – (Britain in the world today)
Subject(s): Burma : Relations - Great Britain ; Forgein relations - Great Britain

Great Britain : Forgein relations - Burma

AU: ANU(Menzies DS527.4.R67)
D: B-SBB(484 373 Haus 2) H 222(1.31.00/12)
HD-SAI(320 ldk 80/383)* PA-UB(55/RR 51950 R821)
F: BMH(DS 520)

GB: BL-APAC(T 45387) SOAS(GB910/418.946)*
NL: KITLV(M ss 185 N)

US: CU(Kroch DS527.4 .R82) LC & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.): DS527.4.R67
NYPL(Research JFD 81-1136)
YU(SML DS527.4 R6)
Ref.: OCLC 7197843

Rosiney, Tonny
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; History ; Geography.

AU: ANU(Menzies DS527.4.R67)
D: B-SBB(484 373 Haus 2) H 222(1.31.00/12)
HD-SAI(320 ldk 80/383)* PA-UB(55/RR 51950 R821)
F: BMH(DS 520)

GB: BL-APAC(T 45387) SOAS(GB910/418.946)*
NL: KITLV(M ss 185 N)

US: CU(Kroch DS527.4 .R82) LC & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.): DS527.4.R67
NYPL(Research JFD 81-1136)
YU(SML DS527.4 R6)
Ref.: OCLC 7197843

Kambodscha mit Angkor Wat, Birma, Laos
→ Rathenberg, Erhard

Ref.: OCLC 7197843
Ross, A. E.
Working plan for the Lower Thaungyin Working Circle in the Thaungyin Forest Division, Tenasserim Circle, Lower Burma
→Working plan < Thaungyin: Lower Thaungyin >

Ross, James D.
→Human rights in Burma (Myanmar)

Ross, Kathleen
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma - Poetry. ; World War <1939-1945> - Burma
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 S /25)

Ross, Mary S.
Report on nutrition and home economics in Burma

Rossarin Soottipong
Subject(s): Fertility, Human - Thailand, Northern. Karen (Southeast Asian people)

Rossetto, Luigi
ISBN 0891261079 (pbk.)
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma ; World War <1939-1945> - Burma ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Guerrilla warfare
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G /30)

Rost, E. R.

Rost, Reinhold <1822-1896>
→Miscellaneous papers relating to Indo-China

Roster
→China-Burma-India Hump Pilots Association

Rostbøll, Erik
Das heilige Elend : von einer Reise in den Fernen Osten. – Zürich: Flamberg, [1960?]. 184 S.
D: HD-SAI(pol 52 C 142)

Den hellige elendighed : fra en rejse i det fjerne Østen. – [København:] Gyldendal, 1959. 163 p., illus.
US:LC(DS10.R65)

Rostovskij, Sergei Nikolaevich <1903-1981>
→Indonesien, Burma und Malaya im Kampf um Unabhängigkeit und Demokratie

Rotary Club < Rangoon >
→Charity Ball Programme

Subject(s): Trade associations – Burma – Rangoon – Registers ; Rotary Club of Rangoon – Registers.
US: LC(HF5001.R83 R67 1962)
Ref.: OCLC 53287733

Rotberg, Robert I.
→Burma : prospects for a democratic future

Roth, Andrew <b. 1919>
Japan strikes South : the story of French Indo-China passing under Japanese domination / by Andrew Roth. – New York [etc.]: American Council, Institute of Pacific Relations, 1941. 108 p., illus., tables, map.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 765)*
US: LC(DS549.R6)

Subject(s): Short stories, Vietnamese – Translations into English
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1362) NYPL

Roth, Henry Ling <1854-1925>
The Burmese collection
→Bankfield Museum <Halifax>

Note on a Hkoung beht set / communicated by H. Ling Roth. – [s.l.:] Anthropological Institute, [1900]. p 66-67, illus. – Title from incipit. – From: Anthropological Reviews and Miscellanea ; 64,1900
Subject(s): Burma : Religious life and customs.
US: HU(Tozzer IND. R 74 Folio)

Rothermund, Dietmar <b. 1933>
D: HD-SAI(ww 98/514 A)*
GB:BL(YC 1996 a 5102)
Rough pencillings of a rough trip to Rangoon in 1846

→ Grant, Colesworthly

A rough survey of suitable sugarcane areas in Myitkyina district

→ Clark, William Morrison

Rough volume tables for teak (tectona grandis), Pyi nkado (Xyilia dolabriformis), in (Dipterocarpus tuberculatus), Tawkkyan (Terminalia tomentosa), Kanazo (Heritiera Fo-

mes), Pynnma (Lagerstroemia Flos Reginae), Hnaw (Adina cordifolia), Padauk (Pterocarpus macrocarpus), Kyunkauknwe (Vitex pubescens), Igyin (Pentacme suavis). Published under the orders of the Chief Conservator of For-


Subject(s): Forests and forestry

US: NYPL(Research VQO)  YU(Mudd Uze14 I36A13 15)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/8)*  BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/82)

Rough volume tables for teak (tectona grandis) : prepared in the Office of the Silviculturist, Burma, from material supplied up to 1932 by the Principal Teak Extraction A-

gencies. Published under the orders of the Chief Conservator of For-


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/8)*  BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/82)

US: NYPL(Research VQO)  YU(Mudd Uze14 I36A13 31)

Round, Philip David

The birds of the Thai-Malay Peninsula : covering Burma and Thailand south of the eleventh parallel, Peninsular Malaysia and Singapore

→ Wells, David

Round Table Conference

→ Burma Round Table Conference

Roundtable on Burma <1997, Vancouver, B.C.>


Rounding, Ole Christian Dahl

Konsekvensene av de økonomiske sanksjonene mot Burma / av Ole Christian Dahl Rousing. – Bergen : [O.C.D. Rous-

ing], 2000. 69 bl., illus. – Utredning i økonomisk analyse – Norges handelshøyskole, husten 2000.

N: NHHB(utr 11555 & utr 11556)


GB: BL-APAC(Tr 525)*  SOAS(Pam GB 386/62.008)


US: LC(Microfilm TE-2)

ditto. : amendment list no. 1, including amendments nos. 1-20. – ibd., 1942. 6 p.

US: LC(Microfilm TE-2)


US: LC(Microfilm TE-2)


US: LC(Microfilm TE-2)


Subject(s): Roads – Burma

US: LC(Microfilm TE-2 ; Microfilm 2059)

Routes in Central Lower Burma : routes L ... Thayetmyo, Toungoo, Prome, Pegu, Tharrawaddy, Insein, Rangoon, Hanthawaddy, Pyapon, Myangmya, Bassein, Zenzada, Maubin and Sandoway Districts.. Including amendment list no. 1. – New Delhi: Govt. of India Pr., 1942. IX, 479 p., fold. map, indexes. – "Preface" signed: Chief of the General Staff (G.S.I. ...). – India
Subject(s): Roads – Burma

US: LC(Microform TE-2 ; Microfilm 2059)

ditto. Rev. ed. – New Delhi: Govt. of India Pr., 1943. XIII, 343 p., fold. map.
US: CU(Kroch HE365.B932 R86 1943)

US: LC(Microform TE-2 ; Microfilm 2059)

Subject(s): Roads – Burma – Tenasserim
US: LC(Microform TE-2 ; Microfilm 2059)

Routes in the Chin-Lushai Tract / comp. in the Intelligence Branch of the Quarter Master General’s Department in India, December 1892. – Simla: Govt. Central Print.-Office (for Q. M. G., I. B.), 1893. VI, 163 p., fold. map. – (Intelligence Branch diary ; no.354 of 1892)
Subject(s): Military geography – Burma – Chin Hills
Military geography – Burma – Lushai Hills
Chin Hills (Burma) : Description and travel
Lushai Hills (India) : Description and travel
India : Army – Transportation
Geography – Burma
GB:BL(IS.302/8)*
BL-APAC(V 10093 ; V 26647)
OUL(BOD G Floor 20652 d.5)

Routes in the Southern Shan States : routes E. Including amendment lists nos. 1 and 2 of 1940 and list no. 1 of 1941. – New Delhi: Govt. of India Pr., 1942. V, II, 324 p., fold. map.
Subject(s): Roads – Shan States
GB:BL-APAC(ORW 1988 a 1770)
US: LC(Microform TE-2 ; Microfilm 2059)

Routes in Upper Burma
→ Fenton. A. B.

Routes (1-8) available for a Force operating on Chiang Mai, the capital of the Lao States of Siam, from Moulmein in British Burma. – Simla : Government Central Pr., 1891. 32 p. – With general introduction signed G. T. Younghusband.
Subject(s): Asia : Routes : Special Countries : Burma
Burma : War, Rebellion and Riot : Army in Burma : Intelligence Reports (Historical, Geographical and Statistical)
GB:BL-APAC(I.S.302/12)

Routier-Le Diraison, Christine
ISBN 2-01-013024-3

Routier-Le Diraison. Christine

Subject(s): Thailand : Description and travel – Guide-books
Burma : Description and travel – Guide-books
D: B-SBB(OLS Ed SOA thai 230 Haus 2)
F: BNF(8-021-2149) BC Pret(DL8-73230)
BSG(8-COL-3479(104))
Ref.: OCLC 19124064

Roux, Émile François Louis <1863-1951>
Aux sources de l’Irraouaddi : voyage de Hanoi à Calcutta par terre, illustré de cent dessins ou gravures directes d’après les photographies rapportées par l’auteur / Émile Roux. – Paris: Hachette, 1897. 84 p., cartes. – La couverture porte en plus: Le tour du monde
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel.
Irrawaddy River (Burma) : Description and travel
F: BNF(Fol.O2 917) MHNF(HNV)
GB:BL(10057 h 14)* BL-APAC(W 7156)
US: UC

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel.
Irrawaddy River (Burma) : Description and travel
NL: KITLV(M 1999 A 1691)
SG: ISEAS(DS527.6 R87)
US: CU(Kroch DS527.6 .R68 1999)

Rowe, Edward Thomas
Subject(s): Elections – Burma
US: UC(NRLF C 2 946 106)
UCB(Main 308t 1961 180)

Rowe, Henry Kalloch <1869-1941>
Subject(s): Judson. Adoniram, 1788-1850.Missions – Burma
Burma
US: Andover Newton Theol Sch

Rowland, Benjamin
ditto. – New York, Dutton, 1966 [c1965] 121 p., illus. – (Dutton paperback ; D191)
US: HU(Baker Business: SPQR R885)

ditto. – Brattleboro, Vt.: S. Greene Pr., 1979.
ISBN 0-8289-0351-4
Ref.: BiP

ditto. – ibd.,1980. 121 p., illus.
ISBN 0828900388 (cloth) ; 0828903514 (pbk)
US: UCLA(YRL HF 6161 C65 R79)

VIII, 121 p., illus. – ISBN 0-8289-0810-9
UCR(Rivera HF6161.C65 R67 1990)
IU(Rare Bk & Spec Coll Stcks MEINE 659.134 R79V1990

Roy, Denny <b. 1960>
The politics of human rights in East Asia
→Christie, Kenneth

Roy, Hemendra Mohan <b. 1881>
An abstract of the histories of the three wars between the British and Burmese governments together with a brief narrative of the creation of Burma as a separate government under the Government of India. – Rangoon, 1929. 33 p.
Subject(s): Burma : History.
US: LC(Microfilm 354 DS)
Ref.: OCLC 24466546 ; 24355994

Roy, S. C.
→Memorandum on the rainfall weather conditions of Burma in 1940

Roy, Shree Bhagawan <b. 1945>
Note: Study of Karen (Southeast Asian people) from Burma and settled in Andaman and Nicobar Islands by the British in 1924-25.
Subject(s): Karens (Southeast Asian people) – Social life and customs ; Social conditions.
D: HD-SAI(226 soz 99/3679)*
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.2000.a.1028)
US: CU(Kroch X) & LC & NNC(Lehman) & UCLA(YRL)& WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS432.K2 R69
UCB(Main DS432.K2 R9)
Ref.: OCLC 34886027

ISBN 974-8279-76-6
Note: Documents on public administration in Burma, 14th-19th century.
Subject(s): Myamma Min Okchokpon Sadan.

Burma : Politics and government ; History ; Officials and employees
Public administration - Burma - History.
Civil service - Burma - History.
NL: KITLV(M 2001 B 1223)
SG: NRL(R English q959.2 TIN)
TH: CU(DS528.7 U11R)
US: CU(Kroch JQ442 .M99 2001+) HU(Widener)

Royal Air Force Historical Society
→The RAF and the Far East War, 1941-1945: a symposium on the Far East War

Royal Air Force Staff College Bracknell
→The RAF and the Far East War, 1941-1945: a symposium on the Far East War

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland / James G. Forlong Fund
A guide to the romanization of Burmese
→Okell, John

Oriental manuscript collections in the libraries of Great Britain and Ireland
→Pearson, James Douglas
Outlines of Tibeto-Burman linguistic morphology
→Wolfenden, Stuart Norris
The primitive culture of India
→Hodson, T. C.

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland / Library
D: B-SBB(OLS Ba 2701 Haus 2) GÖ-SUB(KS 62/1)*
GB: BL(11913 d 22; W 151) BL-APAC(OIA017.21)
NL: KITLV(M 3l 737)
D: B-SBB(OLS Ba 2700)*

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland
Outlines of Tibeto-Burman linguistic morphology
→Wolfenden, Stuart N.

The Pali literature of Burma
→Bode, Mabel Haynes

Royal Botanic Garden < Calcutta >
Fresh-water algae from Burma
→West, William

Royal Botanic Garden <Edinburgh>
The journeys and plant introductions of George Forrest
Memorandum prepared for the use of the Royal Commission on Labour, 1929

p. 424-442: Burma and India
D: HD-SA(216 arb 62/614)*
Ref.: OCLC 34182919  OCLC04972579

Royal Commission on Public Services in India
Minutes of evidence relating to the Burma Land Records Department

Minutes of evidence relating to the following departments:

Minutes of evidence relating to the following departments: 1. Forest Department ... 4. Burma Land Records Department : taken at Delhi ... ; with appendices / Royal Commission on the Public Services in India. Presented by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1915. 440 p., index. – (Appendix to the Report of the Commissioners ; 15) ((Paper by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;) Cd. 7903) – Parl. pap. 1914/16, XVI, 1 p. 429–440: Minutes of evidence relating to the Burma Land Records Department, taken at Calcutta : with appendices
GB:BL(OPL:RR)*
US:NYPL(Research SEN+) Ref.: OCLC 55071623

Minutes of evidence relating to the Indian and Provincial Civil Services : taken in Rangoon from the 5th to the 8th February 1913 ; with appendices / Royal Commission on the Public Services in India. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1914. XXXVII, 274 p., index. – (Appendix to the Report of the Commissioners ; 4) ((Paper by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;) Cd. 7294) – Parl. pap. 1914, XXII, 1
Subject(s): Civil service – India.
Civil service – Burma.
India : Officials and employees.
Burma : Officials and employees.
GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

Minutes of evidence relating to the medical services : including the jail and sanitary departments : taken at Delhi, Calcutta, Madras, Bombay and London : with appendices / Royal Commission on the Public Services in India. Presented to both houses of Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : Publ. under the authority of H.M.S.O. by Jas. Truscott, 1915. 429 p., index. – (Appendix to the Report of the commissioners ; 12.) – ((Paper by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;) Cd. 7900)
Subject(s): Public health – India ; Public health – Bangladesh ; Public health – Pakistan ; Public health – Burma ; Medical care – India ; Medical care – Bangladesh ; Medical care – Pakistan ; Medical care - Burma
US:NYPL(SIBL SEN+)
1. – 1917. 529 p., app. – (Cd. 8382) – Parl. pap. 1916, VII, 87
GB:BL(OPL:RR)*

Royal Commission on the Opium Traffic
Special report of the evidence taken in India. – London : Society for the Suppression of the Opium Trade, [1893?]. 14, 593 p., index. - Consists of 16 daily reports from the Commission as it sat November 18 to December 15, 1893 in India and Burma. - Volume contains separate pagination of the 16 reports and continuous pagination of the volume. - NNC
Has handwritten-cable of contents and alphabetical list of witnesses examined from preliminaries.
Subject(s): Opium – India – congresses ; Opium trade – India – Congresses ; Opium use – India – Congresses;
Narcotics, Control of – Congresses.
Narcotic Dependence – prevention & control – India – congresses.
NNUT: 2-3, 5-6, 8-9, 11, 13, 16 (Burke MRL Pamphlets Ref.: OCLC 34230303

Royal Commission upon Decentralization in India
Subject(s): India – Politics and government – Early 20th century
GB:BL(OPL:RR)* BL-APAC(IOR)
SOAS(L.Ja 351.0073/14.071)
US: ICJ UoC LC

Royal Commonwealth Society <London>
Photograph collection South East Asia. – London : Royal Commonwealth Society, [n.d.]. 21 microfiche, all illus. – Variant title:RCS photograph collection. South East Asia
Subject(s): Burma ; Malaysia ; Sabah ; Singapore
US: CU(Kroch Fiche 3865)

Royal Commonwealth Society <London> / Library
Burney parabaks
→India Office Library < London >
Catalogue of the Burney parabaks in the India Office Library

List of manuscripts relating to Burma in the Burney papers at the Royal Commonwealth Society Library / by Patricia Herbert. – [London, 1975. 12 l.] – English and Burmese

Subject(s): Burney, Henry <1792-1845>
Manuscripts, Burma – Catalogs
Burma – History – Manuscripts – Catalog
US: YU(SML Z6621 R632 B87 (LC)+)
Ref.: OCLC 54199721

Subject catalogue of the Library of the Royal Empire Society
→Royal Empire Society < London >/ Library

1. British Commonwealth and Europe. Asia: in general, Mideast, India.
Subject(s): Great Britain : Colonies – Bibliography – Catalogs
Voyages and travels – Bibliography – Catalogs
Commonwealth countries – Bibliography – Catalogs
Biography – Bibliography – Catalogs
Commonwealth of Nations : Bibliography – Catalogs
D: B-SBB
GB:BL(RR HLL909.09712) OUL(RHO RR B.109 s. ROY)
SAdS(Z2000 ROY) ULL
US:HU(Widener Br 385.42.10 F)
YU(SML Starr Main RR Z7164 C7 R695 (LC)+)
ISBN 0816100756
1. Commonwealth, Asia, Africa
GB:BL(RR HLL909.09712) OUL(RHO RR B.109 s. ROY)
SAdS(Z2000 ROY) ULL
US:HU(Widener Br 385.42.10 F)
YU(SML Starr Main RR Z7164 C7 R695 Suppl. +)
The royal cookery book. – Mandalay: Chanea Pr., 1909. XIV, 106 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 h 9)*

The royal coronation number and who’s who in India, Burma and Ceylon / ed. and comp. by Thos. Peters. – Poona: Sun Publ., [1937]. 615, XXI p., illus., index.
< Who’s who in India
> Who’s who in India, Burma and Ceylon
Subject(s): India : Biography.
Burma : Biography.
Sri Lanka : Biography.
AU:ANU(Menzies DS434.W47 1937)
D: B-SBB(Uo 250/15 Haus 2 NfLS) HD-SAI(inf 14 I 18)
GB:BL (PP 2559 gc) BL-APAC(ST 1204)
SOAS(3920/271161)
US:CU(Annex DS434 W62) UoC
WW(Memorial Lib. DS481 A1 P34) WW
Ref.: OCLC 25327091
Royal Empire Society
Best books on the British Empire

Royal Empire Society < London > / Library
Subject catalogue of the Library of the Royal Empire Society
formerly Royal Colonial Institute / by Evans Lewin. – London : Royal Empire Society. – Geographical arrangement. Subjects under each country, and entries arranged chronologically under each subject. Author index
4. The Mediterranean colonies, the Middle East, Indian Empire, Burma, Ceylon, British Malaya, East Indian Islands, and the Far East. – 1937. VIII, 812 p.
p. 491-513: Burma
Subject(s): Voyages and travels – Bibliography.

Great Britain : Colonies – Bibliography.
Commonwealth of Nations : Bibliography.

CH: BS UB(Kat Vb Engl 103:4)
D: B-SBB(4° So 9567 Haus 2)
GO-SUB4 HLL IX.3024)
GB: BL(AA. N.f) BL-DSS(Wq6/5386) CUL(RR R541.11)
OUL(BOD 2590 d. Lond. 77.4 ; RHO RR B.109 s. ROY)
NL: KITLV(M 31 700)
US: CU(Z7164 C7 R88+Ref.)

Subject catalogue of the Library of the Royal Empire Society / by Evans Lewin ; with a new introduction by Donald H. Simpson. – London : Dawsons of Pall Mall for The Royal Commonwealth Society.
4. The Mediterranean colonies, the Middle East, Indian Empire, Burma, Ceylon, British Malaya, East Indian Islands, and the Far East. – 1967. XII, 812 p.
Subject(s): Voyages and travels – Bibliography.

Great Britain : Colonies – Bibliography.
Commonwealth countries : Bibliography.

GB: BL(2724 d 8)*
OUL(BOD Bookstack 2590 d. Lond.77.5 ; M03.C00882)
SAaS(ICS Z2000 ROY ; IHR C.03)
SG: ISEAS(Ref Z3001 L67)
US: HU: 4 (Widener: Br 385.42.15)

Royal Geographical Society < London > / Library
GB: BL(B.B.J.8)
US: LC(Z6009.R88 1893)

Royal Horticultural Society < Great Britain >
The journeys and plant introductions of George Forrest

Royal Institute of International Affairs < London >
The Chinese in Southeast Asia

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve < Burma >

Subject(s): Badon, King of Burma <1781-1819>
Law – Burma
SG: ISEAS(K7062 R88)

The royal orders of Burma, A.D. 1598-1885 / ed. with introduction, notes and summary in English of each order by Than Tun. – Kyoto: Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto Univ., – In English and Burmese
9. A.D. 1853-1885. – 1889. LX, 1107 S.


Royal Society of Medicine

GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1994 a 482)

Royal Society of Medicine < Great Britain >
Distribution of crocodiles and chelonians in Ceylon, India, Burma and farther east

→ Hora, Sunder Lal

Royal tour: souvenir album of the visit of the Prince and Princess of Wales to India and Burma, 1905 to 1906. 280 photographic illustrations, with descriptive letterpress. – Madras, 1906.
Ref.: Corder

Royal United Services Institute for Defence Studies
Learning from past defence logistics experience: is what is past prologue?: a Whitehall paper

→ Moore, David M.

Royle, Trevor <b. 1945>
Subject(s): Wingate, Orde Charles <1903-1944>
Great Britain: Army - South-East Asia Command – Special Force – Biography
Soldiers – Great Britain – Biography
Biography – Soldiers – Great Britain
World War <1939-1945> – Biography
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma
World War <1939-1945> – Military operations – Burma
Burma: World War <1939-1945> – Operations, British
AU: ANU(Chifley DA69.3.W525R69 1995)

Rozin, Elisabeth

Rubber in Burma

→ Law – Burma

D: KI-ZBW(B 10.129)

The rubber control act: i.e. the Indian rubber control act, 1934 (act XXVIII of 1934), as amended by the Indian rubber control (amendment) act, 1936, which was adapted and modified for application in Burma from the date of the separation of Burma from India, namely the 1st April 1937, by the Government of Burma (adaptation of laws) order, 1937, and subsequently amended by the Rubber control (amendment) act, Burma act VIII, 1939. (As in force from the 10th May 1939) / Government of Burma, Department of Commerce and Industry. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., 1940. 2, II, 12 p.

R: KI-ZBW(B 10.129)

Rubber in Burma / the International Rubber Exposition 1912. – New York, 1912. 26 p. – On cover: Burma / the International Rubber Exposition 1912
D: KI-ZBW(B 10.129)
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Rubens, R.
Subject(s): Maps — Facsimiles ; - Maps - Bibliography.
A: ONB(971078-C 109 KAR)
CH: BE StUB(PQ 840 b : 109)
D: BS UB(Nat Zs 1712 : 109)

Rubens, R.
 Bahrain : Malaya, Singapore, Borneo, the Malay Peninsula, the Philippine Islands / by R. Rubens. – London : Map Collectors’ Circle, 1975. 22 p., 24 p. of plates, maps. – (Map collectors’ series ; 109)
Subject(s): Maps — Facsimiles ; - Maps - Bibliography.
A: ONB(971078-C 109 KAR)
CH: BE StUB(PQ 840 b : 109)
D: BS UB(Nat Zs 1712 : 109)

Rubens, R.
Subject(s): Maps — Facsimiles ; - Maps - Bibliography.
A: ONB(971078-C 109 KAR)
CH: BE StUB(PQ 840 b : 109)
D: BS UB(Nat Zs 1712 : 109)
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Rules and orders applying to the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon
→ High Court of Judicature < Rangoon >

Rules and orders of the Governor-General in Council regulating the conduct of public servants in respect to borrowing money, receipt of complimentary addresses and other matters
→ Burma / Governor

Rules and regulations under the Indian Post Office act, no. VI of 1898 ... [signed by H. H. Risley]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1899. 64 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/32)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1413)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.145/12)*

Rules and regulations for the election of representatives of Burma on the Council of State and Legislative Assembly.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.136/4)*
BL-APAC(V 10109 ; IOR/V/27/111/24)

Rules and regulations of the Pariyattis sanahita Association, Lower Burma
→ Pariyattis sanahita Association

Rules and standing orders, 1933 / Burma Legislative Council.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.136/5)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/110/65)

Rules as to load-line marks, seasons, certificates, draught of water and freeboard for steam vessels and for sailing vessels (other than sailing vessels engaged solely in the Indian coasting trade). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1899. 10 p.
Subject(s): Burma : Marine
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/66)*

Rules as to load-line marks, seasons, certificates, draught of water and freeboard, under the Deck and load lines act, 1891. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1896. 8 p.
Subject(s): Burma : Marine
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/27 ; 105/34)* BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

Rules for an institution
→ under the institution

Rules for awarding certificates in drawing to teachers in anglo-vernacular and vernacular schools. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1896. 2 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/32)*

Rules for branch offices: containing rules for the guidance of branch postmasters, with list of forms. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for P. M. G.), 1925. 205 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 fff 41)*

Rules for ... government bazaars
→ Naylor, Henry Paul Todd

GB: BL-APAC(Tr 870)*

Rules for imposing a water-rate on non-state land in the Kyaukse District under section 34(2) of the Upper Burma land and revenue regulation, 1889. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for F. C.), 1893. 3 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/7) BL-APAC(Tr 726)*

Rules for leases of land in towns, other than scheduled towns, for building, residential, and industrial purposes.
→ Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for F. C.), 1901. 8 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.129/15)*

Rules for licensing and for regulating the conduct of pilots at the port of Akyab [/ C. C. Lowis]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1895. 13 p.
Subject(s): Burma : Ports and Harbours
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/14B)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/751/149)

ditto. – ibd., (for C. A. D.), 1924. 21 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.104/14B(2)) BL-APAC(Tr 764)*

Rules for qualifications, administration and certificates of pleaders of the Chief Court of Lower Burma and of the subordinate courts and revenue officers in Lower Burma.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/23(4))

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/23(4))

Rules for quarantine against plague.
→ Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1897. 2 p – Signed: F. C. Gates, Secretary to the Govt. of Burma.
Subject(s): Public health – Burma ; Quarantine ; Plague ; Disinfection and disinfectants.
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

Subject(s): Public health Burma ; Quarantine ; Plague ; Disinfection and disinfectants.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/37)*

ditto. – ibd. (for B. S.), 1898. 5, II p. – Signed: F. C. Gates, Secretary to the Govt. of Burma
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/46)*
Subject(s): Public health Burma ; Quarantine ; Plague ; Disinfection and disinfectants.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/38)*

Subject(s): Public health Burma ; Quarantine ; Plague ; Disinfection and disinfectants.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/39)*

ditto. – ibd., (for Book Depot), 1896. 3 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/14A)* BL-APAC(Tr 764)*

Subject(s): Public health Burma ; Quarantine ; Plague ; Disinfection and disinfectants.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/12(2))* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/211/53A)

ditto. – ibd., 1921. 17 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/12(2)) BL-APAC(IO/IR/V/27/211/53A)

Subject(s): Burma : Civil Service
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 764)*
ditto. – ibd., (for Book Depot), 1896. 4 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/25)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/60)*

Subject(s): Burma : Civil Service
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.142/14)*

Rules for the appointment of subordinate revenue and land records officers in Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D., L. R. and A.), 1903. 7 p., app.
Subject(s): Burma : Civil Service
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.142/12)*

Rules for the assessment and collection of taxes on bullock-carts in municipalities, except Rangoon, where such taxes have been or may be imposed. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1897. 3 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/43)* BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

Rules for the assessment and collection of taxes on vehicles other than bullock-carts in municipalities, except Rangoon, where such taxes have been or may be imposed. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1897. 2 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/41)* BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

Rules for the assessment, collection, remission, and refund of taxes leviable under the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1899. 5 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.150/3)*

Rules for the collection of tolls on vehicles in municipalities where such tolls have been imposed. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1897. 2 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/44)* BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

Subject(s): Burma : Marine
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/67)*

Subject(s): Burma ; Land Revenue and Settlement
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.129/14)*
ditto. – ibd., (for F. C.), 1899. 30 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 g 11(8))*

Rules for the election and nomination of members to the Burma Legislative Council, for the qualification of electors and members, the constitution of constituencies and the final decision of doubts and disputes as to the validity of elections. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. Secy.), 1925. II, 36 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.32/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/111/25)

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.32/3)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/111/27)

ditto. – ibd., (for J. D.), 1928. 66 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 gg 14)

ditto. : corr. up to 30 July 1932. – ibd., 1932.
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/111/27)

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.32/3)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/111/28)

Rules for the encouragement of the study of the Karen and Shan languages. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1898. 2 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.105/58)*

Rules for the encouragement of the study of the languages of the frontier tribes bordering on or having relations with Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1898. 3 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.105/59)*

GB:BL-APAC(Tr 870(7))*

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.105/1)* BL-APAC(Tr 764)*

Rules for the grant by local governments of licences to prospect for minerals and of mining leases in British India. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for R. Secy.), 1918. 20 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.105/4(4))*

Rules for the grant of certificates to legal practitioners authorizing them to practice before revenue officers in Up-
Rules for the proper enforcement of the vaccination act, 1880 (XIII of 1880), within the notified area of Kyaklat town. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., (for S. C. I.), 1941. 16 p.

GB: BL(14300 hh 21)* LSE(BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (180))

Rules for the proper enforcement of the vaccination act, 1880 (XIII of 1880), within the notified area of Nyaungu. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), 1903. 6 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.145/21)*

Rules for the proper enforcement of the vaccination act, 1880 (XIII of 1880), within the notified area of Minbu / Municipality

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/23)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1791)

Rules for the qualification, admission and enrolment of advocates to practise in the courts of Upper Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., (for J. C., U. B.), 1895. 12, XV p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/23)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/244/32)


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/23)*


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/23)*


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/23)*

Rules for the raising of loans by the local authorities in the open market. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), 1908. 3 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.128/2)*

Rules for the registration of deaths by village headmen, under section 5 (k) of the Upper Burma village regulation, 1887 / Meiktila Division [signed by D. Norton]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Commr.’s of Meiktila), 1904. 2 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14300 g 33(10))*

Rules for the registration of deaths of cattle by village headmen, under section 6 subdivision (I) clause (k) of the Lower Burma village act 1889 (III of 1889), in the Minbu Division [signed by N. G. Cholmeley]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Minbu, Dn.), 1904. 3 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14300 g 33(11))*

Rules for the regulation of hackney carriages within the limits of the Thonze Municipality. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1898. 3 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/56)*

Rules for the regulation of elections in municipalities other than Mandalay. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for L. G. D.), 1930. 27 p., app.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/51)*

Rules for the registration and control of hackney carriages within the notified area of Twingon and Beme. – Rangoon, 1913. VIII, 59 p., 34 diagrs., fold. tables.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.218/2)*

Rules framed by the Minbu Municipality

Rules framed under section 42 of the State aid to industry act, Burma act XXIII, 1939. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for S. C. I.), 1941. 16 p. – Department of Commerce and Industry, Industries Branch, notification no. 181, dated 12 October 1940. – Added title and text in Burmese

Subject(s): Industrial policy – Burma ; Subsidies – Burma

GB: BL(14300 hh 21)* LSE(BLPES, Off.Publ. 591 (180)) BL-APAC(Bur D 1758 ; D 1791)

SG: ISEAS(SHR HG4236.7 B96 ; Microfiche 92/68821)

US: LC(Microfiche 92/68821 (K))


GB: BL-APAC(Tr 872 ; Tr 726)*

Rules of an institution – under the institution


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.119/21)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/244/32)

Rules of executive business : made by the Governor under the proclamation of the 17th October 1945. – [Rangoon : 1945?]

14 l. – Caption title
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.141/6)*

Rules of the ... Municipality
– Gyobingauk / Municipality
– Kyangin / Municipality
– Kyaukse / Municipality
– Mandalay / Municipality
– Minbu / Municipality
– Moulmein / Municipality
– Sagaing / Municipality
– Salin / Municipality
– Thônê / Municipality

Rules providing for the visitation and inspection of the courts subordinate to it and for the supervision of the working thereof. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C., L. B.), 1901. 9 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.110/10)*

Rules regarding jinrikishas framed by the Rangoon Municipality under section 27, subsection (1), clause (e), section 106, clauses (a) and (b) and section 107 of the Lower Burma municipal act / F. C. Gates. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, (for B. S.), 1894. 5 p.
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 726 ; Tr 870)*

Rules regarding the erection and repair of monuments of stone, and the endowments of those already erected, in Christian cemeteries which belong to government. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1894. 4 p.
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 764(4) ; Tr 870)*

Rules regarding the erection and repair of stone and masonry monuments, and the endowments of those already erected in Christian cemeteries which belong to government. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Book Depot), 1896. 4 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/26(2))
BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

Rules regarding village sanitation and the prevention of fires in the Northern division. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1895. 2 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/22(2))
BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/22(2))

ditto. – ibd., (for B. D.), 1900. 4 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 g 32(3))*

Rules regulating the examination of, and the grant of certificates to, persons to act as engineers of the first or second class, or as engine-drivers under Burma steam-boilers and prime-movers act, 1882 and the cancellation of certificates so granted. – Rangoon, 1903.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/641/27)

Rules regulating the method of recruitment to, and the conditions of service and pay of, the Burma educational service, class 1 / Education (Miscellaneous Dept.) – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for E. S.), 1930. 6 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.116/11)*

Rules regulating the sale of court-fee stamps in Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (Book Depot), 1896. 6 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/29)* BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

Rules regulating the sale of revenue stamps and stamped papers in Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Book Depot), 1896. 6 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/26)* BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

Subject(s): Children • Legal status, laws, etc – Burma.
US: CU(Kroch KNL1542 .A28 2002)
HU(Law School BUR 314.3 G02)
LC & UCB & YU(SML X) : KNL517 .A33 2002

Rules regulating the sale of revenue stamps and stamped papers in Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Book Depot), 1896. 6 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/26)* BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

Subject(s): Financial institutions – Law and legislation - Burma
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 89/68816)
NUS(C J Koh Law Library)
US: CU(Microfiche 887 SEI 89 68816)
LC(Microfiche 89/68816 (K) So Asia)

Rules related to postal life insurance, endowment assurance and monthly allowances. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for P. M. G.), 1915. 59 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 g 46(8))*

Rules relating to qualifications and admission of advocates of the Chief Court of Lower Burma and of the subordinate courts and revenue offices in Lower Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supdt., G. P.), 1901. 3 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/23(3))*

Subject(s): Scholarships – Burma
GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1986 a 5422)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

**ditto.** – ibd., (for D. P. J.), 1935. 20 p., app.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.116/122)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/860/77)

**ditto.** [Repr.] – ibd. 1937. 20 p., app.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.116/122)*

**ditto.** / approved by the Government of Burma, Education Department, in his ... dated the 31st August 1939. – ibd., 1939. 24 p., app.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.116/122)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/860/78)

**ditto.** – ibd., 1941. 24 p.
US: UC
Ref.: OCLC 28467236

**Rules relating to the Calcutta, Bombay and Rangoon house allowance schemes.** – Simla, 1915.
Subject(s): History – India and Pakistan
GB: OUL(IND IB. Ind. B 11)

GB: BL(IS.Bu.105/40)* BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

**Rules relating to the qualification and admission of advocates and pleaders.** – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. L. B.), 1911. 15 p.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.105/23(5))*

GB: BL(IS.Bu.100/22(1))* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/140/37)

GB: BL(IS.Bu.100/22(2))* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/140/38)

**Rules relating to the qualification and admission of advocates and pleaders in Burma / publ. under the authority of the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon.** – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for H. C. R.), 1923. 32 p.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.105/23(5))* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/140/39)

**ditto.** – ibd., 1925. 21 p.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.105/23(5))* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/140/40)
OUL(IB. Burma T.1 1925)

**ditto.** – ibd., 1927.
GB: OUL(IB. Burma T.1 1927)

**ditto.** – ibd., 1931. 21 p.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.105/23(5))* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591 (42))
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/140/42)
OUL(IB. Burma T.1 1931)

**ditto.** – ibd., 1937. 22 p.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.137/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/140/42)

US: LC(Law)

**Rules requiring European civil police officers in Burma to make provision for their families.** – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for F. C.), 1893. 2 p.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.105/13)* BL-APAC(Tr 726)*

**Rules to regulate the course of instruct- ion at, admission to, and discipline at, the Vernacular Forest School, Tharrawaddy, Burma.** – [Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma,] (for Rev. Secy.), 1904. 6 p.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.19/2 Cover missing)*

**[Rule to regulate the manufacture, possession and sale of explosives in Burma.]** – [Rangoon,] (for Secy.), 1902. 25 p.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.138/10)* BL-APAC(Tr 870)*

**Rules under section 6, sub-section (1), clause (p), of the Ports act, for the control of the spread of infection of dangerous, infectious and contagious diseases by vessels arriving at, or being in, or departing from, Burma ports, and the disposal of dead bodies on such vessels / Education Department, Public Health Branch. Notification. Rangoon 1st June 1938.** – [Rangoon,] (Edn. Secy.), 1938. 10 p.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/751/139)*

**Rules under section 21 of the Pegu and Sittang canal act.** 1881. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Book Depot), 1896. 3 p.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.105/35)* BL-APAC(Tr 930)*

**Rules under section 29 of the Indian boilers act.** 1923. – Rangoon, 1924.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/641/28)
Bibliographical description

GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/420/15)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.152/5)* BL-APAC(JOR/V/27/641/27)
ditto. – 1915.
GB: BL-APAC(JOR/V/27/641/27)
ditto. – 1918.
GB: BL-APAC(JOR/V/27/641/27)

Rules under the excise act (XIII of 1881). – [ca. 1886.]
GB: BL-APAC(JOR/V/27/323/53)

– Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 gg 11)*
ditto. – ibd., (for Secy.), 1917. 2 p.
– Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 ff 17(3))*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/8)* BL-APAC(JOR/V/27/321/67)
ditto. – corr. up to 1st April 1913. – ibd., 1913. 75 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.138/2)* BL-APAC(JOR/V/27/322/91)
Ref.: OCLC 46357996

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.138/2)* BL-APAC(JOR/V/27/322/91)
ditto. – corr. up to 1st April 1913. – ibd., 1913. 75 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.138/2)* BL-APAC(JOR/V/27/322/93)
Ref.: TYB(535)
US: CU(Kroch HJ7039.7.A6 R85 1913+)
Ref.: OCLC 46357996

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/5(2))* BL-APAC(Tr 764)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/5)*
ditto. [I/C G. Bayne]. – ibd., 1898. 5 p.
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 870)*
ditto. – ibd., (for B. D.), 1898. 6 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 g 32(1))*

Rulings on Buddhist law : being cases decided in the courts of the Judicial Commissioners, the Special Court and the Chief Court of Lower Burma to the end of 1901 / comp. and edited with notes by J. Copley Moyle. In 2 vols. – Moulmein: Bulletin Pr. 1. – 1902. XXIII, XXIX, 624, XXVIII, XXXII p., app., index. 2. – 1903. XXIX, 385, XVIII p.
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/76 Haus 2 NiLS)
GB: BL(5318 aaa 8)*

Rumney, Thomas A.
Southeast Asia : a selected bibliography on the geography of the region / Thomas A. Rumney. – Monticello, Ill.: Vance Bibliographies, [1989]. 53 p. – (Public administration series : bibliogr., ISSN 0193-970X ; P-2598) – “March 1989.”
ISBN 0792000986
Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Bibliography
US: CU(Kroch Z3221 .R85x 1989+)

Rumpf, Dieter
– (Hildebrand’s Urlaubsführer ; 4)
ISBN 3-88989-032-6 ; 0-87052-018-0 (Hippocrene Bks) ; 0747100330 (UK) ; 0870520229 (U.S.)
Ref.: DB
ditto. – ibd., 1985. 190 S.
ISBN 2-88989-032-4
SG: CL(959.3 RUM)
ditto. 3. Aufl. – ibd., 1986. 191 S., Illus., Kt., Index. – (Hildebrand’s Urlaubsführer ; 4)
ISBN 0-87052-018-0 ; 3-88989-065-2
D: B-SBB(1 A 118560 Haus 2)

ditto. 5. Aufl. – ibd., 1988. 191 S., Illus., Kt., Index. – (Hildebrand’s Reiseführer ; 4)
ISBN 3-88989-095-4
D: M-BSB(10/DK 9(59) MFHS(10/DK 9(59) (10)

Thailand, Burma [Dieter Rumpf ; transl. from the German by Margaret Heberer]. 1st ed. – Frankfurt, Main: Karte + Grafik Verlagsgesellschaft ; New York : Hippocrene Books, 1985. 189 p., illus., maps. – (Hildebrand’s travel guide ; 4)
ISBN 3-88989-032-6 ; 0-87052-018-0 (Hippocrene Bks) : 0747100330 (UK) ; 0870520229 (U.S.)
Ref.: Subject(s): Thailand : Guidebooks
Burma : Guidebooks
Ref.: DB

Rumney, Thomas A.
Southeast Asia : a selected bibliography on the geography of the region / Thomas A. Rumney. – Monticello, Ill.: Vance Bibliographies, [1989]. 53 p. – (Public administration series : bibliogr., ISSN 0193-970X ; P-2598) – “March 1989.”
ISBN 0792000986
Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Bibliography
US: CU(Kroch Z3221 .R85x 1989+)

Rumpf, Dieter
– (Hildebrand’s Urlaubsführer ; 4)
Burma Bibliographical Project

US: CU(Kroch DS563 .R93) CL(959.2T H6425 1985)
NIU(SEA DS522.6 .R8561985)

Rundlett, Fank Montagu <1851-1930>
Subject(s): Siyin language – Grammar.
D: B-SBB(Zw 20220 NfLS)
GB: BL(12910 dd 26)*
BL-APAC(V 4374)*
SOAS(GPE Siy 415/15.520)*
US: ICF ICN
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks Rl R872) OrU

Rundlett. Leslie St. Clare
– (Selected engineering papers / The Institution of Civil Engineers ; 132)
Subject(s): Roads – Burma ; Bridges – Burma
GB: CUL(P428.c.69)
ULL(Y7.1, 132)
US: LC(P428.c.69) NYPL PPF
YU(MUDD Ub10 In7s 132)
Ref.: OCLC 11225553

Runde, Roseann
F: Avignon-BU Centrale
– (Collection Ecrits torontois ; 2)
GB: BL(12910 dd 26)*
BL-APAC(V 4374)*
SOAS(GPE Siy 415/15.520)*
US: ICF ICN
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks Rl R872) OrU

ditto. – ibd., 1901. 47 p. – Herbert 466

Rundlett, Leslie St. Clare

Rural Co-operative Credit Society (Luzzatti)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.170/6)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/340/20)

Rural Co-operative Credit Society (Raiffeisen)
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/340/20)

– From A little library of biography. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 f 36)*

Rural socio-economic research series. – Rangoon : Dept. of Research, Institute of Economics

Data paper
1 Cost of cultivation and income of sampled farms in Lower Burma for the year 1972-73
2 Cost of cultivation and income of sampled farms in Lower Burma for the year 1975-76
3 Kin Maung Kyi
Economics of production & farm size in Burmese agriculture

Rushbridge, F. W.
→ The Burma handbook and directory, 1895

Rushbrook Williams, L. F.
→ Williams, Lawrence Frederic Rushbrook<1890-1978>

Rusman, E.
Wings across continents : the K. L. M. Amsterdam-Batavia Line / by E. Rusman. – Amsterdam: Blitz, [1935]. 96 p., illus., plates, plans, diagrs.
US: DSI LC(TL726.15.R8) UC WaT

Russel, Christophe <pseud.>
Subject(s): Minorités – Statut juridique – Birmanie Réfugiés – Statut juridique – Birmanie Minorités – Birmanie – Conditions sociales Droits de l'homme – Birmanie Répression politique – Birmanie Birmanie – Politique et gouvernement Birmanie – Relations interethniques
D: B-SBB(1 A 188 626 Haus 2)
F: BN Impr.(8-02h-2026)
BDIC(O 185.229)
BIULO(GEN.III.52672

R 130
Russell, Ted
Subject(s): Great Britain : Royal Air Force - Wireless Observational Unit, 12th ; Radio operators - Biography
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Reconnaissance operations, British
GB:BL(YK.1999.a.6709) BL-DSS(m00/28082) CUL(2001.8.2710) IRL:TCD(PB-175-50) OUL(IND Main Libr 30 A 405 N1 1930239)
US: NIU(SEA D767.6 .R8 1999)

Russell, John
Subjects: China : Boundaries – India ; Foreign relations – 1949 – Indonesia ; Foreign relations – 1949 – Burma
India : Boundaries – China
Indonesia : Foreign relations – China
Burma : Foreign relations – China
D: HH-BW
US: NNC(Offsite DS740.4 .R88) UCLA(YRL DS 740.4 R91c)
Ref.: OCLC 2506805

The rising national liberation struggles of the peoples in a key area of Southeast Asia : coming events cast their shadows / Maud Russell. – New York : M. Russell, [1969]. 28 p., illus., maps. – (Far East reporter ; [1969])
Subject(s): National liberation movements – Asia, Southeastern.
Nationalism – Asia, Southeastern.
Political stability – Asia, Southeastern.
Asia, Southeastern : Politics and government.
Ref.: OCLC 18508411

ditto. 2nd impr. – ibid., 1944. 64 p.
US: CU(Wason D767.6 R96)

Russell, Susan Diana
→Ritual, power, and economy

Russell, Wilfrid William
Subject(s): India : Royal Indian Air Force
World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 766)*
GB:BL(9059.df.10) BL-DSS(X11/1894) CUL(L539.1.c.426.1) BL-APAC(T 2803) OUL(BOD Camera UB 222837 e.84)
SOAS(E Coll 3 U /60)
Ruthin, Margaret <1906-1980>
Subject(s): Burma : World War 1939-1945 – Campaigns - Fiction
GB:BL(12843.gg.37) SOAS(E Coll 3 V/69)
IRL:TCD(Santry JUV 204.oo.184)
US:CU(Wason PZ7 R939)

US:LC(PZ7.R935Ju)

GB:BL(12826.m.2)
IRL:TCD(Santry JUV 183.s.48)
US:CU(Wason PZ7 R935S4)

Rydell, Ferd
Note: Travel accounts of a British merchant to various countries in Asia.
Subject(s): Accounting – Vocational guidance.
Accountants – East Asia.
US:HU(Law School: COMP 943 RYD)

Ryan, Denis George Jocelyn
The steadfast Gurka
→Historical record of the 6th Gurkha Rifles ; I

Ryan, E. M.
→Statistical report of the Mergui Province

Ryley, Edward
Amherst as a sanatorium / by E. Ryley. – Calcutta : The Englishman Office, 1850. 19 p., map.
GB:BL(10058 cc 8(2))*
US:DNLM(Film 830 no.10)

Ryley, John Horton
Ralph Fitch : England’s pioneer to India and Burma ; his companions and contemporaries ; with his remarkable narrative told in his own words / by J. Horton Ryley. – London : Unwin, 1899. XVI, 264 p., illus., ports., index.
Note: Travel accounts of a British merchant to various countries in Asia.
Subject(s): Fitch, Ralph, fl. 1583-1606.
East India Company.; History – Sources.
Merchants – England – Biography.
British-India ; History – Sources.
British-Burma – History – Sources.

Rykhx, Hans
We’ll meet again (don’t know where, don’t when ...) : mijn leven als tabakspplanter en mijn belevenissen als krijgsgevangene van het keizerlijk japanse leger / Hans Rykhx. – [Santpoort,] c1990. 145 p., illus., krt.
NL: KITLV(M 1998 A 1758)

Ryhan’” Mruin’ < Kui >
International notation and Myanmar classical songs … / Kui Ryhan’” Mruin’ (Mru’ ma). – Ran’ kun’ : Tuin’” Lan’” Ca ‘up’ Tuik’, 2001. 294 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
Note: Commemorative volume brought out on the occasion of 75 years of Myoma Amateur Music Association, Mandalay (Mru’ ma Turiya ‘A san’”); includes songs with notations, and biographies of selected Burmese lyricists and musicians.
Subject(s): Mru’ ma Turiya ‘A san’” (Mandalay, Burma)
Musical groups – Burma – Mandalay – History.
Musicians – Burma – Biography.
Musical notation - Burma
US:CU(Kroch Oversize) & LC & UC(SRLF) & YU(SML X) : M128.M33 M747 2001
Ref.: OCLC 52178409

Rustam, Musrifah Sapardi
Myanmar : seeing is believing … / Musrifah Sapardi Rustam ; ed. by Hon Ah Fah, IT Myanmar Business Magazine. – Myanmar : seeing is believing … / c2right/c2right /c2right/c2right
Note: Experiences of the wife of a Malaysian diplomat, while her stay in Burma.
Subject(s): Diplomats’ spouses – Malaysia – Biography
Burma : Description and travel ; Social life and customs.
SG:ISEAS(DS527.6 M98)
US:CU(Kroch) & LC & NNC(Offsite) & UC(SRLF) & YU(SML)
Ref.: OCLC 54759113

Ruth
→Bible, O.T. : Ruth

Rutherford, Scott
Burma, Myanmar
→Klein, Wilhelm

Rutherford, Thomas Corrie
Some experiences of plague in India and Burma, December 1903 to June 1906 / by T. C. Rutherford. – Newcastle upon Tyne: Univ. of Newcastle upon Tyne, 1906. 16 p. – Theses. M.D.
GB:Newcastle(Medical Library, Archives ; Thesis M9)

Ruthin, Margaret
D272.I4 R8
LCC(NC)(Byler 940.921 R91) WU(Memorial Lib.Cutter Coll. F09431 R91)

Subject(s): Great Britain : Royal Air Force - Squadron, 194
US: LC(UG635.G7 R87 1972)
Ref.: OCLC 11589866

Siegfried M. Schwertner

US: CU(Kroch D792.I4 R96) HU(Widener: HB 1870.35)
LC & UCI(Main) : D792.I4 R8
NNC(Butler 940.921 R9193)
WU(Memorial Lib.Cutter Coll. F09431 R91)
Ref.: OCLC 52178409

Ref.: OCLC 54759113

US: CU(Wason PZ7 R93J9)
IRL:TCD(Santry JUV 183.s.48)
US:CU(Wason PZ7 R935S4)
India: Description and travel.  
Burma: Description and travel: History – Sources.  
AU: NL(A) (Luce 887)  
D: B-SBB(Uo 8303 NiLS)  
GÖ-SUB(8° H Brit un III,4118)  
HD-SAI(reg 60 D 134)*  
F: BNF(Nx 2784)  
GB: BL(09057 aaa 3)*  
D: B-SBB(50 MA 22488 Haus 1)  
GB: OUL(BOD L Floor M98.G05129)  
US: CU(Annex DS411.R99 ; Kroch Film 12217 no.6)  
HU(Widener Ind 668.5)  
UC(NRLF DS411.F5 R8 SB 49 506)  
UCI(Main Lib DS411 .R8 1998)  
YU(SML Yale Class. Bj45 26)  
XVI, 264 p., [12] l. of plates, illus., index, bibliogr.  
ISBN 81-2061324-4  


Ryuji, Okudaira  

TH: CH(TIC 52276)